
Board Cover Memorandum
To Board of Education 

From Kyla Johnson-Trammell, Superintendent 
Sondra Aguilera, Chief Academic Officer 

Meeting Date June 26, 2024 

Subject Services Agreement with Soccer Without Borders 

Ask of the Board ☒ Approve Services Agreement
☐ Ratify Services Agreement

Description of 
Services & 
Background  

Vendor will provide 10 days of summer programming during Summer 2024, 
Mondays through Fridays, every school day from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at 
International Community Elementary School. 

The District’s 21st Century Community Learning Centers (21st CCLC), ESSER, 
and Expanded Learning Opportunities Program grants include Supplemental 
funding to support summer learning programs, operated in partnership 
between schools and community organizations. In order to fulfill the grant 
requirements, the District is contracting with community partners to provide 
daily academic support, enrichment, and physical activity services to OUSD 
students for 2-6 weeks over the summer. Summer providers will work in 
partnership with the District’s After School and Summer Learning units to 
align summer program goals with District priorities for student achievement, 
health and wellness, and social-emotional learning. Summer Program Hub: 
International Community Elementary School. 

Term Start Date: July 8, 2024 
End Date: July 19, 2024 

Not-To-Exceed 
Amount $85,512.00 

Board Office Use: Legislative File Info. 
File ID Number 24-1489
Introduction Date 6/26/24 
Enactment Number 
Enactment Date 

24-1302
6/26/2024 er
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Funding Source(s) Resource 2600 – Expanded Learning Opportunities Program in the amount 
of $85,512.00 

Competitively Bid ☒ Yes    ☐ No 
If the Service Agreement was not competitively bid and the not-to-exceed 
amount is more than $109,300, list the exception(s) that applies (requires 
Legal approval and may require a resolution):  

District In-Kind 
Contributions 

District will provide space for programs as well as staff time monitoring 
program compliance. 

Specific 
Outcomes 

As a result of these services, students will be able to continue to catch up on 
lost learning from recent years and be better positioned to begin next school 
year. 

SPSA Alignment 
(required if using 
State or Federal 
Funds) 

☐ Action Item included in Board Approved SPSA (no additional
documentation required). If so, enter Item Number:

☐ Action Item added as modification to Board Approved SPSA. If so,
school site must submit the following documents to the Strategic
Resource Planning for approval through the Escape workflow
process:
• Meeting announcement for meeting in which the SPSA

modification was approved.
• Minutes for meeting in which the SPSA modification was

approved indicating approval of the modification.
• Sign-in sheet for meeting in which the SPSA modification was

approved.

Attachment(s) • Services Agreement with Soccer Without Borders
• Summer Program Plan
• Summer Budget
• RFP #22-129CSSS and Vendor Bid Materials

Waiver 
Attachments (if 
applicable) 

☐ Written confirmation of Commercial General Liability Insurance
waiver

☐ Written confirmation of Workers’ Compensation Insurance waiver.
☐ Written confirmation of Tuberculosis Screening wavier.
☐ Written confirmation of Fingerprinting/Criminal Background

Investigation waiver.
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6/27/2024 & Secretary, Board of Education

EDGAR Rakestraw
Benjamin Davis

EDGAR Rakestraw
Kyla Johnson-Trammell, Secretary







Soccer Without Borders Statement of Qualifications 

Prepared for the Oakland Unified School District 

Mission: 

Soccer Without Borders uses soccer as a vehicle for positive change for newcomer refugee and 

immigrant youth across the USA. SWB youth come from more than 50 countries and speak over 

25 languages. In a safe and supportive team environment, youth develop the toolkit they need to 

overcome obstacles to growth, inclusion, and personal success. 

The soccer field is one of the few places where newcomer youth immediately feel confident, 

valued, familiar, and like they can express themselves and contribute. When youth first come to 

the U.S., most feel the opposite. They are overwhelmed by what they don’t know, and feel 

isolated in almost every aspect of life. Soccer can reach these young people in a way that no 

other activity can. 

Our model leverages the universal language of soccer and the interpersonal safety net of a team 

to provide young people with the tools, skills and knowledge to pursue healthy lifestyles, 

advance academically, develop personally, build social capital, and acquire English language 

skills. Our model has been applied in eight U.S. cities, garnering investments from FIFA and the 

U.S. Soccer Foundation, as well as national media attention from ESPN and ESPNW, NPR, 

Huffington Post, New York Times, Washington Post, San Francisco Chronicle, Boston Globe, 

PBS, PRI, Mashable, and the Los Angeles Times, among others. 

History: 

Soccer Without Borders began working in Oakland in collaboration with OUSD in 2007 when it 

held the first annual newcomer community soccer camp. The success of that camp led to 

afterschool programming at Oakland International High School. Today, SWB runs afterschool 

and weekend programs for newcomer youth coming from 16 different OUSD schools, with 

school day presence at Oakland International High School, Castlemont High School, Rudsdale 

Newcomer, Oakland High School, Fremont High School, Roosevelt Middle School, Frick United 

Academy of Language and Urban Promise Academy, where SWB youth collaborate with school 

staff to teach socio-emotional learning skills and support youth academically. SWB has expertise 

in serving middle school and high school aged newcomer youth, who are English Language 

Learners.  

Key Partners: 

Oakland International High School, Fremont High School, Oakland High School, Castlemont 

High School, Rudsdale Newcomer, Frick United Academy of Language, Albany Berkeley 



Soccer Club, Alameda County Behavioral Health Services, OUSD ELLMA Office, Bay Area 

Wilderness Training, East Bay Asian Youth Center, Oakland Kids First, Cal State East Bay 

Key Successes: 

Over the past three years, SWB has been a focus of several impact evaluations. Graduate 

students from UC Berkeley and Palo Alto University conducted impact studies on the work of 

SWB. Some of the key findings from these studies include the following: 

-Core SWB participants were ten times less likely than their peers to drop out of school.

-Core SWB participants had fewer school absences compared to their classmates, with

core participants missing an average of 4.35 days of school in 2015-16, while

nonparticipants at the same school averaged 9.90 absences in2015-16.

-More than 95% of core participants endorsed, that to some degree, participating in SWB

had helped them become better at working with other kids, helped them make new

friends, helped them become better at expressing themselves, helped them become better

listeners, and gave them the opportunity to be a leader.

In addition to these statistics, SWB has won national awards from the White House, the Wharton 

School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 

Beyond Sport and the US Soccer Foundation, and is recognized as a leader in the sport for 

development field.  

Programming During COVID 19: 

Beginning in March of 2021, SWB successfully adapted programming to continue to engage 

students in recreational and education programming. During the spring of 2020, SWB held 

virtual team workouts and practice sessions, creating the Stay Home Season to keep healthy 

competition present in young people’s lives and motivate team engagement. From the summer of 

2020 and on, SWB adapted programs to create learning pods across Oakland following health 

guidelines and procedures outlined by Alameda County and OUSD. These pods consisted of 10-

12 students 1 head coach and 1 program assistant. Pods practices together in-person following 

social distance protocols and wearing masks. In-person pod programming was a vital source of 

community connection, physical activity, English practice and social support. Coaches also 

brought laptops to the field and regularly helped students with virtual learning needs. Throughout 

the pandemic, SWB staff monitored school engagement and collaborated with teachers and 

school staff to conduct home visits for students who were disengaged with school or needed 

technology support or other types of support.  



March 15, 2024 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Soccer Without Borders certifies that: 

• All of our employees that work at OUSD school sites have passed fingerprint review
by Department of Justice (DOJ) and FBI and TB Testing requirements.

• Clearance information from background checking will appear on invoices submitted
to OUSD.

• Proof of fingerprint passage and TB Test passage of persons working at OUSD will
be available to OUSD upon demand.

• Staff are trained and aware of what it means to be mandatory reporters

• All Coordinator level staff are CPR, First-Aid and Concussion Protocol trained

• All staff will meet OUSD’s instructional aide requirement.

Please feel free to contact me for more information or for any questions regarding the 
above information.  

Best, 

Ben Gucciardi 
Founder and Oakland Director 
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POLICY NUMBER: COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
 CG 24 04 05 09
 

CG 24 04 05 09 © Insurance Services Office, Inc., 2008  Page 1 of 1 
 

WAIVER OF TRANSFER OF RIGHTS OF RECOVERY  
AGAINST OTHERS TO US 

 

This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:  

 
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE PART 
PRODUCTS/COMPLETED OPERATIONS LIABILITY COVERAGE PART 

 
SCHEDULE 

 

Name Of Person Or Organization:  
 

Information required to complete this Schedule, if not shown above, will be shown in the Declarations. 
 

The following is added to Paragraph 8. Transfer Of 
Rights Of Recovery Against Others To Us of 
Section IV – Conditions: 

We waive any right of recovery we may have against 
the person or organization shown in the Schedule 
above because of payments we make for injury or 
damage arising out of your ongoing operations or 
"your work" done under a contract with that person 
or organization and included in the "products-
completed operations hazard". This waiver applies 
only to the person or organization shown in the 
Schedule above.  

PHPK2632088

Blanket as required by written contract



PI-AI-SCH (08/20) 

PI-AI-SCH (08/20) 
Page of 

Additional Insured Schedule 
 
Policy Number: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance Company

PHPK2632088

Additional Insured

Oakland Unified School District

Oakland, CA 94612-2092

CG2010 - CA - Loc #ALL - COMMUNICABLE DISEASE EXCLUSION CREDIT

CG2010 - CA - Loc #2

Attn: Risk Management
1011 Union St Ste 987
Oakland, CA 94607-2236

General Liability

Additional Insured

City of Oakland
its Councilmembers, directors, officers,
agents, employees and volunteers
150 Frank H Ogawa Plz Ste 4216
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Request for Proposal (RFP) 22-129CSSS

EXPANDED LEARNING
FOR SUMMER LEARNING AND INTERSESSION

* Submit proposals and all questions/inquiries to:

OAKLAND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Attention: Procurement Department

900 High Street, 2nd Floor
OAKLAND, CA 94601

email: procurement@ousd.org
phone: (510) 879-2990

Proposals Due:
December 9, 2022

THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS CONTRACT ARE
GOVERNED BY

THE CALIFORNIA EDUCATION AND PUBLIC CONTRACT CODES.

1
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Submission Deadline & Process:

Bids must be received before December 9, 2022 by 5:00 pm

Provider to submit:

*** Email Proposal to procurement@ousd.org

Proposals shall be submitted as PDF attachment(s) and subject line of
the email must state: “Response to RFP No. 22-129CSSS”

Bids received later than the designated time, and specified date will be returned to the
proposer unopened. Facsimile (FAX) copies of the proposal will not be accepted.

The District reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals or any combination
thereof and to waive any irregularity in the bidding process.

Copies of the RFP/Bid documents may be obtained from Oakland Unified School
District, Procurement Department’s website https://www.ousd.org/procurement, if
you have specific questions or concerns regarding RFP, you may contact us by email to:
procurement@ousd.org.
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B. RFP Schedule of Events
The following schedule will be used by the District for this RFP.

DATE ACTION

RFP Posting/First Advertisement: November 4, 2022

Pre-Bid Conference: November  18,  2022 @ 2:00 p.m.
(Zoom link on Procurement Website)

Deadline for Questions: November  29, 2022 @ 2:00 p.m.

Proposal/Bid Submitted to District: December 9, 2022 @ 5:00 p.m.

Proposal/Bid Opening: December 13, 2022 @ 3:15 p.m
(Zoom link on Procurement Website)

Potential Interviews (If Necessary): December 17, 2022 - January 6, 2023

Final Award Notification of RFP: January 17, 2023

Contract Start Date: May 1,  2023

**OUSD will use every effort to adhere to the schedule. However, OUSD
reserves the right to amend the schedule, as it deems necessary, and will post

a notice of amendment at www.ousd.org/procurement.**

Proposers are advised that the District reserves the right to amend this RFP at any time.
Amendments will be done formally by providing written amendments to all potential
Proposers known to have received a copy of the RFP. Proposers must acknowledge
receipt of any and all RFP amendments. This shall be done by signing the
Acknowledgement of Amendment(s) to RFP form. If a Proposer desires an explanation
or clarification of any kind regarding this RFP, the Proposer must make a written request
for such explanation. Requests should be addressed via email to:

Rosaura M. Altamirano
Senior Manager, Supply Chain & Logistics

rosaura.altamirano@ousd.org

The District will advise all Proposers known to have received a copy of the RFP of the
explanation or clarification, by email or by formal RFP amendment via email as the
District may in its sole discretion deem appropriate.
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GENERAL INFORMATION AND SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE OAKLAND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

The District is located in and is approximately coterminous with the City of Oakland,
California, located on the east side of the San Francisco Bay, approximately 10 miles
from San Francisco. The District’s boundaries also include small portions of the
neighboring cities of Emeryville and Alameda.

The Oakland Unified School District (District) operates under a locally-elected seven
member Board form of government and provides educational services to grades
CDC/Pre-K - Adult. The District operates eighteen (18) child development centers,
forty-seven (47) elementary schools, eleven (11) middle schools, ten (10) high schools,
five (5) K-8, four (4) K-12, six (6) alternative ed and other programs as well. The District
serves approximately 36,886 students. We encourage you to visit our website
(http://www.ousd.org) for more information about the District.

The District reserves the right to issue other contracts to meet its requirements.
Contract award does not preclude the District from using any other service providers for
the same contracted services as those secured through this RFP. An underlying
principle of this RFP is best value. Best value is determined through a process that
evaluates strengths, weaknesses, risks and exemplary customer service.

What is an RFP? An RFP (Request for Proposals ) is a Proposal-based selection process, in
accordance with Public Contracts Code section 20111.5. It is a request by OUSD Dept. of
Expanded Learning for organizations to submit their Proposals to be considered as an OUSD
summer/ intersession provider for expanded learning programs, after which OUSD will determine
which providers are qualified and award contracts based on that determination.

What is a Pre-Bid Conference? A pre-bid conference is conducted to clear up any confusion
regarding project details, scope of work and solicitation of documents that outside providers may
have. In addition, outside providers will have an opportunity to ask questions.

5
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C. Required Supporting Documentation
To support RFP responses and verify organizational Proposals, the following
documentation is required. The Application Questions in Appendix II will directly
reference these documents and ask for an elaboration of the information these
documents provide. These documents do not count towards the 5-  page limit for the
RFP application described in Appendix II. Additionally, please label all supporting
documents clearly according to this list:

1) Submission of sample(s) schedule of the summer model that youth
development program organization wishes to offer. (Either a collaborative,
independent or off-site community-based model schedule). Organizations
can apply for eligibility to multiple models.

2) Program budget reflecting the program schedule (see Application Question
2 in Appendix II for details)

3) Job description for Site Coordinator and Program Instructor
4) Profit and loss statement and/or 990 tax form
5) Bank Statements to show proof of operating cash reserves
6) Letters of Reference (maximum of 3)
7) Statement of Qualifications

A. A Statement of Qualifications is a paragraph or two on the
organization's letterhead that explains why they are qualified to
provide this service.

8) Commercial General Liability Insurance Coverage via an ACORD sheet.
A. Address in the “Certificate Holder” section: Oakland Unified School

District, Attn: Risk Management; 1000 Broadway, Suite 440, CA
94607

B. Policy Limits: 1,000,000 per occurrence / $2,000,000 aggregate
C. Policy Endorsement that names OUSD as an additional Insured

(from the Agent): this is a Separate document from above.
D. Must include coverage for Corporal Punishment

9) Agency Letter that states the following:
A. All of the employees that work at OUSD have passed fingerprint

review by CA DOJ and FBI, TB testing requirements, and mandate
reporting.

ï ATI Numbers will need to appear on all invoices submitted
to OUSD

ï Proof of fingerprint passage and TB Test passage of staff
working at OUSD will be available to OUSD upon demand.

B. Staff meet OUSD Instructional Aide requirement (48 college units or
Instructional Aid Certificate)

C. Designated staff supporting the intersession model must have first-aid,
concussion, and CPR certified.
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D.Introduction and Overview
*Any approved OUSD Expanded Learning Lead Agency that has a current MOU in
place does not need to apply for this RFP. Your current MOU covers summer and
intersession programming.

The Oakland Unified School District (OUSD) Department of Expanded Learning invites
interested nonprofit organizations to respond with their qualifications to serve as an
Expanded Learning Program Provider in designing, planning, administering, and
operating effective, high-quality expanded learning summer programs. This RFP is
specifically for organizations willing to provide summer learning and intersession
programs (summer, weekends, school breaks).

Eligible providers will be committed to OUSD’s strategic plan and shared citywide goals.
Lead Agency partners will invest in providing expanded learning supplemental programs
that complement the regular school day program and support the OUSD priorities for
student achievement, health, and well-being. Oakland Unified School District’s (OUSD)
mission is to build a Full-Service Community District focused on high academic
achievement while serving the whole child, eliminating inequity, and providing each child
with excellent teachers daily. Expanded Learning supports this mission while holding
our values of equity, joy, and liberation for youth and adults with the express purpose of
interrupting inequity, examining biases, and creating inclusive and just conditions for all
students to achieve equally high outcomes.

Select Lead Agencies will commit to working in partnership with school sites and the
OUSD Expanded Learning Office (ExLO). Through the RFP process, OUSD seeks
organizations that demonstrate the capacity to work within the established OUSD model
of school and community partnerships and various funding sources’ parameters.
Organizations must be fiscally sound with the capacity to leverage other resources to
provide students with high-quality expanded learning programming: after-school and
summer youth development experiences that complement and support school district
and city priorities for student success and well-being. Community organizations that
serve as a Summer Lead Agency are an integral part of our OUSD Full Service
Community Schools and make an impactful contribution toward strengthening our
district, expanded learning system, and community.

Goals of Summer Learning Programs:
Rich learning experiences and knowledge development that incorporates:

● Academic intervention to combat summer learning loss.
● Enrichment integration with sports, STEAM and other enrichment activities that

allow for acceleration of skills, habits and mindsets.
● Culturally relevant youth development in service of promoting and maintaining

joyful schools which builds a culture of affirmation, inclusion and belonging.
● Equity: Programs create opportunity and engagement with our high priority

students and their families, including students with disabilities, English language
learners, Foster Youth, unhoused youth, and newcomer students.
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The Expanded Learning Office supports summer programming is founded in these
local, and national data points:

● Under-resourced children often do not have the same opportunities to learn and
participate in enriching activities during summer, which increases the opportunity
gap.

● Utilization of summer learning programs leads to lower violence, higher physical
and mental health, improved social skills, and a heightened sense of self.

● When school ends, some students and families struggle to get their basic needs
met; summer programming provides meals for students and a safe space to
thrive.

● Students can typically lose up to 2 months of reading progress and 2.6 months of
math progress over the summer. High-quality Summer Learning programs can
turn that potential for loss into an opportunity to accelerate learning.

Therefore, our expanded learning programs are essential for keeping Oakland youth
safe, healthy, and academically sound. The added opportunity for enrichment
programs not typically offered during the school days gives students a chance to
flourish in multiple skill sets and find a way to engage their whole selves and attend to
multiple intelligences. In this way, they are given another opportunity to be ‘seen’
outside of academics and access programs that are usually cost-prohibitive.

Eligible expanded learning youth development organizations will help all students
develop strong social-emotional skills and a sense of agency, give them opportunities
to try new things, take risks, and participate in diverse enrichment programming that
reflects student interest and promotes joy, skill-building, and hands-on experience. In
addition, celebrate youth's interests, passion, and culture while helping youth identify
their strengths.

The 3 types of summer/intersession youth development programs that the Expanded
Learning Office is hoping to solicit CBOs to apply for are (i) the program at the school
site in conjunction with OUSD faculty, called the collaborative model (CM), (ii) the
independent model (IM) program also housed at an OUSD school site, (iii) and the
off-site community-based model (OCB) which can be held at an acceptable
community space that serves OUSD students.

Organizations can apply for multiple models but must demonstrate the capacity and
history of providing the youth development program.

(i) The Collaborative Model (CM). This model provides youth with five weeks
of full-day summer programming within the requirement of offering 9 hours
(Monday-Friday 8:30 am - 5:30 pm) and working directly with the approved
OUSD administrative and teaching staff on their assigned site. Interested CBOs
must provide programming 5-days a week with a focus on academic
enrichment, physical activity, and other youth development enrichment activities
that meets ASES and 21st CCLC activity components. Each CBO is required to
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have a 20:1 ratio (except for TK/K, which is a 10:1 ratio).

The OUSD Expanded Learning Office will select which eligible CBOs will be a
match for the school hub/students/community. *Note: The Expanded Learning
Office does not guarantee organization placement to a school or number of
school sites this decision will be based on the acceptance of the school
administration and agency capacity.

(ii) The independent model (IM). This model provides youth with up to five
weeks of full-day summer programming within the context of the typical summer
hours (Monday-Friday 8:30 am - 5:30 pm). The approved organization must
offer a 9-hour program for each day of operation and provide appropriate staff to
satisfy the 20:1 ratio (except for TK/K, which is 10:1 ratio).

(iii) The Off-site Community-based model (OCB). This model provides youth
with off-site full-day summer/intersession programming within the context of the
summer hours (Monday-Friday 8:30 am - 5:30 pm). The approved organization
must offer a 9-hour program for each day of operation and provide appropriate
staff to satisfy the 20:1 ratio (except for TK/K, which is 10:1 ratio).

Collaborative Model:

5 weeks of programming

Co-creation of the daily schedule
at least 3 lead agency staff members
present in the morning for an
enrichment block

All agency staff paid for an 8 hour day
(to include prep and meal break)

OUSD certified teaching staff providing
academic support in the morning
supervised by an OUSD Administrator

Inclusion of SPED Students and SPED
Support Staff

Instructional Assistants/Tutors

Recruitment/Enrollment/Registration led
by OUSD

Independent Model:

The lead agency fully staffs the
program to allow for 9 hours of
programming.

Lead agency staff should have
time to prep and have meal
breaks

District covers the cost of
custodial staff, and the use of
facilities

District provides 3 meals to
students (Breakfast, Lunch, and
Snack)

If needed, the District provides
Culture Keeper to support
campus safety.

Off-site Community Based-
Model:

Agencies run programming at
non-district facilities. This can
include wilderness-based
camps, city recreation centers,
or other venues.

All staffing ratios, safety
protocols, and attendance
procedures must be adhered
to.

Providing breakfast, lunch and
a snack that meet with the CDE
requirements for nutrition.

Intersession-
Meeting the qualifications for this Request For Proposals and being accepted also
qualifies your organization to run intersession programs during any break in regular
school year calendar.* Intersession is any period between two academic sessions or
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terms sometimes utilized for brief concentrated courses.

E. Funding

OUSD Expanded Learning Programs are primarily funded through grants from
the California Department of Education (CDE). CDE provides funds to school districts
that collaborate with community partners to provide safe and educationally enriching
alternatives for children and youth during non-school hours. The funds are awarded to
specific school sites or agencies through a competitive process. The base grants that
CDE awards to OUSD for summer programs represent three funding sources:

Additionally, Lead Agency partners leverage other funding and resources to
support high quality programs, including private grant dollars, AmeriCorps grants,
volunteers, and other in-kind resources. Leveraging additional resources on behalf of
the expanded learning programs is an essential function of the Lead Agency partner
because of the reality that state and federal expanded learning grant dollars alone are
often inadequate to run a high-quality program. Expanded Learning Opportunity
Program (ELO-P) CDE introduced ELO-P funding in 2021 to increase expanded
learning opportunities for unduplicated students.

● 21st Century After-School Safety and Enrichment for Teens (ASSETS)
grants for high schools are federal funds. 21st Century ASSETS grants
are awarded based on a highly competitive application process, and last
for five years.

● For summer learning and intersession models agencies will receive a rate
of $30.54/student/day for any program TK-12. This higher rate allows
agencies to meet the requirement of a 9 hour day, create staggered
staffing schedules, and have additional staff to meet the 10:1 TK/K staffing
requirement, as well as to integrate with morning academic programs to
add small group pull out and/or enrichment rotation.

F. Summer Learning/Intersession Program Operation:
We know in recent years, the field of education and expanded learning programs had to
pivot due to global pandemic, power outage, wildfires, etc. Here in Oakland, approved
Lead Agencies must be equipped and have organizational infrastructure to provide
remote programs, hybrids, or any other configuration of programs mutually agreed upon
in the MOUs.

In addition, in the spirit of OUSD’s Full Service Community Schools vision, our approved
expanded learning organizations partners work closely with schools and their principals
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to develop specific programmatic goals to provide holistic support and equitable
learning opportunities for students. As school-day teachers focus on providing high
quality instruction in the classroom, youth development workers provide high quality
expanded learning opportunities to students during the after school and outside of
regular school hours when youth are most vulnerable to crime, violence, and risky
behavior.

Below is an outline of operational requirements.
Please note that the below list of compliance requirements is not exhaustive. Lead
Agencies are expected to know and comply with these and other district and state and
federal requirements not listed here, including but not limited to state and federal laws
and 12 requirements outlined in applicable OUSD Board policies and the Memorandum
of Understanding (“MOU”) with OUSD which all Lead Agencies selected to serve a
school site must sign and have approved by OUSD’s Governing Board. A sample MOU
is attached as Appendix IV. Please note this MOU is subject to change depending on
District needs. Applicants are encouraged to review it for more program requirement
specifics.

G. Base-line Expanded Learning Program Requirements
Approved Summer Lead Agency/ Intersession program organizations must

have an organizational infrastructure to provide programs throughout the year.
Therefore, interested organizations need to review and consider the list of
expectations of each program model before applying.

Interested organizations must:
● be able to provide 9 hours of service daily.
● uphold the grant, district compliance, and program quality

standards (e.g. attendance, safety training etc).
● implement sign in/out procedure.
● take attendance in the AERIES student data system.
● provide district snacks that comply with district protocol and federal

requirements
● incorporate ASES and 21st CCLC physical activity component,

academic enrichment and educational enrichment.
● Interested organizations must serve a 20:1 ratio, (students: staff),

with 10:1 for K/TK classrooms.
● Will collaborate with the ExLO Office to identify the maximum

number of students participating during school-based model or
intercession model.

● provide school-based or intercession models and work with the
ExLO Office to offer high-quality programs and meet district safety
requirements or grant compliance to ensure continual funding.
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PROGRAM EXPECTATIONS

○ 85% Average Daily Attendance. Most successful sites over enroll in order
to hit that mark.

○ 20:1 Student/Teacher ratio  (10:1 for TK/K classrooms)
○ This is a full day program; students should attend at least 6 hours, and

can elect to stay up to 9 hours for before/after care.
○ Agencies will work with hub and feeder schools to support the recruitment

process.
○ Culminating Event: Student-led showcase of student learning for family,

community, and district leaders to attend.
○ Family Orientation: to be held before the program for families and

students.

Program Days and Hours of Operation

■ The traditional 5 week district summer program will run from June
5th - July 7th for Summer 2023.

■ Expanded Learning Grant Funded programs must operate for 9
hours (i.e. 8:30 - 5:30). Direct service can be conducted by a
combination of district teachers and lead agency staff. Students
should attend for at least 6 hours, and families can opt in for up to 9
hours for before/after care.

■ Programs should offer 5 weeks of programming.

OUSD Required Summer Program Components

Every student in the summer program must receive:

● Enrichment: At least 180 minutes daily for every student in the summer program.
● Physical Activity: Minimum of 30-60 minutes daily of moderate to rigorous

physical activity for every student, in the form of cooperative games.
● Educational Field trip: All programs must offer at least one educational field trip

for all students, connected to summer curriculum
● Community Building activities:  daily for all students.
● Culminating Event: Family-friendly showcase of student work/demonstration

* OUSD will provide summer curriculum and professional development to support these

required program components (detailed below).

STAFFING EXPECTATIONS
○ Programs will maintain a 1:20 adult to student ratio. 1:10 ratio for Tk/k

classrooms.

○ All staff included in this ratio will meet the district’s Instructional Aide
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requirement: staff must have a minimum of 2 years of college (48
semester units), or they must pass the Instructional Aide exam
administered by the Alameda County Office of Education

○ All staff must have TB clearance, and fingerprint clearance by both the
Dept. of Justice and the FBI.

○ Incident/Accident/Mandated Reporting.
■ All lead agencies must file incident reports for any significant events

or injuries during programming.
■ All lead agency employees are considered mandated reports for

suspected cases of abuse and neglect pursuant to Penal Code
section 11166.5

○ All sites will have a site coordinator on site all days of the program
○ Lead agencies will have a manager-level supervisor present during the

program and actively supporting and supervising staff on site
○ Program leaders will work collaboratively with school leadership and

summer school principal on summer program design; program outreach
and enrollment; and coordination/alignment between district academic and
enrichment program elements.

○ Line Staff and Site Coordinator will fully participate in summer trainings
detailed in the lead agency google calendar.

SUMMER/INTERSESSION DELIVERABLES

● Complete summer program planning tool, budget, and comprehensive
summer schedule; submit all requested contract documents in a timely
manner by the March deadline.

● SUMMER: Submit two invoices: 50% of contract amount on June 30 to
cover start-up costs, pre-summer trainings, material purchases, etc.
Second invoice submitted after last day of summer program to reflect
actual expenditures.

● INTERSESSION: Agencies will submit monthly invoices once contract
begins.

● Maintain program documentation for 5 years for auditing purposes.
● Hire enough staff to maintain required student staff ratio based on

enrollment numbers.

Attendance
● Attend AERIES training set up activities in AERIES according to directions
● Utilize required daily sign-in/out sheets; ensure that all attendance sheets

are completely and accurately filled out, including sign in/out signatures
and times, and early release codes

● Input all summer attendance data into AERIES daily

Program Close Out
■ Submit end of program invoices
■ Accurately complete fiscal expenditure report describing actual use
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of contracted funds
■ Submit electronic copies of all summer attendance records (i.e. daily

sign in sheets) to the OUSD After School Programs Office, along
with a completed internal audit form

■ Complete OUSD summer-end evaluation surveys
■ Attend summer-end debrief with OUSD summer planning team in

October

H. Staffing
Staff working in OUSD Expanded Learning Programs must meet the

minimum requirements to be in compliance with the California Dept of Education
Codes. Staff members who directly supervise students must meet the district’s
qualification for an instructional aide or provide documentation that confirms
completing 48 college units or the equivalent of an AA college degree.

Programs must operate with a minimum staff to student ratio of 1:20 or 1:15
for TK/K grade students. Unless otherwise advised due to the health and safety of
the students. It is highly recommended that each expanded learning program have a
Site Coordinator who is full-time and situated at the school site during the day. The
California Education Code provides that “selection of the program site [coordinator]
shall be subject to the approval of the school year site principal.” The Lead Agency
must notify school principals of any expanded learning staff changes.

Oakland expanded learning programs share a basic staffing pattern across all
sites, though specific staff duties may vary somewhat from site to site. The most
common staffing plan includes a full-time Site Coordinator, a Quality Support Coach,
and youth development workers. Many programs also work with additional service
providers for specific services, and some may rely on regular volunteer assistance
as well. At some sites, certificated teachers provide targeted academic assistance
and academic enrichment activities for expanded learning participants through
extended contracts.

I. Enrollment,Attendance,and Evaluation Documentation
Approved program organizations will need to consider CDE Guidelines, OUSD

Expanded Learning Office expectations, and site-level input (e.g. site administrator)
when it comes to student enrollment consideration, attendance protocol, and
programmatic evaluation.

a. Enrollment: The approved summer organization must work under the
umbrella of the OUSD Expanded learning office and track all student
participation using Aeries.

b. Attendance: Attendance must be tracked for all camps and must be
turned into the Expanded Learning Office.
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c. Evaluation: The expanded learning team provides yearly evaluation of
programs and works to get feedback from students, community, and
partners.

J. Contract and Payments
Summer/Intersession youth program organizations that are approved through

the process described in this RFP can enter a 1-year contract with OUSD. This RFP
is valid for 3 years and has an extension phase of up to 5 years. Contracts with
OUSD are valid on a yearly basis for up to a 5 years span. Please note that a
contract can only be yearly or for a 3 year period, with the possibility of 2 more years
on a year to year basis. They may not begin operating at a school site unless the
District and agency have executed a contract on the District’s template. Invoices are
processed on a cost-reimbursement basis for actual expenditures incurred.

K. Guidelines for Charging Fees
The intent of ELO-P, ASES, and 21st CCLC grants, which aligns with OUSD values, is
to establish local programs that offer academic support and enrichment to students in
need of such services regardless of a families inability to pay.

Both the CDE and OUSD discourage charging fees as that could exclude
students in need from attending and taking advantage of the expanded learning
program. ASES, 21st Century, and ELO-P grants do not prohibit charging fees for
expanded learning programs; however, programs which choose to charge fees, will
need to collaborate with a Site Administrator to create and submit the program’s fee
structure for approval in accordance with the terms in the MOU. In addition, all 21st
Century, ASSETS, ELO-P grants will be required to report any fees collected (i.e.-
registration fees, family fees, application fees, etc.). Fees collected could be deducted
from the 21st CCLC grant amount received by the California Department of Education
(CDE).

Programs that opt to charge program fees may not prohibit any family from
participating due to financial circumstances. All program materials related to outreach
and enrollment must state clearly that no child will be denied services due to inability to
pay.

L. RFP Process

Any summer/intersession youth program organization applying for the 2023
summer and/or intersession beyond must successfully complete the summer RFP
process and earn highly recommended or conditionally recommended status, detailed
below. Therefore, an organization that does not successfully complete the RFP
process or does not earn a highly recommended or conditionally recommended status
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will not be contracted with OUSD to serve in the summer or intersession organization
role.

Summer/Intersession youth development organizations that submit an RFP by
the deadline will be assessed based on their RFP responses. Applications that have
the potential to earn the highly recommended or conditionally recommended status
and require additional information may be invited for an interview with the RFP
Review Team.

Organizations completing this RFP process will be assessed and scored into
one of the following three categories:

1) Highly Recommended: Organization has adequately demonstrated its capacity to serve in
a summer organization role and fulfill all summer learning responsibilities outlined by OUSD and
listed in Section III of this RFP and required document. This highly recommended status will be
valid for up to 2023 - 2028 school years, depending on the organization’s successful
implementation of the agreed-upon scope of work.

2) Conditionally Recommended: Organization has adequately demonstrated its capacity
to serve in this role and to fulfill most, though not all, of the responsibilities outlined by OUSD
and listed in Section III of this RFP and required document. Organizations receiving this
conditionally recommended status will be provided with specific feedback from the RFP Review
Team on areas of responsibility where the organization has not adequately demonstrated
effective capacity. This conditionally recommended status will be valid for up to one year. Within
that year, the community organization will be asked to provide the OUSD EXLO with additional
evidence of its ability to fulfill all youth development-based organization responsibilities,
including documentation of the organization’s efforts to improve based on feedback from the
RFP Review Team. At the end of this first conditional year, the community partner will be
re-  assessed by the OUSD EXLO team and re-  categorized as highly recommended,
conditionally recommended, or not recommended.

3) Not Recommended: Organization has not adequately demonstrated its capacity to serve in
the summer/intersession organization role and to fulfill most of the responsibilities outlined by
OUSD and listed in Section III of this RFP and required documents. Organizations receiving this
not recommended status will not be included in the list of qualified organizations that will be
shared with Principals and lead agencies. Organizations can appeal by following the instructions
in the appeals process described in Appendix V.

OUSD will notify the Summer Learning youth development organization of its
determination by January 17, 2023 via email. If OUSD determines that an
organization is Not Recommended, the organization shall have the opportunity to
contest that determination. Additional details regarding this process are contained in
Appendix V.

M. Minimum Proposals
OUSD is seeking applications from established community organizations with adequate
fiscal reserves to cover at least 1 month of general operating expenses as a Lead
Agency partner. Grant funds sub-contracted to Lead Agency partners do not cover the
full cost of running a full comprehensive summer learning program in Oakland; thus,
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organizations choosing to serve in the Lead Agency role must be financially stable and
demonstrate the capacity to leverage other resources in support of youth programming.

OUSD is seeking applications from youth program organizations that have
demonstrable experience in providing high quality summer programs. All organizations
must provide acceptable documents demonstrating two (2) years of experience in the
following areas:

● Providing program services to the students in the service category (ies) being
applied for. Specifically, evidence of a positive track record of the capacity to
effectively coordinate skill building as well as successful collaboration with the
school site administrator, faculty and staff.

● Hiring, retention, and provision of professional development of appropriately
qualified staff to provide services to OUSD students in a culturally and
linguistically competent and age-appropriate manner with a focus on youth
development strategies.

● Maintaining collaborative relationships with school site leadership and expanded
learning providers (lead agencies) in the development and implementation of a
high-quality programming that supports the district’s and the school’s goals.

● Agency administrative capacity to comply with compliance and fiscal policies of the
OUSD and CDE, including: agency administration manual; fiscal and personnel policies;
attendance records; cost allocation plans, etc.

● Capacity to effectively engage a large number of diverse students on an ongoing basis
who demonstrate the desire and enthusiasm to participate in the program at a very high
and consistent rate. Additionally, the agency can illustrate specific examples and
strategies it has developed that actively engage parents and family members throughout
the school year.

Summer/intersession youth program organizations that apply for the role must
be able to comply with all requirements outlined in the standard OUSD contract (see
Appendix IV for a sample of current year). For example, while a copy of the
organization’s current insurance coverage is required with this application, should the
organization be chosen, it will need to attain the level of insurance outlined in the
MOU.

N. Application Submission Contents
Failure to provide any of the following information or forms may
result in an application being disqualified.
A Complete Summer/Intersession Lead Agency Application will consist of all the
following required items:
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1) Proposal Cover Sheet (see Appendix I for sample)

2) Letter of Agreement (no more than one (1) page): A one-page letter signed by
the person authorized to obligate the proposing agency to perform the commitments
contained in the application. The letter should state that the proposing agency is
willing and able to perform the commitments contained in the application.

3) Written Responses to Application Questions (no more than 8 double
double-spaced pages in response to the four (4) titled sections that appear in

Appendix II Application Questions), signed under penalty of perjury,

4) Supporting Documents, listed in (Appendix III).

5) Boilerplate Checklist: “ Expanded Learning Program and Services Agreement”

-Submission of the Signed Boilerplate Checklist (Appendix IV) will constitute a

representation by your firm that it has read all of the clauses contained in the

OUSD Lead Agency Memorandum of Understanding. The sample contract for

the services detailed in this RFQ (Appendix IV, version for Fiscal Year 21-22),

and that your firm is willing to comply with OUSD contracting requirements.

6) Sample Program Schedule and Summary: Based on the sample program

budget in question (2), please provide a sample program schedule along with a

short description of each activity. No more than (2) pages.

O. Application Submission Details
FORMAT

All submissions must be on the RFP Application Form, typed using an easy to
read 12-  point font such as Arial or Times New Roman and one inch margins. All
submissions must be double-  spaced. All submissions must answer all four
(4) titled sections below in no more than 8 pages total. Organizations may
elaborate on specific documents provided in the Required Supporting
Documentation (Appendix III).
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RECEIPT OF PROPOSAL PACKAGES:

Proposal packages shall be emailed to the Procurement Department no later than
December 9, 2022 at 5 pm.

Proposals submitted by email should be submitted in a sufficient file size to ensure
delivery to the Procurement Department prior to the specified time.

Contractors are required to send via email to Procurement@ousd.org, their proposals.
Incomplete proposals may be deemed non-responsive and therefore not considered.

The District reserves the right to reject any or all proposals. The District may negotiate
the terms of the contract, including but not limited to pricing, with the selected
Contractors prior to entering into a contract. Proposals and any other information
submitted by respondents in response to this RFP shall become the property of the
District. Notwithstanding any indication by Contractor of confidential contents, and with
the exception of bona fide confidential information, contents of proposals are public
documents subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act after award.
The District will not provide compensation to Contractors for any expenses incurred by
the Contractors for proposal preparation or for any demonstration that may be made.
Contractors submit proposals at their own risk and expense.

Local Business Program

In order to provide economic opportunity for Oakland residents and businesses and
stimulate economic development in Oakland, the District has implemented a Local,
Small Local and Small Local Resident Business Enterprise Program (“Local Business
Program”). The District encourages Local, Small and Small Local Resident Businesses
to apply.

Contractors claiming preference as a certified Oakland Small Business must attach a
copy of their certification letter to their bid. This RFP, and subsequent amendments
and/or updates will be available at: https://www.ousd.org/procurement. Contractors are
responsible for checking this website for information and changes to this RFP.
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P. Evaluation and  Selection
For all applications, the completion of the application will be assessed first; applications
that do not submit complete documentation demonstrating the capacity to meet the
minimum requirements will not have the application reviewed.

Applications demonstrating the capacity to meet minimum requirements will have their
Proposals evaluated and scored by an RFP Review Team made up of individuals with
expertise in the relevant subject matter for which the application is submitted.
This request is designed to select the Proposer that works best for the District.
Proposals will be reviewed for content, completeness, experience, qualifications, price,
means of providing service and ability to provide the best solution for the District. By
responding to this request, proposer acknowledges that selection will be based on a
comprehensive submission tht meets or exceeds District requirements.

The District reserves the right without limitation to:
● Reject any or all proposers and to waive any minor informalities or irregularities
● Interview one or more proposers
● Enter into negotiations with one or more proposers
● Execute an agreement with one or more proposers
● Enter into an agreement with another proposer in the event that the original
selected proposer defaults or fails to execute an agreement with the district
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Evaluation Rubric
Performance Area Expectations for Highly Recommended

Sports-Based Organization

Organizational
Capacity and District

Alignment

(25 Points)

● Organization  has a clear mission and vision that complements OUSD’s
vision for community schools and college, career, and community ready
students.

● Organization  can clearly articulate how their program model will support
OUSD’s elementary students and provide age-appropriate activities.

● Organization has extensive experience serving the Oakland community
and/or in communities of similar demographics, assets, and challenges.

● The organization has extensive experience working in partnership with
school sites and district leaders.

● Organization has the capacity to serve OUSD’s diverse student
demographics--i.e. serving multiple grade levels, multiple genders, ability,
English as a second language, cultural, etc.

● Organization can clearly articulate and show evidence of implementing the
one of the types of summer/intersession model--the Monday through Friday
program during the out of school time and/or during the intercession,
successful.

● The organization has experience in the hiring, retention, and provision of
professional development to appropriately qualified staff to provide services
to OUSD students in a culturally and linguistically competent and
age-appropriate manner with a focus on youth development strategies.

Fiscal Management
and Resource
Development

(25 Points)

● The organization has a strong budget template that clearly illustrates
staffing costs, supplies, administrative costs, etc. within the model
program of youth sports.

● The organization clearly describes how it can secure additional funding to
support high-quality sports-based youth development at .

● The organization is able to clearly describe its systems, structures, and
processes to ensure sound fiscal management of grant funds and how to
comply with grant-related record-keeping for auditing purposes.

Agency
Infrastructure

(25 Points)

● The organization supports successful program implementation and clearly
describes organization  staffing systems, and processes that will ensure that
all responsibilities will be fulfilled effectively and with fidelity.

● The organization has designated administrative systems and procedures
in place to ensure that sports camps are operating in full compliance with
requirements set forth by OUSD and the California Department of
Education (CDE).

● The organization shows the capacity to hire and support a clearly designated
staff for each camp and maintain active collaboration with the school site
administrator and other school faculty.

Youth Development
Expertise and District

Alignment

(25 Points)

● Agency’s program model clearly supports youth development. Agency
provides descriptions of successes and challenges serving Oakland
youth.

● Agency has strong systems and processes in place to support ongoing
Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI), including: structured
development plans;

● Agency utilizes district opportunities, other partners and the greater
community to continuously innovate and grow their youth development
practices to better serve the community.
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Q. Terms & Conditions for Receipt of Applications
Errors and Omissions by Applicant

Applicants are responsible for reviewing all portions of this RFP, and promptly
notifying the District, in writing, if they discover any ambiguity, discrepancy, omission,
or other error in the RFP. Any such notification should be directed to the District
promptly after discovery, but in no event later than five working days prior to the date
for receipt of applications. Modifications and clarifications will be made by addenda as
provided below.

Change Notices
The District may modify the RFP prior to the application due date by issuing Change
Notices, which will be posted on the Procurement page of the OUSD website. The
applicant shall be responsible for ensuring that its application reflects any and all
Change Notices issued by the District prior to the application due date regardless of
when the application is submitted. Therefore, the District recommends that applicants
consult the website frequently, including shortly before the application due date, or sign
up for our mailing list (https://www.ousd.org/Page/14136) for updates to ensure they
have downloaded all Change Notices.

Failure to Object to Errors and Omissions in Application
Failure by the District to object to an error, omission, or deviation in the application will
in no way modify the RFP or excuse the vendor from full compliance with the
specifications of the RFP or any contract awarded pursuant to the RFP.

Financial Responsibility
The District accepts no financial responsibility for any costs incurred by applicants in
responding to this RFP. Submissions of the RFP will become property of the District
and may be used by the District in any way deemed appropriate.

Proposer’s Obligations Under the Conflict of Interest Laws and Board Policies
A proposer must be aware that if the proposer will enter into a contract with the
District, proposer/contractor shall be responsible to comply with conflict of interest
laws and Board policies, which are briefly summarized in Section 11.4 (“Conflict of
Interest”) of the attached Appendix IV (“OUSD” sample contract). It is the
responsibility of a contractor to comply with the law and OUSD Board policies.
Submission of an application signifies that the quoted prices are genuine and not the
result of collusion or any other anti-competitive activity.

Reservations of Rights by the District
The issuance of this RFP does not constitute an agreement by the District that any
contract will actually be entered into by the District. The District expressly reserves
the right at any time to:

● Reject any or all applications;
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● Reissue a Request for Proposals ;

● Prior to submission deadline for applications, modify all or any portion of the
selection procedures, including deadlines for accepting responses, the
specifications or requirements for any materials, equipment or services to
be provided under this RFP, or the requirements for contents or format of
the applications;

● Procure any materials, equipment or services specified in this RFP by any
other means;

● Determine that no project will be pursued.

No Waiver

No waiver by the District of any provision of this RFP shall be implied from any failure
by the District to recognize or take action on account of any failure by a proposer to
observe any provision of this RFP.

R.    Standard Contract Provisions

Any summer learning organization selected from the Expanded Learning
Qualified List by OUSD and which chooses to enter into contract with OUSD, will
enter into a contract substantially in the form of the Expanded Learning Summer Lead
Agency MOU attached hereto as Appendix IV. Failure to timely execute the contract,
or to furnish any and all insurance certificates and policy endorsements, surety bonds
or other materials required in the contract, shall be deemed an abandonment of a
contract offer. The District, in its sole discretion, may select another qualified agency
and may proceed against the original selectee for damages.
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APPENDIX I: RFP Application

2022 OUSD Request for Proposals Application (Template)
(Email procurement@ousd.org for template)ASES, 21st CCLC, ELO-P, and ASSETS

Expanded Learning Programs
Cover Sheet Template:

Organization Name

Primary Contact Person: Secondary Contact
Person:

Email: Email:

Telephone #: Telephone #:

Does your organization have 501c3 status? Please provide documentation of this status
in your supporting documentation section.

Yes

No

Have you served as an OUSD summer agency prior to this application? If yes, please
identify the years and durations served:

Yes

No

Are you a currently approved OUSD community partner? If yes, please list the sites that
you provided programming in OUSD schools:

Yes

No

Do you currently provide summer/intersession programming in other school districts
besides OUSD? If yes, please list all school districts you have served:

Yes

No

Service Category--Grade Levels: Check the grade levels your organization is interested in serving.

Elementary (TK-5) yes

Elementary/Middle (TK-8) yes

Middle (6-8) yes

High School (9-12) yes

Alternative/Continuation High School yes
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Services Category-Types and models of programs: Mark all that apply. What type of summer/ intersession
program are you interested in applying for?

Summer Programming - up to 6 weeks, 9 hours

Intercession (Offering 9-hours of programming)

Weekends (Saturday, Sunday, or both days)

Fall Break: week-long offering

Winter Break: week-long offering

Spring Break: week-long offering

Other non school days (Holidays, staff pd days, etc)

Preferred Model of delivery--(See Section D. for overview of models)

Collaborative w/District staff on OUSD Campus

Independent on OUSD campus

Off-Site Community Based

Provide any additional information to explain your services category or preferred model of delivery. When
applying for a school-based model, indicate the number of school sites/programs your organization can serve.
When applying for the intercession model, indicate the number of sessions (or “camp-style sessions) your
organization can serve.

In the box below, please briefly explain your rationale for this number of sites? Types of space the organization
needs to run the program (Example: Need access to a garden to fulfill our organization's mission, ie.Need a
stage etc). Types of equipment required to run the program.

On behalf of (Agency), I, (name)
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(Position), declare under penalty of perjury under the laws

of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

Signature: Date:
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APPENDIX II: Application Questions
After reading the RFQ narrative, please respond to all of the questions within all four (4) titled
sections below in no more than 10 double-spaced pages in 12pt Font. Organizations may
elaborate on specific documents provided in the Required Supporting Documentation
(Appendix III)

1. ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY (2 pages double space)
● OUSD’s mission is to build a Full Service Community District focused on
high academic achievement while serving the whole child, eliminating inequity,
and providing each child with excellent educators, every day. Our vision is that
all Oakland Unified School District students will find joy in their academic
experience while graduating with the skills to ensure they are caring,
competent, fully-informed, critical thinkers who are prepared for college, career,
and community success. Please explain why your organization is uniquely
positioned to engage in partnership with the OUSD Expanded Learning Office to
serve students. What is your organization's mission and vision and how does it align
with OUSD?

● Describe your experience and approach to serving the Oakland
community and/or other communities with similar demographics, assets,
challenges, etc. Discuss your background working with Oakland families and
other community partners. (Reference the supporting documents required
under Eligible Applicant Qualifications Appendix III to support your experience).

● OUSD Expanded Learning Office is looking for partners who can
demonstrate the ability to collaborate with transparency and commit to shared
decision making with Oakland students, families, site leaders and district
leaders. Provide our office with clear examples of how your agency has or will
approach working with stakeholders and engage in collaborative leadership.

● Describe your organization’s strategy in hiring, retention, and providing
professional development of appropriate qualified staff to provide services to
OUSD students in a culturally appropriate manner. Please include artifacts to
support your description. i.e. Job announcements.

2. FISCAL MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (2 pages)
● Using your organization’s budget and profit and loss statement provided in
the required supporting documentation, create a budget narrative showing how
your agency would allocate funds to run a high-quality expanded learning
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program. These budgets will need to be based on the grant requirements
detailed in the Funding description above (Section E.); including a required
staffing ratio of 1:20, 10:1 for Tk/K (or better). Utilize any of the following
anticipated contract amounts to develop your budget.

Your budget should also show secured leveraged funds and resources that you
would contribute to the operational costs of running a summer/intersession
program. $30.24 per child/per day to serve up to 150 students for the duration
of the program. (up to 6 weeks for the collaborative district summer program
model) (approx. 40- 45 hours/week)

Your budget must detail:
● Staffing costs for service delivery, staff training, and prep time
● Full time site coordinator
● Any agency management-level staff who will be paid by grant funds for

support of direct service programming
● Supplies, materials, curriculum, books, field trips, etc.
● Agency administrative costs not to exceed 4% of contracted amount
● Note: Your budget does not need to include snack costs if you are holding

it on an OUSD campus.
● Describe how your organization will secure additional funding to match the

contracted funds from OUSD. OUSD would like this standard to be met for
all interested organizations regardless of funding source. OUSD will require
that all enrichment summer provide 30% of in-kind services to support the
entire program. What additional grant dollars and resources will your
agency secure to help cover the costs of running an OUSD expanded
learning program? Indicate sources and dollar value of contributions
already secured and resources already leveraged. Describe your funding
strategies and potential funding opportunities.

● Describe your organization's system, structures and processes to ensure
sound fiscal management of grant funds, including expenditure reporting and
payroll processes. How will your organization ensure compliant use of grant
funds and proper maintenance of fiscal and other grant-related records for
auditing purposes? Also discuss whether your organization has audited
financial statements and the audit results secured within the last 2 years.

3. AGENCY INFRASTRUCTURE (2 Pages)
● Using an organizational chart, describe how the OUSD expanded learning
program will be supported administratively and programmatically. Specifically,
identify and describe the agency staffing, systems, and processes that will
ensure each of the listed Lead Agency responsibilities will be fulfilled
effectively.
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● Describe the administrative systems and procedures your agency will put in
place to ensure that your expanded learning program(s) is/are operating fully in
compliance with requirements set forth by OUSD and the CA Dept. of
Education. (Unless otherwise stated by CDE under extenuating circumstances
all sites are required to):

Student ratio of 1:20 and 10:1 for TK/K or better;
● Staff meet OUSD Instructional Aide requirement (48 college units or

Instructional Aid Certificate)
● Full time school Site Coordinator stationed at each school site

during the day
● 85% attendance documented by daily OUSD mandated attendance

protocols
● Professional record keeping and reproduction upon request for

district audits

● Describe the role of the Site Coordinator who will be the primary point(s) of
contact for the OUSD expanded learning partnership, and who will maintain
active collaboration with the school site leadership. Describe how this
individual will ensure strong partnership with OUSD, the partnering school
site(s), and other community partners working within OUSD expanded learning
programs.

4. YOUTH DEVELOPMENT EXPERTISE, PROGRAM QUALITY
ASSESSMENT PROCESS, AND SCHOOL DISTRICT ALIGNMENT (2
Pages)

● Describe how your organization’s program model supports youth
development. Cite prior noteworthy successes and challenges serving Oakland
youth. How do you ensure each program is aligned with OUSD priorities? How
does your program demonstrate that diversity, equity and inclusion are
foundational in serving OUSD students?

● Please review the CDE’s quality standards which are accessible on the
CDE Website. These standards identify organization, staff and programmatic
touchpoints used by CDE to guide program quality. Please identify and discuss
your agency’s strengths and key areas for improvement in providing quality
youth development programming.

● How does your organization ensure that all of your expanded learning staff
have baseline knowledge and understanding of youth development best
practices? What tools and training does your organization utilize to build the
capacity of your staff and programs to create responsive high quality youth
development practices?
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● What types of data does your organization use to evaluate program
quality? How has your organization used this information to inform program
quality growth? Please share what indicators demonstrate that your
organization is making the desired impact.

APPENDIX III. Instructions for RFP Application
Submission:
Deadline for submission of completed RFP application and supporting documentation is
Dec. 9th, 2022 by 5:00 pm.

Any documents submitted after the deadline will not be accepted or reviewed.

All proposals will need to be in EITHER a Hardcopy Proposal that is delivered to the
procurement office OR a combination of pdf files emailed to procurement@ousd.org.
Any documents submitted after the deadline will not be accepted or reviewed.

All e files will need to be in PDF format and accessible to OUSD. Any files missing could
result in a disqualification from the RFP process.

Required Supporting Documentation Instructions:

In addition to the RFP Application in Appendix 1 and responses to questions in
Appendix II, organizations also need to submit the following:

All files will need to be clearly labeled based on the list below:
● Sample schedule of a summer/intersession program within the models

outlines in Section D. [Example of Title: Model Program_Organization
Name_Types of Sports]

● click here for A sample budget pertaining to the program schedule and
activity summary.

● Organizational chart of agency that illustrates how the
Summer/Intersession Program is to be supported administratively and
programmatically (indicate specific names next to titles of staff whenever
possible)

● Bank statements to show proof of operating cash reserves
(reference application question 2 in appendix II for details)

● Profit and loss statement and/or copy of 2020 990 Tax Form
● Job description for site coordinator and program instructor
● Copy of IRS letter certifying tax exempt status
● Signed letter of agreement (as elaborated upon in Section N)
● Letters of reference (maximum of 2)
● Copy of Monitoring Reports and/or other external

evaluations of the program (maximum of 1)
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● Documents demonstrating fulfillment of minimum Proposals (outlined in
Section C)

○ Statement of Qualifications
○ Commercial General Liability Insurance
○ Agency Letter that states the following; staff working within OUSD

must pass fingerprint review by CA DOJ and FBI, TB testing
requirements, mandate reporting. In addition, staff must meet the
minimum Instruction Aid (IA) qualification and be first-aid,
concussion, and CPR certified.
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APPENDIX IV: OUSD Expanded Learning Lead Agency
MOU Boilerplate Checklist
1. Intent
2. Term of MOU
3. Termination
4. Compensation
4.1. Total Compensation
4.2. Positive Attendance
4.2.1. Reconciliation Process for Positive Attendance Based Grant Funds
4.2.2. Administrative Charges and Reconciliation
4.3. OUSD Administrative Fees
4.4. Agency Administrative Fees
4.5. Program Budget
4.6. Modifications to Budget
4.7. Program Fees
5. Scope of Work
5.1. Student Outcomes
5.1.1. Alignment with Community School Strategic Site Plan
5.2. Oversight
5.3. Enrollment
5.4. Program Requirements
5.4.1. Program Hours
5.4.2. Program Days
5.4.3. Program Components
5.4.4. Staff Ratio
5.5 Data Collection
5.5.1. Accountability Reports
5.5.2. Attendance Reports
5.5.3. Use of Enrollment Packet
5.6. Maintain Clean, Safe and Secure Environment
5.7. Meeting Participation
5.8. Relationships
5.9. Licenses
6. Field Trip Policy. Field Trips, Off Site Events and Off Site Activities
6.1. – 6.13.2., including, but not limited to:
6.1. Licenses Permission Slips/Acknowledgement
6.1.3. Notice of Waiver of All Claims
6.5. Health Conditions/Medication
6.6. Supervision
6.7. Transportation Requirements
6.11. Additional Requirements for High Risk, Overnight, Out of State Trips
6.12. Additional Requirements for Field Trips/Excursions Which Include Swimming or
Wading
6.13. Additional Requirements for Trips to East Bay Regional Park District Bodies of

Water (swimming pools, lagoons, shoreline parks and lakes) and Related
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Facilities
7. Financial Records
7.1. Accounting Records
7.2. Disputes
8. Invoicing
8.1. Billing Structure
8.2. Unallowable Expenses
8.3. Invoice Requirements
8.4. Submission of Invoices
8.5. Submission of Invoices for ASESP and 21st Century Grants
9. Ownership of Documents
10. Changes
10.1. Agency Changes
10.2. Changing Legislation
11. Conduct of Consultant
11.1. Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting Act
11.2. Staff Requirements
11.2.1. Tuberculosis Screening
11.2.2. Fingerprinting of Agents
11.2.3. Minimum Qualifications
11.3. Removal of Staff
11.4. Conflict of Interest
11.5. Drug-Free/Smoke Free Policy
11.6. Non-Discrimination
12. Indemnification
13. Insurance
13.1. Commercial General Liability
13.2. Worker’s Compensation
13.3. Property and Fire
14. Litigation
15. Incorporation of Recitals and Exhibits
16. Counterparts
17. Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary Exclusion
18. All exhibits, with required forms and timelines

The contract template that is currently being used by lead agencies is found in Appendix
V.

All applicants are required to review the contract template currently in use, and sign the
OUSD Expanded Learning Lead Agency MOU Boilerplate Checklist of the RFP
(Appendix IV).

Submission of this Signed Boilerplate Checklist will constitute a representation
by your firm that it has read all the clauses listed in the OUSD Expanded Learning
Lead Agency MOU contract sample (Appendix V), is willing and able to comply
with OUSD contracting requirements, and understands that the standard OUSD
Expanded Learning Lead Agency MOU is subject to change annually.
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Signature

Date

Name and Title of Signatory

Name of Organization
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APPENDIX V: SAMPLE OF OUSD SERVICES
AGREEMENT

SAMPLE OUSD SERVICE CONTRACT (DO NOT ADJUST TO CHANGE)
SERVICES AGREEMENT 2023-2024

This Services Agreement (“Agreement”) is a legally binding contract entered into
between the Oakland Unified School District (“OUSD”) and the below named entity or
individual (“VENDOR,” together with OUSD, “PARTIES”):
The parties hereby agree as follows:

1. Term.
a. This Agreement shall start on the below date (“Start Date”): If no Start

Date is entered, then the Start Date shall be the latest of the dates on which each of the
Parties signed this Agreement.

b. The work shall be completed no later than the below date (“End Date”):
If no End Date is entered, then the End Date shall be the first June 30 after the Start
Date. If the term set forth above would cause the Agreement to exceed the term limits
set forth in Education Code section 17596, the Agreement shall instead automatically
terminate upon reaching said term limit.

2. Services.
VENDOR shall provide the services (“Services”) as described in #1A and #1B of Exhibit
A, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. To the extent that there may
be a school closure (e.g., due to poor air quality, planned loss of power, COVID-19) or
similar event in which school sites and/or District offices may be closed or otherwise
inaccessible, VENDOR shall describe in #1B of Exhibit A whether and how its services
would be able to continue.

3.           Alignment and Evaluation.
a. VENDOR agrees to work and communicate with OUSD staff, both formally

and informally, to ensure that the Services are aligned with OUSD’s mission and are
meeting the needs of students as determined by OUSD.

b. OUSD may evaluate VENDOR in any manner which is permissible under
the law. OUSD’s evaluation may include, without limitation: (i) requesting that OUSD
employee(s) evaluate the performance of VENDOR, each of VENDOR’s employees,
and each of VENDOR’s subcontractors, and (ii) announced and unannounced
observance of VENDOR, VENDOR’s employee(s), and VENDOR’s subcontractor(s).

4. Inspection and Approval.
VENDOR agrees that OUSD has the right and agrees to provide OUSD with the
opportunity to inspect any and all aspects of the Services performed including, but not
limited to, any materials (physical or electronic) produced, created, edited, modified,
reviewed, or otherwise used in the preparation, performance, or evaluation of the
Services. In accordance with Paragraph 8 (Compensation), the Services performed by
Vendor must meet the approval of OUSD, and OUSD reserves the right to direct
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VENDOR to redo the Services, in whole or in part, if OUSD, in its sole discretion,
determines that the Services were not performed in accordance with this Agreement.

5. Data and Information Requests.
VENDOR shall timely provide OUSD with any data and information OUSD reasonably
requests regarding students to whom the Services are provided. VENDOR shall register
with and maintain current information within OUSD's Community Partner database
unless OUSD communicates to VENDOR in writing otherwise, based on OUSD’s
determination that the Services are not related to community school outcomes. If and
when VENDOR’s programs and school site(s) change (either midyear or in subsequent
years), VENDOR shall promptly update the information in the database.

6. Confidentiality and Data Privacy.
a. OUSD may share information with VENDOR pursuant to this Agreement

in order to further the purposes thereof. VENDOR and all VENDOR’s agents, personnel,
employee(s), and/or subcontractor(s) shall maintain the confidentiality of all information
received in the course of performing the Services, provided such information is (i)
marked or identified as “confidential” or “privileged,” or (ii) reasonably understood to be
confidential or privileged.

b. VENDOR understands that student data is confidential. If VENDOR will
access or receive identifiable student data, other than directory information, in
connection with this Agreement, VENDOR agrees to do so only after VENDOR and
OUSD execute a separate data sharing agreement.

(i) If VENDOR is a software vendor, it agrees to access or receive identifiable
student data, other than directory information, only after executing a California Student
Data Privacy Agreement (“CSDPA”) or CSDPA Exhibit E (available here).

(ii) If VENDOR is not a software vendor, it agrees to access or receive
identifiable student data, other than directory information, only after executing the
OUSD Data Sharing Agreement (available here).

(iii) Notwithstanding Paragraph 28 (Indemnification), should VENDOR access
or receive identifiable student data, other than directory information, without first
executing a separate data sharing agreement, VENDOR shall be solely liable for any
and all claims or losses resulting from its access or receipt of such data.
c. All confidentiality requirements, including those set forth in the separate data
sharing agreement, extend beyond the termination of this Agreement.

7. Copyright/Trademark/Patent/Ownership.
VENDOR understands and agrees that all matters produced under this Agreement,
excluding any intellectual property that existed prior to execution of this Agreement,
shall be works for hire as defined under Title 17 of the United States Code, and all
copyrights in those works are the property of OUSD. These matters include, without
limitation, drawings, plans, specifications, studies, reports, memoranda, computation
sheets, the contents of computer diskettes, artwork, copy, posters, billboards,
photographs, videotapes, audiotapes, systems designs, software, reports, diagrams,
surveys, source codes or any other original works of authorship, or other documents
prepared by VENDOR, its employees, or its subcontractors in connection with the
Services performed under this Agreement. VENDOR cannot use, reproduce, distribute,
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publicly display, perform, alter, remix, or build upon matters produced under this
Agreement without OUSD’s express written permission. OUSD shall have all right, title
and interest in said matters, including the right to register the copyright, trademark,
and/or patent of said matter in the name of OUSD. OUSD may, with VENDOR’s prior
written consent, use VENDOR’s name in conjunction with the sale, use, performance
and distribution of the matters, for any purpose and in any medium.

8. Compensation.
OUSD agrees to pay VENDOR for satisfactorily performing Services in accordance with
this Paragraph, Paragraph 10 (Invoicing), and #1C in Exhibit A.

a. The compensation under this Agreement shall not exceed:
This sum shall be for full performance of this Agreement and includes all fees, costs,
and expenses incurred by VENDOR including, but not limited to, labor, materials, taxes,
profit, overhead, travel, insurance, permitted subcontractor costs, and other costs.

b. OUSD shall not pay and shall not be liable to VENDOR for any costs or
expenses paid or incurred by VENDOR not described in Exhibit A.

c. Payment for Services shall be made for all undisputed amounts no more
frequently than in monthly installment payments within sixty (60) days after VENDOR
submits an invoice to OUSD, in accordance with Paragraph 10 (Invoicing), for Services
actually performed and after OUSD’s written approval that Services were actually
performed. The granting of any payment by OUSD, or the receipt thereof by VENDOR,
shall in no way lessen the liability of VENDOR to correct unsatisfactory performance of
Services, even if the unsatisfactory character of the performance was not apparent or
detected at the time a payment was made. If OUSD determines that VENDOR’s
performance does not conform to the requirements of this Agreement, VENDOR agrees
to correct its performance without delay.

d. Compensation for any Services performed prior to the Start Date or after
the End Date shall be at OUSD’s sole discretion and in an amount solely determined by
OUSD. VENDOR agrees that it shall not expect or demand payment for the
performance of such services.

e. VENDOR acknowledges and agrees not to expect or demand payment for
any Services performed prior to the Parties, particularly OUSD, validly and properly
executing this Agreement until this Agreement is validly and properly executed and shall
not rely on verbal or written communication from any individual, other than the President
of the OUSD Governing Board, the OUSD Superintendent, or the OUSD General
Counsel, stating that OUSD has validly and properly executed this Agreement.
9. Equipment and Materials. VENDOR shall provide all equipment, materials, and
supplies necessary for the performance of this Agreement.
10. Invoicing. Invoices furnished by VENDOR under this Agreement must be in a
form acceptable to OUSD.

a. All amounts paid by OUSD shall be subject to audit by OUSD. Invoices
shall include, without limitation: VENDOR name, VENDOR address, invoice date,
invoice number, purchase order number, name of school or department to which
Services were provided, name(s) of the person(s) performing Services, date(s) Services
were performed, brief description of Services provided on each date, the total invoice
amount, and the basis for the total invoice amount (e.g., if hour rate, the number of
hours on each date and the rate for those hours).
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b. If OUSD, at its sole discretion, determines an invoice fails to include the
required elements, OUSD will not pay the invoice and will inform VENDOR of the
missing items; VENDOR shall resubmit an invoice that includes the required elements
before OUSD will pay the invoice.

c. Invoices must be submitted monthly, and within 30 days of the conclusion
of the applicable billing period, unless otherwise agreed. OUSD reserves the right to
refuse to pay untimely invoices.

d. OUSD reserves the right to add or change invoicing requirements. If
OUSD does add or change invoicing requirements, it shall notify VENDOR in writing
and the new or modified requirements shall be mandatory upon receipt by VENDOR of
such notice.

e. To the extent that VENDOR has described how the Services may be
provided both in-person and not in-person, VENDOR’s invoices shall—in addition to any
invoice requirement added or changed under subparagraph (c)—indicate whether the
Services are provided in-person or not.

f. All invoices furnished by VENDOR under this Agreement shall be
delivered to OUSD via email unless OUSD requests, in writing, a different method of
delivery.

11. Termination.
a. For Convenience by OUSD. OUSD may at any time terminate this

Agreement upon thirty (30) days prior written notice to VENDOR. OUSD shall
compensate VENDOR for Services satisfactorily provided through the date of
termination. Upon approval by OUSD legal counsel, the OUSD Superintendent or an
OUSD Chief or Deputy may issue the termination notice without approval by the OUSD
Governing Board, in which case this Agreement would terminate upon ratification of the
termination by the OUSD Governing Board or thirty (30) days after the notice was
provided, whichever is later.

b. Due to COVID-19. Notwithstanding Paragraph 19 (Coronavirus/
COVID-19) or any other language of this Agreement, if a shelter-in-place (or similar)
order due to COVID-19 is issued or is in effect during the term of this Agreement that
would prohibit or limit, at the sole discretion of OUSD, the ability of VENDOR to perform
the Services, OUSD may terminate this Agreement upon seven (7) days prior written
notice to VENDOR. Upon approval by OUSD legal counsel, the OUSD Superintendent
or an OUSD Chief or Deputy may issue the termination notice without approval by the
OUSD Governing Board, in which case this Agreement would terminate upon ratification
of the termination by the OUSD Governing Board or seven (7) days after the notice was
provided, whichever is later.

c. For Cause. Either Party may terminate this Agreement by giving written
notice of its intention to terminate for cause to the other Party. Written notice shall
contain the reasons for such intention to terminate. Cause shall include (i) material
violation of this Agreement or (ii) if either Party is adjudged bankrupt, makes a general
assignment for the benefit of creditors, or a receiver is appointed on account of its
insolvency. Upon approval by OUSD legal counsel, the OUSD Superintendent or an
OUSD Chief or Deputy may issue the termination notice without approval by the OUSD
Governing Board, in which case this Agreement would terminate upon ratification of the
termination by the OUSD Governing Board or three (3) days after the notice was
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provided, whichever is later, unless the condition or violation ceases or satisfactory
arrangements for the correction are made.

d. Upon termination, VENDOR shall provide OUSD with all materials
produced, maintained, or collected by VENDOR pursuant to this Agreement, whether or
not such materials are complete or incomplete or are in final or draft form.

12. Legal Notices.
All legal notices provided for under this Agreement shall be sent via email to the email
address set forth below and shall be either (i) personally delivered during normal
business hours or (ii) sent by U.S. Mail (certified, return receipt requested) with postage
prepaid to the other Party at the address set forth below.

OUSD
Name: Joshua R. Daniels
Site/Dept: Office of General Counsel
Address: 1000 Broadway, Suite 300
City, ST Zip: Oakland, CA 94607
Phone: 510-879-8535
Email: ousdlegal@ousd.org

VENDOR
Name:
Title:
Address:
City, ST Zip:
Phone:
Email:
Notice shall be effective when received if personally served or emailed or, if mailed,

three days after mailing. Either Party must give written notice of a change of mailing
address or email.

13. Status.
a. This is not an employment contract. VENDOR, in the performance of this

Agreement, shall be and act as an independent contractor. VENDOR understands and
agrees that it and any and all of its employees shall not be considered employees of
OUSD, and are not entitled to benefits of any kind or nature normally provided
employees of OUSD and/or to which OUSD’s employees are normally entitled,
including, but not limited to, State Unemployment Compensation or Worker’s
Compensation. VENDOR shall assume full responsibility for payment of all Federal,
State, and local taxes or contributions, including unemployment insurance, social
security and income taxes with respect to VENDOR’s employees.

b. If VENDOR is a natural person, VENDOR verifies all of the following:
(i) VENDOR is free from the control and direction of OUSD in

connection with VENDOR’s work;
(ii) VENDOR’s work is outside the usual course of OUSD’s business;

and
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(iii) VENDOR is customarily engaged in an independently established
trade, occupation, or business of the same nature as that involved in the work
performed for OUSD.

c. If VENDOR is a business entity, VENDOR verifies all of the following:
(i) VENDOR is free from the control and direction of OUSD in

connection with the performance of the work;
(ii) VENDOR is providing services directly to OUSD rather than to

customers of OUSD;
(iv) VENDOR has the required business license or business tax

registration, if the work is performed in a jurisdiction that requires VENDOR to have a
business license or business tax registration;

(v) VENDOR maintains a business location that is separate from the
business or work location of OUSD;

(vi) VENDOR is customarily engaged in an independently established
business of the same nature as that involved in the work performed;

(vii) VENDOR actually contracts with other businesses to provide the
same or similar services and maintains a clientele without restrictions from OUSD;

(viii) VENDOR advertises and holds itself out to the public as available
to provide the same or similar services;

(ix) VENDOR provides its own tools, vehicles, and equipment to
perform the services;

(x) VENDOR can negotiate its own rates;
(xi) VENDOR can set its own hours and location of work; and
(xii) VENDOR is not performing the type of work for which a license

from the Contractors State License Board is required, pursuant to Chapter 9
(commencing with section 7000) of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code.

14. Qualifications and Training.
a. VENDOR represents and warrants that VENDOR has the qualifications

and ability to perform the Services in a professional manner, without the advice, control
or supervision of OUSD. VENDOR will perform the Services in accordance with
generally and currently accepted principles and practices of its profession for services to
California school districts and in accordance with applicable laws, codes, rules,
regulations, and/or ordinances. All VENDOR employees and agents shall have
sufficient skill and experience to perform the work assigned to them.

b. VENDOR represents and warrants that its employees and agents are
specially trained, experienced, competent and fully licensed to provide the Services
identified in this Agreement in conformity with the laws and regulations of the State of
California, the United States of America, and all local laws, ordinances and/or
regulations, as they may apply, if VENDOR was selected, at least in part, on such
representations and warrants.

15. Certificates/Permits/Licenses/Registration.
VENDOR’s employees or agents shall secure and maintain in force such certificates,
permits, licenses and registration as are required by law in connection with the
furnishing of Services pursuant to this Agreement.
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16. Insurance.
a. Commercial General Liability Insurance. Unless specifically waived by

OUSD as noted in Exhibit A, VENDOR shall maintain Commercial General Liability
Insurance, including automobile coverage, with limits of at least one million dollars
($1,000,000) per occurrence for corporal punishment, sexual misconduct, harassment,
bodily injury and property damage. The coverage shall be primary as to OUSD and shall
name OUSD as an additional insured with the additional insured endorsement provided
to OUSD within 15 days of effective date of this Agreement (and within 15 days of each
new policy year thereafter during the term of this Agreement). Evidence of insurance
shall be attached to this Agreement or otherwise provided to OUSD upon request.
Endorsement of OUSD as an additional insured shall not affect OUSD’s rights to any
claim, demand, suit or judgment made, brought or recovered against VENDOR. The
policy shall protect VENDOR and OUSD in the same manner as though each were
separately issued. Nothing in said policy shall operate to increase the Insurer’s liability
as set forth in the policy beyond the amount or amounts shown or to which the Insurer
would have been liable if only one interest were named as an insured.

b. Workers’ Compensation Insurance. Unless specifically waived by OUSD
as noted in Exhibit A, VENDOR shall procure and maintain at all times during the
performance of such work, Workers’ Compensation Insurance in conformance with the
laws of the State of California (including, but not limited to, Labor Code section 3700)
and Federal laws when applicable. Employers’ Liability Insurance shall not be less than
one million dollars ($1,000,000) per accident or disease.

17. Testing and Screening.
a. Tuberculosis Screening. Unless specifically waived by OUSD as noted in

Exhibit A, VENDOR is required to screen employees who will be working at OUSD sites
for more than six hours. VENDOR agents who work with students must submit to a
tuberculosis risk assessment as required by Education Code section 49406 within the
prior 60 days. If tuberculosis risk factors are identified, VENDOR agents must submit to
an intradermal or other approved tuberculosis examination to determine that he/she is
free of infectious tuberculosis. If the results of the examination are positive, VENDOR
shall obtain an x-ray of the lungs. VENDOR, at its discretion, may choose to submit the
agent to the examination instead of the risk assessment.

b. Fingerprinting/Criminal Background Investigation. Unless specifically
waived by OUSD as noted in Exhibit A, for all VENDOR employees, subcontractors,
volunteers, and agents providing the Services, VENDOR shall ensure completion of
fingerprinting and criminal background investigation, and shall request and regularly
review subsequent arrest records. VENDOR confirms that no employee, subcontractor,
volunteer, or agent providing the Services has been convicted of a felony, as that term is
defined in Education Code section 45122.1. VENDOR shall provide the results of the
investigations and subsequent arrest notifications to OUSD. Waivers are not available
for VENDORS whose employees, subcontractors, volunteers, and agents will have any
contact with OUSD students.

c. VENDOR shall use either California Department of Justice or Be A
Mentor, Inc. (http://beamentor.org/OUSDPartner) finger-printing and subsequent arrest
notification services.

d. VENDOR agrees to immediately remove or cause the removal of any
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employee, representative, agent, or person under VENDOR’s control person from
OUSD property upon receiving notice from OUSD of such desire. OUSD is not required
to provide VENDOR with a basis or explanation for the removal request.

18. Incident/Accident/Mandated Reporting.
a. VENDOR shall notify OUSD, via email pursuant to Paragraph 12 (Legal

Notices), within twelve (12) hours of learning of any significant accident or incident.
Examples of a significant accident or incident include, without limitation, an accident or
incident that involves law enforcement, possible or alleged criminal activity, or possible
or actual exposure to a communicable disease such as COVID-19. VENDOR shall
properly submit required accident or incident reports within one business day pursuant
to the procedures specified by OUSD. VENDOR shall bear all costs of compliance with
this Paragraph.

b. To the extent that an employee, subcontractor, agent, or representative of
VENDOR is included on the list of mandated reporters found in Penal Code section
11165.7, VENDOR agrees to inform the individual, in writing that they are a mandated
reporter, and describing the associated obligations to report suspected cases of abuse
and neglect pursuant to Penal Code section 11166.5.

19. Coronavirus/COVID-19.
a. Through its execution of this Agreement, VENDOR declares that it is able

to meet its obligations and perform the Services required pursuant to this Agreement in
accordance with any shelter-in-place (or similar) order or curfew (or similar) order
(“Orders”) issued by local or state authorities and with any social distancing/hygiene (or
similar) requirements.

b. To the extent that VENDOR provides Services in person and consistent
with the requirements of Paragraph 10 (Invoicing), VENDOR agrees to include
additional information in its invoices as required by OUSD if any Orders are issued by
local or state authorities that would prevent VENDOR from providing Services in person.

c. Consistent with the requirements of Paragraph 18
(Incident/Accident/Mandated Reporting), VENDOR agrees to notify OUSD, via email
pursuant to Paragraph 12 (Legal Notices), within twelve (12) hours if VENDOR or any
employee, subcontractor, agent, or representative of VENDOR tests positive for
COVID-19, shows or reports symptoms consistent with COVID-19, or reports to
VENDOR possible COVID-19 exposure.

d. VENDOR agrees to immediately adhere to and follow any OUSD
directives regards health and safety protocols including, but not limited to, providing
OUSD with information regarding possible exposure of OUSD employees to VENDOR
or any employee, subcontractor, agent, or representative of VENDOR and information
necessary to perform contact tracing, as well as complying with any OUSD testing and
vaccination requirements.

e. VENDOR shall bear all costs of compliance with this Paragraph, including
but not limited to those imposed by this Agreement.

20. Assignment.
The obligations of VENDOR under this Agreement shall not be assigned by VENDOR
without the express prior written consent of OUSD and any assignment without the
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express prior written consent of OUSD shall be null and void.

21. Non-Discrimination.
It is the policy of OUSD that in connection with all work performed under Contracts there
be no discrimination because of race, color, ancestry, national origin, religious creed,
physical disability, medical condition, marital status, sexual orientation, gender, or age;
therefore, VENDOR agrees to comply with applicable Federal and California laws
including, but not limited to, the California Fair Employment and Housing Act beginning
with Government Code section 12900 and Labor Code section 1735 and OUSD policy.
In addition, VENDOR agrees to require like compliance by all its subcontractor (s).
VENDOR shall not engage in unlawful discrimination in employment on the basis of
actual or perceived; race, color, national origin, ancestry, religion, age, marital status,
pregnancy, physical or mental disability, medical condition, veteran status, gender, sex,
sexual orientation, or other legally protected class.

22. Drug-Free/Smoke Free Policy.
No drugs, alcohol, and/or smoking are allowed at any time in any buildings and/or
grounds on OUSD property. No students, staff, visitors, VENDORS, or subcontractors
are to use controlled substances, alcohol or tobacco on these sites.

23. Waiver.
No delay or omission by either Party in exercising any right under this Agreement shall
operate as a waiver of that or any other right or prevent a subsequent act from
constituting a violation of this Agreement.

24. No Rights in Third Parties.
This Agreement does not create any rights in, or inure to the benefit of, any third party
except as expressly provided herein.

25. Conflict of Interest.
a. VENDOR shall abide by and be subject to all applicable regulations,

statutes, or other laws regarding conflict of interest. VENDOR shall not hire any officer
or employee of OUSD to perform any service by this Agreement without the prior
approval of OUSD Human Resources.

b. VENDOR affirms to the best of his/her/its knowledge, there exists no
actual or potential conflict of interest between VENDOR’s family, business or financial
interest and the services provided under this Agreement, and in the event of change in
either private interest or services under this Agreement, any question regarding possible
conflict of interest which may arise as a result of such change will be brought to OUSD’s
attention in writing.

c. Through its execution of this Agreement, VENDOR acknowledges that it is
familiar with the provisions of section 1090 et seq. and section 87100 et seq. of the
Government Code, and certifies that it does not know of any facts which constitutea
violation of said provisions. In the event VENDOR receives any information subsequent
to execution of this Agreement which might constitute a violation of said provisions,
VENDOR agrees it shall notify OUSD in writing.
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26. Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary
Exclusion.
Through its execution of this Agreement, VENDOR certifies to the best of its knowledge
and belief, that it and its principals are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for
debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from covered transactions by any
Federal department or agency according to Federal Acquisition Regulation Subpart 9.4,
and by signing this contract, certifies that this vendor does not appear on the Excluded
Parties List (https://www.sam.gov/).

27. Limitation of OUSD Liability.
Other than as provided in this Agreement, OUSD’s financial obligations under this
Agreement shall be limited to the payment of the compensation described in Paragraph
8 (Compensation). Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, in no event
shall OUSD be liable, regardless of whether any claim is based on contract or tort, for
any special, consequential, indirect or incidental damages, including, but not limited to,
lost profits or revenue, arising out of, or in connection with, this Agreement for the
Services performed in connection with this Agreement.

28. Indemnification.
a. To the furthest extent permitted by California law, VENDOR shall

indemnify, defend and hold harmless OUSD, its Governing Board, agents,
representatives, officers, consultants, employees, trustees, and volunteers (“OUSD
Indemnified Parties”) from any and all claims or losses accruing or resulting from injury,
damage, or death of any person or entity arising out of VENDOR’s performance of this
Agreement. VENDOR also agrees to hold harmless, indemnify, and defend OUSD
Indemnified Parties from any and all claims or losses incurred by any supplier,
VENDOR, or subcontractor furnishing work, services, or materials to VENDOR arising
out of the performance of this Agreement. VENDOR shall, to the fullest extent permitted
by California law, defend OUSD Indemnified Parties at VENDOR’s own expense,
including attorneys’ fees and costs, and OUSD shall have the right to accept or reject
any legal representation that VENDOR proposes to defend OUSD Indemnified Parties.

b. To the furthest extent permitted by California law, OUSD shall indemnify,
defend, and hold harmless VENDOR, its Board, agents, representatives, officers,
consultants, employees, trustees, and volunteers (“VENDOR Indemnified Parties”) from
any and all claims or losses accruing or resulting from injury, damage, or death of any
person or entity arising out of OUSD’s performance of this Agreement. OUSD shall, to
the fullest extent permitted by California law, defend VENDOR Indemnified Parties at
OUSD’s own expense, including attorneys’ fees and costs.

29. Audit.
VENDOR shall establish and maintain books, records, and systems of account, in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, reflecting all business
operations of VENDOR transacted under this Agreement. VENDOR shall retain these
books, records, and systems of account during the term of this Agreement and for three
(3) years after the End Date. VENDOR shall permit OUSD, its agent, other
representatives, or an independent auditor to audit, examine, and make excerpts,
copies, and transcripts from all books and records, and to make audit(s) of all billing
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statements, invoices, records, and other data related to Services covered by this
Agreement. Audit(s) may be performed at any time, provided that OUSD shall give
reasonable prior notice to VENDOR and shall conduct audit(s) during VENDOR’S
normal business hours, unless VENDOR otherwise consents.

30. Litigation.
This Agreement shall be deemed to be performed in Oakland, California and is
governed by the laws of the State of California, but without resort to California’s
principles and laws regarding conflict of laws. The Alameda County Superior Court shall
have jurisdiction over any litigation initiated to enforce or interpret this Agreement.

31. Incorporation of Recitals and Exhibits.
Any recitals and exhibits attached to this Agreement are incorporated herein by
reference. VENDOR agrees that to the extent any recital or document incorporated
herein conflicts with any term or provision of this Agreement, the terms and provisions
of this Agreement shall govern.

32. Integration/Entire Agreement of Parties.
This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties and supersedes
all prior discussions, negotiations, and agreements, whether oral or written. This
Agreement may be amended or modified only by a written instrument executed by both
Parties.

33. Severability.
If any term, condition or provision of this Agreement is held by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be invalid, void or unenforceable, the remaining provisions will
nevertheless continue in full force and effect, and shall not be affected, impaired or
invalidated in any way.

34. Provisions Required By Law Deemed Inserted.
Each and every provision of law and clause required by law to be inserted in this
Agreement shall be deemed to be inserted herein and this Agreement shall be read and
enforced as though it were included therein.

35. Captions and Interpretations.
Section and paragraph headings in this Agreement are used solely for convenience,
and shall be wholly disregarded in the construction of this Agreement. No provision of
this Agreement shall be interpreted for or against a Party because that Party or its legal
representative drafted such provision, and this Agreement shall be construed as if jointly
prepared by the Parties.

36. Calculation of Time.
For the purposes of this Agreement, “days” refers to calendar days unless otherwise
specified and “hours” refers to hours regardless of whether it is a work day, weekend, or
holiday.
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37. Counterparts and Electronic Signature.
This Agreement, and all amendments, addenda, and supplements to this Agreement,
may be executed in one or more counterparts, all of which shall constitute one and the
same amendment. Any counterpart may be executed and delivered by facsimile or
other electronic signature (including portable document format) by either Party and,
notwithstanding any statute or regulations to the contrary (including, but not limited to,
Government Code section 16.5 and the regulations promulgated therefrom), the
counterpart shall legally bind the signing Party and the receiving Party may rely on the
receipt of such document so executed and delivered electronically or by facsimile as if
the original had been received. Through its execution of this Agreement, each Party
waives the requirements and constraints on electronic signatures found in statute and
regulations including, but not limited to, Government Code section 16.5 and the
regulations promulgated therefrom.

38. W-9 Form.
If VENDOR is doing business with OUSD for the first time, VENDOR acknowledges that
it must complete and return a signed W-9 form to OUSD.

39. Agreement Publicly Posted.
This Agreement, its contents, and all incorporated documents are public documents and
will be made available by OUSD to the public online via the Internet.

40. Signature Authority.
a. Each Party has the full power and authority to enter into and perform this

Agreement, and the person(s) signing this Agreement on behalf of each Party has been
given the proper authority and empowered to enter into this Agreement.

b. Notwithstanding subparagraph (a), only the Superintendent, Chiefs,
Deputy Chiefs, and the General Counsel have been delegated the authority to sign
contracts for OUSD, and only under limited circumstances, which require ratification by
the OUSD Governing Board. VENDOR agrees not to accept the signature of another
other OUSD employee as having the proper authority and empowered to enter into this
Agreement or as legally binding in any way.

c. Notwithstanding Paragraph 11, if this Agreement is executed by the
signature of the Superintendent, Chiefs, Deputy Chiefs, or General Counsel under their
delegated authority, and the Board thereafter declines to ratify the Agreement, the
Agreement shall automatically terminate on the date that the Board declines to ratify it.
OUSD shall compensate VENDOR for Services satisfactorily provided through the date
of termination. Upon termination, VENDOR shall provide OUSD with all materials
produced, maintained, or collected by VENDOR pursuant to this Agreement, whether or
not such materials are complete or incomplete or are in final or draft form.

41. Contract Contingent on Governing Board Approval.
OUSD shall not be bound by the terms of this Agreement unless and until it has been (i)
formally approved by OUSD’s Governing Board or (ii) validly and properly executed by
the OUSD Superintendent, the General Counsel, or a Chief or Deputy Chief authorized
by the Education Code or Board Policy, and no payment shall be owed or made to
VENDOR absent such formal approval or valid and proper execution.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto agree and execute this Agreement and to
be bound by its terms and conditions:

VENDOR

Name:

Signature:

Position: Date:

One of the terms and conditions to which VENDOR agrees by its signature is
subparagraph (e) of Paragraph 8 (Compensation), which states that VENDOR
acknowledges and agrees not to expect or demand payment for any Services
performed prior to the Parties, particularly OUSD, validly and properly executing this
Agreement until this Agreement is validly and properly executed and shall not rely on
verbal or written communication from any individual, other than the President of the
OUSD Governing Board, the OUSD Superintendent, or the OUSD General Counsel,
stating that OUSD has validly and properly executed this Agreement. VENDOR
specifically acknowledges and agrees to this term/condition on the above date.

OUSD

Name:

Signature:

Position: Date:

☐ Board President

☐ Superintendent

☐ Chief/Deputy Chief

Name: Kyla Johnson-Trammell Signature:

Position: Secretary, Board of Education Date:

Template approved as to form by OUSD Office of the General Counsel.
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Sample Contract - Exhibit A

1A. General Description of Services to be Provided: Provide a description of the
service(s) VENDOR will provide.

1B. Description of Services to be Provided During School Closure or Similar
Event: If there is a school closure (e.g., due to poor air quality, planned loss of power,
COVID-19) or similar event in which school sites and/or District offices may be closed or
otherwise inaccessible, would services be able to continue?

☐   No, services would not be able to continue.
☐   Yes, services would be able to continue as described in 1A.
☐ Yes, but services would be different than described in 1A. Please briefly describe
how the services would be different.

1C. Rate of Compensation: Please describe the basis by which compensation will
be paid to VENDOR:

☐ Hourly Rate:
☐ Daily Rate:
☐ Weekly Rate:
☐ Monthly Rate:
☐ Per Student Served Rate:
☐ Performance/Deliverable

Payments: Describe the performance and/or deliverable(s) as well as the associated
rate(s) below:

2. Specific Outcomes: (A) What are the expected outcomes from the services of
this Agreement? Please be specific. For example, as a result of the service(s): How
many more OUSD students will graduate from high school? How many more OUSD
students will attend school 95% or more? How many more OUSD students will have
meaningful internships and/or paying jobs? How many more OUSD students will have
access to, and use, the health services they need? (B) Please describe the measurable
outcomes specific to the services. Please complete the sentence prompt: “Participants
will be able to…” C. If applicable, please provide details of program participation. Please
complete the sentence prompt: “Students will…”

3. Alignment with School Plan for Student Achievement – SPSA (required if
using State or Federal Funds): Please select the appropriate option below:
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☐ Action Item included in Board Approved SPSA (no additional documentation
required) – Item Number:

☐ Action Item added as modification to Board Approved SPSA – School site
must submit the following documents to the Strategic Resource Planning for approval
through the Escape workflow process:

· Meeting announcement for meeting in which the SPSA modification was
approved.

· Minutes for meeting in which the SPSA modification was approved
indicating approval of the modification.

·        Sign-in sheet for meeting in which the SPSA modification was approved.

4. Waivers: OUSD has waived the following. Confirmation of the waiver is attached
herewith:

☐ Commercial General Liability Insurance (Waiver only available, at OUSD’s
sole discretion, if VENDOR’s employees, subcontractors, volunteers, and agents will
have no contact (in-person or virtual) with OUSD students, and the compensation
not-to-exceed amount is $25,000 or less.)

☐ Workers’ Compensation Insurance (Waiver only available, at OUSD’s sole
discretion, if VENDOR has no employees.)

☐ Tuberculosis Screening (Waiver only available, at OUSD’s sole discretion, if
VENDOR’s employees, subcontractors, volunteers, and agents will have no in-person
contact with OUSD students.)

☐ Fingerprinting/Criminal Background Investigation (Waiver only available, at
OUSD’s sole discretion, if VENDOR’s employees, subcontractors, volunteers, and
agents will have no contact (in-person or virtual) with OUSD students.)
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Proposer/ Vendor Forms Checklist to Complete

Exhibit A Standard Form Response

Exhibit B Reference Worksheet (3 minimum)

Exhibit C Proposal Price Form

Exhibit D Terms and Conditions

Exhibit E Certification regarding Debarment, suspension, ineligibility

Exhibit F Insurance

Exhibit G Worker’s Compensation Certificate

Exhibit H Fingerprinting Certificate

Exhibit I Non- Collusion Declaration

Exhibit J Piggyback Clause

Exhibit K Authorized vendor Signature

Exhibit L Data Request- OUSD Data Privacy

Proposer shall furnish all the following information accurately and completely. Failure to
comply with this requirement may cause a proposal rejection. Additional sheets may be
attached, if necessary. See Sections A, B and C below.
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Exhibit A
Standard Form Response:

A. GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Company name, address and point of contact for this proposal (including prior business or
operating names and dba names):
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

2.             Tel:____________  Website: __________________ Email: ________________
3.             Is the Company a Certified Oakland Small Business?    Yes          No
4.             Type of Company: (check one)

 Individual    Partnership  Corporation
5.    Names and titles of all principals/officers/partners of the company:
Name, Title Location Phone Number
6.             Point of Contact if Contract is Awarded:
Name, Title Location Phone Number

B. LEGAL INFORMATION
1. Has your company ever been in litigation or arbitration involving service for any public,
private or charter K-12 schools during the prior five (5) years?

 Yes  No
If yes, provide the name of the school district or school and briefly detail the dispute.
_______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

2. Has your company ever had a contract terminated for convenience or default in the prior
five years?

 Yes        No
If yes, provide details including the name of the other party:
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

3. Is/are your company, owners, and/or principal, partner or manager involved in or is your
company aware of any pending litigation regarding professional misconduct, bad faith,
discrimination, or sexual harassment?

 Yes           No
If yes, provide details:

_______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

4. Is/are your company, owners, and/or principals or partners involved in or aware of any
pending disciplinary action and/or investigation conducted by any local, state, or federal
agency?

 Yes             No
If yes, provide details:
_______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
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Exhibit B
References:

To be submitted for each of the three to five (5) references required.

Reference 1:

Customer Name: ____________________________________________________

Contact Name: ____________________________________________________

Title: ____________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________

Phone Number: ____________________________________________________

Email: ____________________________________________________

Services Provided: ____________________________________________________

How satisfied were you with the services provided?
 Excellent      Good        Average         Unsatisfactory

Was the project completed on time and within budget?

_____________________________________________________________________

Reference 2:

Customer Name: ____________________________________________________

Contact Name: ____________________________________________________

Title: ____________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________

Phone Number: ____________________________________________________

Email: ____________________________________________________

Services Provided: ____________________________________________________

How satisfied were you with the services provided?
 Excellent      Good        Average         Unsatisfactory
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Was the project completed on time and within budget?

_____________________________________________________________________

Reference 3:

Customer Name: ____________________________________________________

Contact Name: ____________________________________________________

Title: ____________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________

Phone Number: ____________________________________________________

Email: ____________________________________________________

Services Provided: ____________________________________________________

How satisfied were you with the services provided?
 Excellent      Good        Average         Unsatisfactory

Was the project completed on time and within budget?

_____________________________________________________________________
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Exhibit C
Proposal Price Form

Service Description:                                                                         Annual Pricing:

_____________________________                                           _________________

_____________________________                                           _________________

_____________________________                                           _________________

_____________________________                                           _________________

_____________________________                                           _________________

_____________________________                                           _________________

_____________________________                                           _________________

Total Annual Amount of Proposal:                                                _________________

Additional Fees or Special Request Costs:                                __________________

Signature________________________________________________________

Print Name:             _________________________________________________

Title:               _________________________________________________

Company Name: _________________________________________________

Print Name: _________________________________________________

Date: ______________________________
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Exhibit D
Terms and Conditions

By virtue of submitting a proposal, each Bidder confirms that (a) it is agreeable to each
and every provision of Attachment 1 – Contract Template and (b) that the District has
the absolute right to delete existing and/or to include additional provisions in any
resulting contract with a Bidder prior to execution of said contract(s) by the parties. In
addition, consistent with Attachment 1 – Contract Template, by virtue of submitting a
proposal each Bidder confirms the following:

1. Equal Opportunity – The Bidder must be an Equal Opportunity Employer, and shall
be in compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the State Fair Employment Practice
Act, and all other applicable Federal and State laws and regulations relating to equal
opportunity employment. It is the policy of OUSD that in connection with all work
performed under Contracts there be no discrimination against anyone because of race,
color, ancestry, national origin, religious creed, physical disability, medical condition,
marital status, sexual orientation, gender, or age; therefore, Bidder agrees to comply
with applicable Federal and California laws including, but not limited to, the California
Fair Employment and Housing Act beginning with Government Code Section 12900 and
Labor Code Section 1735 and OUSD policy. In addition, Bidder agrees to require like
compliance by all its subcontractors. Bidder shall not engage in unlawful discrimination
in employment on the basis of actual or perceived; race, color, national origin, ancestry,
religion, age, marital status, pregnancy, physical or mental disability, medical condition,
veteran status, gender, sex or sexual orientation.

2. Errors and Omissions – If a bidder discovers any ambiguity, conflict, discrepancy,
omission, or other error in the RFP, the bidder shall immediately notify the District of
such error in writing and request clarification or modification of the document.
Modifications will be made by addenda. Such clarification shall be given by written
notice to all parties who have been furnished an RFP for bidding purposes, without
divulging the source of the request for the same. Insofar as practicable, the District will
give such notices to other interested parties, but the District shall not be responsible
therefor. If a bidder fails to notify the District, prior to the date fixed for submission of
bids, of an error in the RFP known to them, or an error that reasonably should have
been known to them, they shall bid at their own risk; and if awarded the contract, the
bidder shall not be entitled to additional compensation or time by reason of the error or
its later correction. The bidder should carefully examine the entire RFP and addenda
thereto, and all related materials and data referenced in the RFP or otherwise available
to them, and should become fully aware of the nature and location of the work, the
quantities of the work, and the conditions to be encountered in performing the work.

3. Bidder Agreement – In compliance with this RFP, the bidder will propose and agree
to furnish all labor, materials, transportation, and services for the work described and
specifications and for the items listed herein. A bid is subject to acceptance at any time
within sixty (60) days after opening of the same, unless otherwise stipulated. Bids
cannot be corrected or altered after opening by the District.
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4. Bid Signee – If the bidder is an individual or an individual doing business under a
company name, the bid must, in addition to the company name, be signed by the
individual. If the bidder is a partnership, the bid should be signed with the partnership
name by one of the partners. If a corporation, with the name of the corporation by an
officer authorized to execute a bid on behalf of the corporation.

5. Bidders’ Understanding – It is understood and agreed that the bidder has been, by
careful examination, satisfied as to the nature and location of the work; the character,
quality and quantity of the materials to be provided; the character of equipment and
facilities needed preliminary to and during the prosecution of the work; and general and
local conditions, and all other matters which can in any way affect the work under the
contract. No verbal agreement or conversation with any officer, agent or employee of
the District, either before or after the execution of the contract, shall affect or modify any
of the contractual terms or obligations.

6. Intent of Specifications – All work that may be called for in the specifications shall be
executed and furnished by the successful bidder(s), and should any work or materials
be required which is not denoted in the specifications, either directly or indirectly but
which is nevertheless necessary for the execution of the contract, the bidder is to
understand the same to be implied and required, and shall perform all such work and
furnish any such material as fully as if it were particularly delineated or described.

7. Extra Work – No bill or claim for extra work or materials shall be allowed or paid
unless the doing of such extra work or the furnishing of such extra materials shall have
been authorized in writing by the District’s Director of Transportation.

8. Defense, Indemnity & Hold Harmless – Contractor shall indemnify, hold harmless
and defend OUSD and each of its officers, officials, employees, volunteers and agents
from any loss, liability, fines, penalties, forfeitures, costs and damages (whether in
contract, tort or strict liability, including but not limited to personal injury, death at any
time and property damage) incurred by OUSD, Contractor or any other person and from
any claims, demands and actions in law or equity (including attorney's fees and litigation
expenses), arising or alleged to have arisen directly or indirectly out of performance of
this Agreement. Contractor’s obligations under the preceding sentence shall apply
jointly and severally regardless of whether OUSD or any of its officers, officials,
employees, volunteers or agents are actively or passively negligent, but shall not apply
to any loss or liability, fines, penalties, forfeitures, costs or damages caused solely by
the active negligence or by the willful misconduct of OUSD. If Contractor should
subcontract all or any portion of the work or activities to be performed under this MOU,
Contractor shall require each subcontractor to indemnify, hold harmless and defend
OUSD, its officers, officials, employees, volunteers or agents in accordance with the
terms of the preceding paragraph. Contractor also agrees to hold harmless, indemnify,
and defend the District and its elective board, officers, agents, and employees from any
and all claims or losses incurred by any supplier, Contractor, or subcontractor furnishing
work, services, or materials to Contractor in connection with the performance of this
Agreement. This provision survives termination of this Agreement.
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9. Disposition of Proposals – All materials submitted in response to this RFP will
become the property of the District, and will be returned only at the District’s option and
at the bidder’s expense. The original copy shall be retained for official files and will
become a public record after the date and time for final bid submission as specified.

10. Terms of the Offer – The District’s acceptance of Bidder’s offer shall be limited to the
terms herein unless expressly agreed in writing by the District. Proposals offering terms
other than those shown herein will be declared non-responsive and will not be
considered.

11. Awards – The District reserves the right of determination that items bid meet or do
not meet bid specifications. Further, the Board of Education reserves the right to accept
or reject any or all bids and to waive any informality in the bidding.

12. District’s Alternative Providers – The District reserves the right to solicit, purchase
and obtain from providers other than the successful Bidder(s) certain products and
services, of a nature similar or equivalent to those products and services solicited in this
RFP.

13. Bidder Agreement to Terms and Conditions – Submission of a signed proposal will
be interpreted to mean Bidder has agreed to all the terms and conditions set forth in the
pages of this solicitation, including the terms of the exemplar contract included herewith.

14. Laws Governing Contract – This contract shall be in accordance with the laws of the
State of California. The parties further stipulate that the County of Alameda, California,
is the only appropriate forum for any litigation arising here from.

15. Notices – Any notices relevant to this Agreement may be served effectually upon
either the District or the Successful Bidder, one to the other, by delivering such notice in
writing, or sending such notice by certified mail, traceable overnight letter or email.

16. Changes to the Agreement – The Agreement may be changed or amended by
written, mutual consent of the District and each successful Bidder. No alteration or
variation of the terms of the Agreement shall be valid unless made in writing and signed
by the parties thereto, and no oral understanding or agreement not incorporated therein
shall be binding on the parties thereto.

17. Nomenclatures – The terms Successful Bidders, Suppliers, Vendors, Providers,
Service Providers, Awarded Contractors and Contractors may be used interchangeably
in this solicitation and shall refer exclusively to the person, company, or corporation with
whom the District enters into a contract as a result of this solicitation. The terms District,
OUSD, Oakland Unified School District, Board and Board of Education may be used
interchangeably in this solicitation and shall refer exclusively to the Oakland Unified
School District. The terms Proposals, Bids and Offers may be used interchangeably in
this solicitation and shall refer exclusively to the response made to this solicitation by
any bidder. The terms RFP and Request For Proposals may be used interchangeably in
this solicitation and shall refer exclusively to this solicitation. The terms Contract and
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Agreement may be used interchangeably in this solicitation.

18. Time – Time is of the essence.

19. Severability – If any provisions, or portions of any provisions, of the contract are
held invalid, illegal, or unenforceable, they shall be severed from the contract and the
remaining provisions shall be valid and enforceable.

20. Assignment – The Agreement entered into with the District shall not be assigned
without the prior written consent of the District.

21. No Rights in Third Parties – The Agreement entered into with the District does
not create any rights in or inure to the benefit of any third party.

22. Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary
Exclusion – Bidder must complete and return with its proposal the Certification
Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary Exclusion form, which is
attached hereto as Exhibit E

Signature:    _______________________________

Date: _______________________________
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EXHIBIT E
CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT, SUSPENSION, INELIGIBILITY AND

VOLUNTARY EXCLUSION

I am aware of and hereby certify that neither nor
[Name of Bidder] its principals are presently debarred, suspended, proposed for
debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this
transaction by any Federal department or agency. I further agree that I will include this
clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals,
contracts and subcontracts. Where the bidder/offer or/contractor or any lower participant
is unable to certify to this statement, it shall attach an explanation to this solicitation
proposal.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this instrument has been duly executed by the Principal of the
above named bidder on the day of [PLACEHOLDER FOR DATE] for the
purposes of submission of this bid.

By
(Signature)

Typed or Printed Name

___________________________________________
Title

As the awardee under this Bid, I hereby certify that the above certification remains
valid as of the date of contract award, specifically, as of the day of
[PLACEHOLDER FOR DATE] for the purposes of award of this contract.

By
(Signature)

Typed or Printed Name

___________________________________________
Title
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EXHIBIT F
INSURANCE

All Bidders must submit with its proposal evidence that the Bidder can meet the
following insurance requirements:
Unless specifically waived by OUSD, the following insurance is required:

i.If CONTRACTOR employs any person to perform work in connection with this
Agreement, CONTRACTOR shall procure and maintain at all times during the
performance of such work, Workers' Compensation Insurance in conformance with the
laws of the State of California and Federal laws when applicable. Employers' Liability
Insurance shall not be less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per accident or
disease.

ii.CONTRACTOR shall maintain Commercial General Liability insurance, including
automobile coverage with limits of no less than Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) per
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The coverage shall be primary as to
OUSD and shall name OUSD as an additional insured. Evidence of insurance must be
attached. Endorsement of OUSD as an additional insured shall not affect OUSD’s rights
to any claim, demand, suit or judgment made, brought or recovered against
CONTRACTOR. The policy shall protect CONTRACTOR and OUSD in the same
manner as though each were separately issued. Nothing in said policy shall operate to
increase the Insurer’s liability as set forth in the policy beyond the amount or amounts
shown or to which the Insurer would have been liable if only one interest were named
as an insured.
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EXHIBIT G
WORKERS COMPENSATION CERTIFICATE

Labor Code § 3700
"Every employer except the state shall secure the payment of compensation in one or
more of the following ways:
a. By being insured against liability to pay compensation in one or more insurers
duly authorized to write compensation insurance in this state.
b. By securing from the Director of Industrial Relations a certificate of consent to
self-insure either as an individual employer, or as one employer in a group of
employers, which may be given upon furnishing proof satisfactory to the Director of
Industrial Relations of ability to self-insure and to pay any compensation that may
become due to his or her employee.
c. For any county, city, city and county, municipal corporation, public district, public
agency, or any political subdivision of the state, including each member of a pooling
arrangement under a joint exercise of powers agreement (but not the state itself), by
securing from the Director of Industrial Relations a certificate of consent to self-insure
against workers' compensation claims, which certificate may be given upon furnishing
proof satisfactory to the Director of ability to administer workers' compensation claims
properly, and to pay workers' compensation claims that may become due to its
employees. On or before March 31, 1979, a political subdivision of the state which, on
December 31, 1978, was uninsured for its liability to pay compensation, shall file a
properly completed and executed application for a certificate of consent to self-insure
against workers' compensation claims. The certificate shall be issued and be subject to
the provisions of Section 3702."
I am aware of the provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor Code which require every
employer to be insured against liability for workers' compensation or to undertake
self-insurance in accordance with the provisions of the code, and I will comply with such
provisions before commencing the performance of the work of this contract.

Contractor Name: ________________________________________________
By ________________________________________________
Signature of Authorized Signer  _______________________________________
Title of Signor _____________________________________________________
By ________________________________________________

_______________________________
Signature of Authorized Signor
_______________________________

Title of Signor

(In accordance with Article 5 (commencing at Section 1860), Chapter 1, Part 7, Division 2 of the Labor Code, the above certificate
must be signed and filed with the District prior to performing any work under this contract.)
NOTE: If contractor is a corporation, the legal name of the corporation shall be set forth above together with the signature(s) of the
authorized officers or agents as more particularly described in section 20 of this Solid Waste and Recycling Services Agreement;
and if contractor is a partnership or joint venture, the true name of the firm shall be set forth above together with the signature of the
individual or individuals authorized to sign contracts on behalf of and bind the partnership or joint venture.
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EXHIBIT H
FINGERPRINTING CERTIFICATION

To the Governing Board of Oakland Unified School District
I , acknowledge and certify as follows: (Name of Contractor)

1. I have carefully read and understand the Notice to Contractors Regarding
Criminal Record Checks (“Notice”) (Education Code section 45125.1) required
by the passage of AB 1610, 1612, and 2102.
2. Due to the nature of the work to be performed, my employees and
volunteers may have contact with students of the District.
3. My employees and volunteers who may have contact with District students
must complete background checks with the California Department of Justice
(DOJ).
4. None of the employees or volunteers who will be performing the work has
been convicted of a violent or serious felony as defined in the Notice and in
Penal Code sections 667.5 and 1192.7. This determination was made by a
background check through the DOJI.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed at , California, on / /

Typed or Printed Name Address

Title Telephone Number

Signature

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS REGARDING CRIMINAL RECORDS
CHECK (EDUCATION CODE SECTION 45125.1)
Education Code Section 45125.1 provides if the employees of any entity that has a
contract with a school district may have any contact with pupils, those employees
shall submit or have submitted their fingerprints in a manner authorized by the
Department of Justice together with a fee determined by the Department of Justice
to be sufficient to reimburse the Department for its costs incurred in processing the
application.

The Department of Justice shall ascertain whether the individual whose fingerprints
were submitted to it has been arrested or convicted of any crime insofar as that fact
can be ascertained from information available to the Department. When the
Department of Justice ascertains that an individual whose fingerprints were
submitted to it has a pending criminal proceeding for a violent felony listed in Penal
Code Section 1192.7(c), or has been convicted of such a felony, the Department
shall notify the employer designated by the individual of the criminal information
pertaining to the individual. The notification shall be delivered by telephone and shall
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be confirmed in writing and delivered to the employer by first-class mail.

The contractor shall not permit an employee to come in contact with pupils
until the Department of Justice has ascertained that the employee has not
been convicted of a violent or serious felony. The contractor shall certify in
writing to the governing board of the school district that none of its
employees who may come in contact with pupils have been convicted of a
violent or serious felony.

Penal Code Section 667.5(c) lists the following “violent” felonies: murder; voluntary
manslaughter; mayhem; rape; sodomy by force; oral copulation by force; lewd acts
on a child under the age of 14 years; any felony punishable by death or
imprisonment in the state prison for life; any felony in which the defendant inflicts
great bodily injury on another; any robbery perpetrated in an inhabited dwelling;
arson; penetration of a person’s genital or anal openings by foreign or unknown
objects against the victim’s will; attempted murder; explosion or attempt to explode or
ignite a destructive device or explosive with the intent to commit murder; kidnapping;
continuous sexual abuse of a child; and carjacking.

Penal Code Section 1192.7 lists the following “serious” felonies: murder; voluntary
manslaughter; mayhem; rape; sodomy by force; oral copulation by force; a lewd or
lascivious act on a child under the age of 14 years; any felony punishable by death
or imprisonment in the state prison for life; any felony in which the defendant
personally inflicts great bodily injury on another, or in which the defendant personally
uses a firearm; attempted murder; assault with intent to commit rape or robbery;
assault with a deadly weapon on a peace officer; assault by a life prisoner on a
non-inmate; assault with a deadly weapon by an inmate; arson; exploding a
destructive device with intent to injure or to murder, or explosion causing great bodily
injury or mayhem; burglary of an inhabited dwelling; robbery or bank robbery;
kidnapping; holding of a hostage by a person confined in a state prison; attempt to
commit a felony punishable by death or imprisonment in the state prison for life; any
felony in which the defendant personally uses a dangerous or deadly weapon;
selling or furnishing specified controlled substances to a minor; penetration of genital
or anal openings by foreign objects against the victim’s will; grand theft involving a
firearm; carjacking; and a conspiracy to commit specified controlled substances
offenses.
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EXHIBIT I
NON-COLLUSION DECLARATION

I, , declare that I am the party making the foregoing proposal, that the proposal is
not made in the interest of, or on behalf of, any undisclosed person, partnership,
company, association, organization, or corporation; that the proposal is genuine and not
collusive or sham; that the proponent has not directly or indirectly induced or solicited
any other proponent to put in a false or sham proposal and has not directly or indirectly
colluded, conspired, connived, or agreed with any proponent or anyone else to put in a
sham proposal, or that anyone shall refrain from responding; that the proponent has not
in any manner, directly or indirectly, sought by agreement, communication, or
conference with anyone to fix any overhead, profit, or cost element of the proposal
price, or of that of any other proponent, or to secure any advantage against the public
body awarding the Contract of anyone interested in proposed Contract; that all
statements contained in the proposal are true, and, further, that the proponent has not,
directly or indirectly, submitted his or her proposal price of any breakdown thereof, or
the contents thereof, or divulged information or data relative thereto, or paid, and will not
pay, any fee to any corporation, partnership, company association, organization, bid
depository, or to any member or agent thereof to effectuate a collusive or sham bid.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing is true and correct.

Date

Name of Vendor

Printed Name of Authorized Company Representative

Signature of Authorized Company Representative
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EXHIBIT J
PIGGYBACK CLAUSE

The Oakland Unified School (District) hereby declares its intent and authorization to
make this contract awarded under this Invitation for Proposal "piggybackable" by other
education agencies in the state pursuant to Public Contract Code Sections § 20118 and
§ 20652.

School Districts participating in this bid shall be responsible for obtaining approval from
their Boards of Education or other approving body of authority when necessary, and
shall hold the Oakland Unified School District harmless from any disputes,
disagreements or actions which may arise as a result of using this bid.

The District waives any right to receive payment from other California agencies making
purchases off the awarded Contract, and those agencies will make payment directly to
the Awarded Vendor.

Acceptance or rejection of this clause will not affect the outcome of this bid.

By signing below, Vendor agrees to allow other agencies (including public, private and
charter schools districts) to purchase equipment and services using the same terms and
conditions.

Option Granted ( ) YES

Option Granted ( ) NO
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EXHIBIT K
Authorized Vendor Signature

Prime Point of Contact

Proposal Submitted by:

The undersigned declares under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of
California that the presentations made in this bid are true and correct.

______________________________________________________________________
Date Signature/Title Type or Print Name

______________________________________________________________________
Name of Company Address City and State

______________________________________________________________________
Area Code Telephone # Fax #

Federal Tax ID Number
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EXHIBIT L
Data Request - OUSD Data Privacy and Management Agreement

To submit a qualified proposal for RFP Bid No. ______________________,
_______________________ (“Bidder”) requests the specific OUSD records or data
listed in Attachment A.

TRANSFER OF DATA: OUSD and Bidder shall use a secure means - OUSD FTP site
for transferring confidential information. At no time will data be sent by any other means
to or from the parties, such as through cloud sharing services or remotely hosted
non-OUSD FTP sites.

PERIOD OF AGREEMENT: This Agreement shall be effective when signed by both
parties, and will terminate on 06/30/2023 unless terminated earlier by OUSD.

Bidder agrees to the following confidentiality statements:

A. Bidder acknowledges that these data are confidential data and proprietary to
OUSD, and agree to protect such information from unauthorized disclosures and to
comply with all applicable District, Local, State and Federal confidentiality laws and
regulations including but not limited to the California Education Code and the Family
Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).
B. Bidder designates _______________________ (name of bidder’s officer),
____________________ (title of bidder’s designated officer), as the person responsible
for the security and confidentiality of the data and will notify OUSD immediately in
writing of any change in designee.
C. Bidder will use appropriate safeguards to prevent the use or disclosure of the
information other than as provided by this data use Agreement.
D. Bidder shall instruct all staff with access to confidential information about the
requirements for handling confidential information, and require each person who will
have access to confidential information to sign an agreement to comply with the
confidentiality provisions of this Agreement, and any other confidentiality requirements
of the Bidder. Bidder will also maintain a log of any such access.
E. Bidder shall not assign this Agreement or any portion thereof to a subcontractor
or other third party without the prior written consent of OUSD, and any attempted
assignment without such prior written consent in violation of this Section shall
automatically terminate this Agreement.
F. Bidder shall not upload or handover data provided under this agreement or any
portion thereof to a subcontractor or other third party software or manual service without
the prior written consent of OUSD, and any attempted assignment without such prior
written consent in violation of this Section shall automatically terminate this Agreement.
G. Bidder agrees that the handling and evaluation of the data shall be conducted in
a manner that does not permit personal identification of parents and students by
individuals other than representatives of the Bidder that have legitimate interests or
permission for accessing such information.
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H. Bidder will report only aggregate data and will not report any individual data, nor
will data be reported in a manner that permits indirect identification of any individual.
I. Bidder will not contact the individuals included in the data sets without obtaining
advance written authorization from OUSD.
J. Bidder shall not re-disclose any individual-level data with or without identifying
information to any other requesting individuals, agencies, or organizations without prior
written authorization by OUSD.
K. Bidder shall use the data only for the purpose described in Section A above.
These data shall not be used for personal gain or profit.
L. Bidder shall keep all information furnished by OUSD in a space physically and
electronically secure from unauthorized access. Information and data shall be stored
and processed in a way using current industry standard under encryption, so that
unauthorized persons cannot retrieve nor alter the information by means of a computer,
remote terminal, or other means. No data will be stored on laptop computers or other
portable computing devices or media, e.g., flash drives, etc.
M. Bidder shall permit examination and on-site inspections by OUSD upon
reasonable advance notice for the purpose of ascertaining whether the terms of this
Agreement are being met.
N. Bidder agrees that the confidential data will be destroyed within 30 days after no
longer needed for the purposes for which the request was conducted, and will provide
written notification to OUSD confirming when the data have been securely destroyed.

LIABILITY

Bidder agrees to be responsible for, and assumes all liability for, any claims, costs,
damages or expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees) that may arise from or
relate to the Bidder’s intentional or negligent release of personally identifiable student,
parent or staff data (“Claims”). Bidder agrees to hold harmless OUSD and pay any costs
incurred by OUSD in connection with any Claim. The provisions of this Section shall
survive the termination or expiration of this Agreement.

TERMINATION

A. This Agreement may be terminated as follows, after notification via the United
States Postal Service (certified mail or registered mail) or recognized overnight delivery
service (e.g., UPS, DHL or FedEx): 1. By OUSD immediately in the event of a material
breach of this Agreement by Bidder. 2. By OUSD after 14days advance written notice to
the Bidder, for any reason or no reason.
B. The confidentiality provisions of this Agreement shall survive the termination of
the Agreement.
C. If this Agreement is terminated by either party for material breach or for any other
reason with 14 days written notice, the confidential information shall be returned or
destroyed within 7 days of the termination.
D. If the Agreement terminates at the end of the term (period of Agreement), Bidder
shall return or destroy all confidential information when it is no longer needed for
preparation of the Bidder’s proposal. Such return or destruction shall occur within 7
days after it is no longer needed for preparation of Bidder’s proposal.
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E. Destruction of the confidential information shall be accomplished by utilizing an
approved method of confidential destruction, including shredding, burning or
certified/witnessed destruction for physical materials and verified erasure of magnetic
media using approved methods of electronic file destruction.

GENERAL UNDERSTANDING

A. This Agreement contains the entire understanding of the parties and may only be
amended in writing signed by the parties.
B. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed under the laws of the State
of California.
C. Any waiver by any party of the violation of any provision of this Agreement shall
not bar any action for subsequent violations of the Agreement.

Proposer :
_________________________________ Date: _____________________
Name of Proposer’s Signee
_________________________________
Title of Proposer’s Signee
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APPENDIX VI: Appeals Process for Applicants

Any applicant may appeal to the Oakland Unified School District Procurement
Department if the determination that it is not prequalified. An appeal must be based
on one or both of two following:

● Unfair process (e.g., the appellant’s proposal was treated differently than others,
conflict of interest by OUSD Department of Expanded Learning staff, etc.)

● Material error (e.g., the appellant’s proposal was reviewed under the wrong
funding strategy, failure to consider all application materials, incorrect application
of evaluation rubric or some other mistake of fact occurred), or

The appellant must submit the appeal by January 24, 2022 (i.e., 5 business days after
the Notification Date). If the appellant fails to file an appeal prior to the applicable
appeals deadline, the appellant waives any and all rights to challenge the decision of
the District, whether by administrative process, judicial process, or any other legal
process or proceeding.

An appeal must clearly state the facts that establish one of the above-referenced bases
for appeal and how, as a result, the appellant’s proposal was affected negatively. The
appeal will be considered and adjudged by the Senior Procurement Analyst, whose
decision will be final. Appellant should submit the appeal and any supporting documents
should  be sent electronically by email to:

Rosaura M. Altamirano
Senior Manager, Supply Chain & Logistics

rosaura.altamirano@ousd.org

Appellants will receive written notice of the outcome of their appeal February 1, 2022. In
the event that an applicant’s appeal is successful, the agency will be treated as all other
prequalified agencies.
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APPENDIX I: RFP Application 

2022 OUSD Request for Proposals Application (Template) 
ASES, 21st CCLC, ELO-P, and ASSETS Expanded Learning Programs 

Cover Sheet Template:  

  

 

Organization Name  Soccer Without Borders Oakland 

Primary Contact 
Person: 

 Sophia Goethals Secondary Contact 
Person:

Benjamin Gucciardi

Email: sgoethals@soccerw
ithoutborders.org

Email: ben@soccerwithoutbo
rders.org

Telephone #: 312-532-0343 Telephone #:  

 

Does your organization have 501c3 status? Please provide documentation of this 
status in your supporting documentation section.

●
X

Yes

No

Have you served as an OUSD summer agency prior to this application? If yes, 
please identify the years and durations served:

Yes

No

Are you a currently approved OUSD community partner? If yes, please list the 
sites that you provided programming in OUSD schools: 

Castlemont High School, Rudsdale High School, Oakland International High 
School, Fremont High School, Oakland High School

●
X

Yes

No

Do you currently provide summer/intersession programming in other school 
districts besides OUSD? If yes, please list all school districts you have served: 

Hayward Unified School District

●
X

Yes

No

Service Category--Grade Levels: Check the grade levels your organization is interested in serving.

Elementary (TK-5) yes

1
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Elementary/Middle (TK-8) ●
X

yes

Middle (6-8) ●
X

yes

High School (9-12) yes

Alternative/Continuation High School yes

Services Category-Types and models of programs: Mark all that apply. What type of summer/ 
intersession program are you interested in applying for? 

 Summer Programming - up to 6 weeks, 9 hours  
  
 Intercession (Offering 9-hours of programming) 

 Weekends (Saturday, Sunday, or both days) 
 Fall Break: week-long offering 
 Winter Break: week-long offering 
 Spring Break: week-long offering 
 Other non school days (Holidays, staff pd days, etc) 

Preferred Model of delivery--(See Section D. for overview of models)  
 Collaborative w/District staff on OUSD Campus 
 Independent on OUSD campus 
 Off-Site Community Based 

Provide any additional information to explain your services category or preferred model of delivery. 
When applying for a school-based model, indicate the number of school sites/programs your 
organization can serve. When applying for the intercession model, indicate the number of sessions (or 
“camp-style sessions) your organization can serve.  

SWB Oakland would like to provide a week-long summer camp to elementary- and middle school-aged 
youth throughout Oakland. The camp runs for five days, 9 hours per day, and will serve 100 newcomer 
youth every day. The camp provides soccer practices and games, breakfast and lunch, and other 
enrichment sessions (like art and yoga sessions) for youth.  

This week would be in addition the week-long camp that SWB has run for over a decade. It would be 
an additional week specifically for younger newcomers.  

In the box below, please briefly explain your rationale for this number of sites? Types of space the 
organization needs to run the program (Example: Need access to a garden to fulfill our organization's 
mission, ie.Need a stage etc). Types of equipment required to run the program. 

One location for the entire camp will allow resources to be pooled, and will create a powerful sense of 
community for participants, coaches, and families. In previously years, we have used Caesar Chavez 
fields as our location for summer camp, and we are hoping to use that facility (or one of similar size and 
accessibility) for this camp. Similarly, we need soccer goals, balls, cones, pinnies, and soccer clothes 
(all of which SWB can provide).  
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On behalf 
of 

(Agency), 
I, 

Sophia Goethals 
Advancement Specialist

(name)

Soccer Without Borders Oakland (Position), declare under penalty of perjury under the 
laws

of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Signature:

Sophia Goethals 

Date: 

December 9, 2022
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(RFP) 22-129CSSS Soccer Without Borders

ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY

Soccer Without Borders is an award-winning nonprofit whose mission is to use soccer as

a vehicle for positive change, providing under-served youth with a toolkit to overcome obstacles

to growth, inclusion, and personal success. SWB has been serving newcomer and refugee

youth in the East Bay since 2006, and is part of a network of organizations dedicated to the

success of newcomers in the East Bay. SWB is requesting funds from OUSD to support a

week-long summer camp in July for elementary- and middle school-aged newcomer youth. The

camp will combine soccer-based activities with art, socio-emotional learning skills, yoga,

nutrition, and community-building activities. This week would be an addition to the week-long

camp that SWB Oakland has hosted for over a decade in Oakland, and would be built for

students with fewer summer school and other opportunities during the break.

Our holistic, evidence-based model combines soccer practices and games with

academic and language support, civic engagement, and cultural exchange activities, while

proactively reducing barriers to entry that typically leave newcomers excluded. Together in a

welcoming team environment led by a caring mentor-coach, newcomer youth advance

academically, develop personally, make healthy lifestyle choices, build social capital, and

develop English language skills. In alignment with the OUSD Expanded Learning Office’s goal

to support the holistic development of all students, SWB’s balance and dosage of activities

creates a powerfully influential environment that is focused on the development of the whole

person over many years.

We work to address the unique academic and socio-emotional needs of newcomers,

connecting participants to intensive, culturally responsive academic support, postsecondary

preparation, peer mentorship, and youth development activities. SWB frequently refers

participants to partner organizations such as health clinics and mental health agencies and

receives referrals from partners who identify potential participants. SWB is also a space where

other service providers frequently conduct outreach to enroll youth in their programming.



(RFP) 22-129CSSS Soccer Without Borders

1. Referring partners: Refugee resettlement agencies and health care providers are often

a first point of contact for refugee and newcomer families. These partners, such as

International Rescue Committee, do a tremendous job of meeting the basic needs of

families, but youth programs are often outside of their scope. When newcomer families

arrive in the community, these partners refer them to SWB.

2. School/local government partners: Schools and government agencies provide in-kind

facilities and teachers, support SWB in addressing behavior and academic issues, and

serve as thought-partners for program design. The Transitional Students and Family Unit

of the Oakland Unified School District is one of our closest partners for our Middle

School Program. This unit connects us to the people and resources we need to support

our participants in their growth on and off the field.

3. Soccer partners: The soccer community at all levels are natural partners. For example,

we work closely with the Albany Berkeley Soccer Club to enroll our Middle School teams

in recreational leagues, creating opportunities for formal game play.

4. Resource partners: Foundations and local companies with a mutual interest in the

well-being of at-risk youth in our community allow us to fund our year-round work and

provide resources for crucial infrastructure such as tech, office space, and volunteers.

SWB prioritizes consistent, well-trained staff who commit to a year or more with their

teams. In 2022, our average head coach tenure in Oakland is 41 months. SWB centers the

needs of our community by hiring program alumni and staff with immigrant backgrounds into

leadership positions within the organization. Currently, more than 40% of SWB’s national staff

members are program alumni. The broader SWB Oakland Staff includes speakers of Spanish,

Mam, Burmese, Karen, and Arabic, 6 of whom are SWB program alumni. SWB provides all staff

and volunteers with trainings on sports-based youth development and specific, on-going growth

opportunities to learn about restorative justice and trauma-informed practices.



(RFP) 22-129CSSS Soccer Without Borders

FISCAL MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

As a lead and sub-grantee from national, state and city funding sources, SWB is

well-positioned to manage a grant of this nature. We have maintained platinum status for

organizational transparency from Guidestar and Top-rated status from Great Non-Profits for

many years, reflecting our commitment to sound governance and financial stewardship. Our

financial system is guided by our standard operating procedures which ensure sound fiscal

management and spending transparency. Our financial health is overseen by the Board Finance

Committee, which consists of the Board Treasurer, an at-large Board member who is a certified

CPA, and the Executive Director, supported by our staff Finance Manager. SWB staff follow

extensive child safeguarding policies to ensure student safety and wellbeing, these policies are

in accord with the international safeguarding children in sports initiative, and are reviewed each

year by SWB’s Program Director’s Council. We conduct a financial audit yearly, which shows

that we are in sound financial standing.

SWB anticipates that we will engage 100 youth at this week-long summer camp, and are

therefore requesting $15,270 in funds to carry out this project. For this project to be successful,

SWB will have six SWB Coordinators present every day, along with an SWB Manager. All

Coordinators and Managers are trained and experienced in Sports-Based Youth Development

programming. These Coordinators will act as site leads, creating a ratio of 16:1 (youth to adults)

and will be the leads in all direct programming. In addition to full-time SWB staff, the camp will

employ youth leaders to support each youth group, creating connections with students and

supporting them throughout the day. Youth leaders will work 5-hour shifts every day to ensure

that they have ample time to relax and reboot for the next day.

Alongside staffing costs, funds will help to cover the cost of clothing and equipment, art

supplies, food, and transportation — all of which will contribute to a positive environment for all

youth participants. SWB will leverage its own equipment and other funds to contribute to these
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costs. Other funds will be secured through SWB’s Annual Footgolf Tournament, where we

garner >$10,000 every year to support general programming.
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AGENCY INFRASTRUCTURE

SWB has successfully contracted with OUSD’s ELLMA department for over ten years,

with a proven track record of delivering high quality services in compliance with all OUSD and

CA Dept. of Education policies, and reproducing all necessary records, including staff

background check and TB Test records, insurance requirements, school- site MOU’s and

agency letters of qualification. SWB Oakland has also recently began working with the OUSD

Extended Learning Department in the Sports Based Youth Development Initiative. In our own

programs, we strive for a 1:18 coach to player ratio, utilizing paid alumni or community volunteer

assistant coaches to support program implementation led by many extensively trained Program

Coordinators. All of our Program Coordinators have a Bachelor’s Degree, and two have

advanced graduate degrees, and all are extensively trained in sports-based youth development,

trauma-informed coaching, restorative practices and sport coaching skills.
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Our primary point of contact for the OUSD expanded learning partnership will be

Program Manager Ye-Htet Soe, with support from Oakland Director Ben Gucciardi and six SWB

coordinators (specific staff members TBD). As an OUSD and SWB alum, Ye-Htet has more than

ten years of experience successfully working with diverse stakeholders in OUSD to build

positive relationships, successfully collaborating with OUSD school sites to run programming

that meets their needs. Oakland Director Ben Gucciardi has been a consultant in creating

sports- based youth development programs in over ten countries, and is recognized as a leader

in the sport for development field.

The main direct-service providers of SWB’s Youth Summer Camp will be Program

Coordinators, who will collaboratively create plans for each day of the program. Program

Coordinators will be supported by Ye-Htet, who will oversee the overall management of the

camp. Coordinators, who are well-versed and trained in outreach, will be responsible for

communicating with schools and communities about camp. Coordinators will each oversee a

team of Youth Assistant Coaches, who will support in the camp’s daily operations.
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT EXPERTISE, PROGRAM QUALITY ASSESSMENT PROCESS,
AND SCHOOL DISTRICT ALIGNMENT

Soccer Without Borders Oakland has been working with newcomer and refugee youth in

Oakland since 2006. Our programs are intentionally built to support youth to reach their inherent

potential, and aim to support youth in learning socio-emotional skills, practicing english, and

becoming positive community members. With programs across eight school sites in the East

Bay, SWB has been closely aligned with OUSD for years. Our free programming, welcoming

program model, and trauma-informed lens ensure that diversity, equity, and inclusion are at the

center of our programs. We ensure that ALL youth are able to come to the SWB space with their

full selves, and we honor and celebrate all aspects of their identity.

All SWB Staff are trained extensively in Youth Development practices, and are integrated

into the program through shadowing, observer debriefs, and scenario planning before they take

over their own program. Training for staff includes safeguarding policies, trauma-informed

practices, cultural competencies, restorative justice practices, and sports-based activity training.

Learning for staff is ongoing, as staff are monitored and evaluated multiple times throughout the

year, providing space for feedback and ongoing improvement. This allows SWB to ensure that

our programming continues to be of the highest quality.

SWB utilizes a system called TraxSolutions for data tracking. Our data tracking is as

follows:

● We conduct real-time tracking of attendance, demographics, and participant trends

through our partnership with UpActive and their mobile app.

● We use a coach self-assessment and coach observation tool to assess our

implementation of our tools and curriculum.

● We use an internally developed SWB Program Rubric to capture outputs and outcomes

as well as program strengths and challenge areas, including infrastructure and child

safeguarding.
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● We conduct an annual Youth Survey which informs our programming design,

implementation, assessment, and adjustment process.

We take a whole-person approach to supporting youth to reach their full potential. We

have prioritized these outcome areas based on a combination of evidence that these are the

skills and qualities that underserved youth and newcomers need to be successful in America,

and 10 years of learning and feedback from our program participants, families, coaches, and

leaders. Our adaptable program model specifically focuses on five outcome areas:

1. Social capital: connecting youth to community resources, mentors, and peer support

2. Healthy lifestyles: getting enough physical activity and avoiding risky behaviors

3. Academic advancement: passing from one grade to the next, HS graduation

4. Language development: acquiring English language skills. We are increasingly able to

track these outcomes against observable indicators, but improving our systems in this

area is a major priority within Soccer Without Borders right now.

5. Personal development: developing the 8 High Impact Attributes of Youth Development-

Future Focus, Positive Identity, Self-Awareness, Plan B Thinking, Social confidence,

Pro-social connections, Situational Awareness

In order to ensure that our program implementation is consistently working toward these

outcomes,  we have operationalized our process into a 140 point "Program Rubric." The Rubric

serves as a roadmap to build sustainable, effective, locally-relevant programs. With specific

targets across 16 different categories from soccer instruction, to program culture, to

team-building, to accounting, to participants, and more, each program's strengths and

challenges are clearly identified and addressed. Each category is matched to a set of tools and

trainings, providing best practices and concrete resources for program directors and coaches.

By providing a clear roadmap for progress, and relevant, specific tools, SWB leaders are

motivated and supported to build programs with confidence and quality.
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SWB Oakland Youth Summer Camp Sample Schedule

8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.: Arrival of youth at Camp and breakfast/snack/free time for youth to relax
and get ready for the day.

- As youth arrive at the camp site, SWB staff will also be picking up and transporting youth
that do not have other forms of transport to the camp at this time.

9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.: Youth are gathered in their age groups for opening circle.
- Opening Circle will introduce all youth to one another, set rules and expectations for the

day, and give youth the schedule of activities for the day.

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.: Youth participate in a teambuilding activity with their “home” station.
- Teambuilders help to form community and ensure that all participants feel welcome.

They are vital in setting a positive, encouraging, and inclusive environment for all.
Teambuilding activities are also spaces where participants are encouraged to practice
their english.

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.: Youth participants will visit their first two stations of the day (with 50
minutes at each station, and a ten-minute transition/rotation time).

- Stations each have one coordinator, and groups travel with their group lead to each
station throughout the day. Stations include:

- Art: Individual and community-based are projects take place every day,
encouraging youth to explore their creativity, use new tools, and express their
thoughts and emotions.

- Soccer Drill-Based Activity: Soccer Drill-based activities incorporate english
practice and body awareness alongside skill development (like ball control,
passing, and communication).

- Soccer Scrimmage-based Activity: Soccer scrimmage-based activities help youth
to practice the skills they have learned throughout the day, and work together in a
fun and joyful environment.

- Yoga and Movement: At the Yoga and Movement station, participants will learn
about different parts of the body, and why it is important to take care of our
muscles, joints, and bones in order to live healthy lives.

12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.: Lunch
- During lunch, participants will be encouraged to learn about different aspects of nutrition,

and why it is important to eat a meal with a diversity of fruits, vegetables, grains, and
protein sources.

1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.: Youth participants will visit their final two stations of the day.

3:00 p.m. - 3:30 pm.: Youth participants will return to their home stations, and end the day with a
closing circle and positivity points.
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- Positivity Points are a time for participants to shout one another out for something
positive that day. It can be soccer-related or non-soccer related (i.e. about being a
supportive group member).

3:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.: Participants receive a final snack of the day, change, and get ready to be
picked up.

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.: Participants head home, either picked up by parents or taken home by
SWB staff. Participants will be able to be at the field until 5:00 p.m. to hang out with SWB staff
still present.
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SWB Oakland Youth Soccer Camp Budget

Note: The proposed budget is for a week-long summer camp for elementary- and middle school-aged newcomer youth, which will
engage 100 youth per day over five days. With a cost of $30.54/student/day over five days, we are requesting a total of $15,270.

Item Requested
Funds

Leveraged
Funds

Justification of Requested Funds

SWB Youth Summer Camp
Coordinators

$8,400 6 Coordinators at $35 per hour x 40 hours a week x 1 weeks =
$4,200. These coordinators will serve as the engine of
programming, lead trainers, alumni and high school youth
recruiters for camp counselors, and logistics coordinators.

Youth Assistant Coaches $1,280 16 Youth Assistant Coaches at $16 per hour x 5 hours per week x
1 week. (includes paid training) Youth Assistant Coaches will assist
camp coordinators as station and/or group leads.

SWB Manager $1,800 1 Program Manager at $45 per hour x 40 hours a week x 1 week =
$1,800 — a Senior SWB staff to lead program design, curriculum
creation, and camp troubleshooting.

Clothing $330 T-shirts, shorts, socks, and other clothing for youth to wear
throughout the week.

Soccer Balls $300 30 balls at $10/ball = $300

First Aid $300 Two complete first-aid kits, and ice packs.

Food and drink $1,600 Breakfast and lunch for all participants, which we will put
together with food from the foodbank as well as purchased items.
Food will be nutritious and filling, and will be used as a lesson for
youth to learn about healthy habits.
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Transportation $600 Gas and upkeep of SWB vans to transport camp participants in
the morning and afternoon to and from camp.

Art Supplies/Other site
equipment needs

$600 $3,000 Folding tables, signage, field lining equipment, whistles, corner
flags, referee shirts. (SWB will also leverage $3,000 worth of
equipment through sponsors and donations)

Administrative cost $60 $3,000 Funds requested for onboarding and payment costs of youth
leaders and employees. (SWB will leverage funds for cost of
various required insurance, non-profit compliance requirements,
payroll and additional benefits)

Total Requested Funds $15,270

Total Leveraged Funds $6,000

Budget Narrative:

We believe that the commitment, intentionality and training of program staff is the most essential component of sports-based youth
development programming. As a result, the majority of grant funds will support staff members that will deliver dynamic programming
and share best practices of SBYD programming and coaching soccer. Specifically, grant funds will be used to support the following
positions: Summer Camp Coordinators, Program Manager, and Youth Leaders.



Soccer Without Borders Statement of Qualifications  - Prepared for the Oakland Unified School District

Mission:

Soccer Without Borders uses soccer as a vehicle for positive change for newcomer refugee and
immigrant youth across the USA. SWB youth come from more than 50 countries and speak over
25 languages. In a safe and supportive team environment, youth develop the toolkit they need to
overcome obstacles to growth, inclusion, and personal success.

The soccer field is one of the few places where newcomer youth immediately feel confident,
valued, familiar, and like they can express themselves and contribute. When youth first come to
the U.S., most feel the opposite. They are overwhelmed by what they don’t know, and feel
isolated in almost every aspect of life. Soccer can reach these young people in a way that no
other activity can.

Our model leverages the universal language of soccer and the interpersonal safety net of a team
to provide young people with the tools, skills and knowledge to pursue healthy lifestyles,
advance academically, develop personally, build social capital, and acquire English language
skills. Our model has been applied in eight U.S. cities, garnering investments from FIFA and the
U.S. Soccer Foundation, as well as national media attention from ESPN and ESPNW, NPR,
Huffington Post, New York Times, Washington Post, San Francisco Chronicle, Boston Globe,
PBS, PRI, Mashable, and the Los Angeles Times, among others.

History:

Soccer Without Borders began working in Oakland in collaboration with OUSD in 2007 when it
held the first annual newcomer community soccer camp. The success of that camp led to
afterschool programming at Oakland International High School. Today, SWB runs afterschool
and weekend programs for newcomer youth coming from 16 different OUSD schools, with
school day presence at Oakland International High School, Castlemont High School, Rudsdale
Newcomer, Oakland High School, Fremont High School, Roosevelt Middle School, Frick United
Academy of Language and Urban Promise Academy, where SWB youth collaborate with school
staff to teach socio-emotional learning skills and support youth academically. SWB has expertise
in serving middle school and high school aged newcomer youth, who are English Language
Learners.

Key Partners:

Oakland International High School, Fremont High School, Oakland High School, Castlemont
High School, Rudsdale Newcomer, Frick United Academy of Language, Albany Berkeley



Soccer Club, Alameda County Behavioral Health Services, OUSD ELLMA Office, Bay Area
Wilderness Training, East Bay Asian Youth Center, Oakland Kids First, Cal State East Bay

Key Successes:

Over the past three years, SWB has been a focus of several impact evaluations. Graduate
students from UC Berkeley and Palo Alto University conducted impact studies on the work of
SWB. Some of the key findings from these studies include the following:

-Core SWB participants were ten times less likely than their peers to drop out of
school. -Core SWB participants had fewer school absences compared to their
classmates, with  core participants missing an average of 4.35 days of school in
2015-16, while
nonparticipants at the same school averaged 9.90 absences in2015-16.
-More than 95% of core participants endorsed, that to some degree, participating in SWB
had helped them become better at working with other kids, helped them make new
friends, helped them become better at expressing themselves, helped them become better
listeners, and gave them the opportunity to be a leader.

In addition to these statistics, SWB has won national awards from the White House, the Wharton
School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,
Beyond Sport and the US Soccer Foundation, and is recognized as a leader in the sport for
development field.



Oakland Youth Summer Camp Instructor (Sample) 

Soccer Without Borders is seeking a positive and dynamic self-starter to join our team as a 
Program Coordinator in Oakland, California. We are anxious to connect with the right person 
and can be flexible in shaping the position to your skills and interests. Soccer Without Borders 
(SWB) is a non-profit organization that uses soccer as a vehicle for positive change, providing 
under-served youth with a toolkit to overcome obstacles to growth, inclusion, and personal 
success. Since our founding in 2006, SWB has built collaborative programs around the USA 
and abroad, currently operating seven year-round programs in three countries.  
  
About Us 
Our vision is to build a more inclusive world through soccer, where all youth have the 
opportunity to reach their inherent potential. Newcomer youth are one of the most vulnerable 
populations in the United States today, facing complex barriers to integration, academic 
success, and leading happy and healthy lives. SWB’s model includes four organizational 
lenses: access and inclusion, health, youth development, and trauma-informed practices, each 
representing a body of research that informs our program design. Our programs integrate three 
pillars of soccer, education, and community, supporting our participants to grow, adjust and be 
successful.  
  
SWB Oakland has been serving the newcomer community in Alameda County since 2006. The 
organization works with middle and high school students during the school year, and 
elementary, middle, and high school students in the summer months. After-school programming 
integrates English Language Development with soccer and academic support. High school 
programming also offers college preparation workshops to prepare high school participants for 
the future.  
  
About You 
SWB Oakland is seeking an outgoing, motivated, and organized individual to join our team for 
one week over the summer for out Oakland Youth Summer Camp as an additional support. 
SWB Oakland prioritizes older youth and alumni of the program for this position, as it allows 
youth opportunities to grow within this space. 
  
About this Position 
This position will be responsible for supporting youth throughout the week of summer camp, 
making sure that all participants feel welcomed, seen, and valued.  
  
1. Direct Service (75%): 

• Support with comprehensive, holistic, and youth-centered programming with newcomer 
youth throughout the week 

• Support player recruitment and retention 
• Student engagement: ensure that all youth are greeted by name at the beginning of the 

day  

• Help youth to learn new skills and encourage them to practice English throughout the 
week 



• Model positive behavior and participation throughout the week 

2. Preparation Support (25%): 
• Support with set up and take down of all gear at camp 
• Help to organize all equipment before and after  
• Help youth to find the equipment they need, and feel comfortable in, to participate for the 

day 

Required Skills and Qualifications 

• Spanish language proficiency 
• Excellent organizational skills and ability to prioritize tasks 
• Ability to work independently and take initiative 
• Excellent problem-solving skills and ability to address challenges with creative solutions 
• Commitment to the potential of all young people, and the power of sport to create social 

change. 
• Experience with a team sport and/or sports-based youth development organization 

  
Preferred Qualifications 

• Driver’s license and personal transportation 
• Familiarity with Oakland community 

  
Time and Compensation 

The Oakland Youth Summer Camp Instructor is a part-time, one-week position at 25-hours per 
week. SWB Oakland prioritizes older youth and alumni of the program for this position, as it 
allows youth opportunities to grow within this space. Instructors will be compensated $16/hour. 
  





Oakland Program Coordinator (Sample) 

Soccer Without Borders is seeking a positive and dynamic self-starter to join our team as a 
Program Coordinator in Oakland, California. We are anxious to connect with the right person 
and can be flexible in shaping the position to your skills and interests. Soccer Without Borders 
(SWB) is a non-profit organization that uses soccer as a vehicle for positive change, providing 
under-served youth with a toolkit to overcome obstacles to growth, inclusion, and personal 
success. Since our founding in 2006, SWB has built collaborative programs around the USA 
and abroad, currently operating seven year-round programs in three countries.  
  
About Us 
Our vision is to build a more inclusive world through soccer, where all youth have the 
opportunity to reach their inherent potential. Newcomer youth are one of the most vulnerable 
populations in the United States today, facing complex barriers to integration, academic 
success, and leading happy and healthy lives. SWB’s model includes four organizational 
lenses: access and inclusion, health, youth development, and trauma-informed practices, each 
representing a body of research that informs our program design. Our programs integrate three 
pillars of soccer, education, and community, supporting our participants to grow, adjust and be 
successful.  
  
SWB Oakland has been serving the newcomer community in Alameda County since 2006. The 
organization works with middle and high school students during the school year, and 
elementary, middle, and high school students in the summer months. After-school programming 
integrates English Language Development with soccer and academic support. High school 
programming also offers college preparation workshops to prepare high school participants for 
the future.  
  
About You 
SWB Oakland is seeking an outgoing, motivated, and organized individual to join our team as 
the Program Coordinator at our sites at Castlemont High School. As a member of the leadership 
team, the Program Coordinator should be energetic, dynamic, engaging, and creative as a 
leader. While this role will have the support of an assistant and volunteers, the coordinator 
should be a self-starter, entrepreneurial individual able to take the initiative and be problem 
solve. Experience working with youth, coaching soccer and able to plan/adapt practice sessions 
according to age and ability will make a strong applicant. Additionally, the Program Coordinator 
should be dedicated to creating an inclusive atmosphere for all participants, communicating, 
and implementing team rules and positive culture, and showing an active interest in getting to 
know all program youth and their families. Lastly, the Program Coordinator should show a 
commitment to SWB values, SWB Oakland program priorities, and a belief in the transformative 
power of soccer. 
  
About this Position 
This position will be responsible for planning and leading implementation of after-school 
programming at Castlemont High School in East Oakland. Programming will include English-
integrated soccer practice, community building activities, and homework help. The continued 
success of this program will depend heavily on the relationships developed between the 
coordinator, students, school partners, and families. Additionally, the Program Coordinator will 
support SWB’s yearly summer camp, along with the newly formed extra week of camp (the 



SWB Youth Summer Camp). The Program Coordinator will support the organization through 
administrative and program support roles as described below. We are looking for the best fit for 
this program and aim to maximize the strengths of the person in this position. 
  
1. Staff Team Leadership (25%) 

• Actively participate in the Oakland team through bi-weekly meetings 
• Supervision and professional development of alumni assistant coaches 
• Volunteer Management: correspondence, onboarding, coordinating with site leaders, 

planning and facilitating trainings, collaboration with community partners 
  
2. Direct Service (50%): 

• Lead comprehensive, holistic, and youth-centered programming with newcomer youth 
throughout the year, including after-school and summer programming 

• Direct program planning & facilitation using the 9-point practice plan and Complete 
Season Checklist 

• Lead player recruitment and retention 
• Academic monitoring and advocacy 
• Intern & Volunteer supervision, feedback, and escalation of cases for concern 
• Game Preparation (including transportation coordination with SWB Director) 
• Student & Family Engagement (including house visits and mentor matches when 

necessary) 

• Support for Oakland Youth Summer Camp, including running sessions for groups, 
conducting outreach, and managing youth assistants to ensure that all participants feel 
safe and included 

3. Program Support (25%): The Program Coordinator will also play a key role in securing the 
inputs needed to ensure SWB Oakland can operate successfully. 
• Timely Monitoring & Reporting (Attendance and Academic Reporting & coordination with 

SWB staff.) 
• Event Planning & Participation (including fundraising events such as Small Goals Big 

Change) 
• Social Media content (providing material for communications, stories, photos, videos, 

etc.) 
• Partnership cultivation and maintenance 
• Other projects as assigned 

Required Skills and Qualifications 

• Spanish language proficiency 
• Bachelor’s degree or equivalent skills 
• 2-3 years of full-time work experience 
• Ability to communicate positively and efficiently with many audiences 
• Excellent written communication skills, especially over email 
• Excellent organizational skills and ability to prioritize tasks 



• Ability to work independently and take initiative 
• Excellent problem-solving skills and ability to address challenges with creative solutions 
• Comfortable coordinating large groups of people, youth and adult 
• Strong attention to detail and ability to meet deadlines 
• Commitment to the potential of all young people, and the power of sport to create social 

change. 
• Experience with a team sport and/or sports-based youth development organization 

  
Preferred Qualifications 

• Driver’s license and personal transportation 
• Familiarity with Oakland community 

  
Time and Compensation 

The Program Coordinator position is a full-time position based at our Oakland, CA office and 
Alameda County program site (Castlemont High School), beginning September 2021. While the 
majority of this position will be completed during the weekday, oftentimes events and trainings 
will occur on weekends and evenings, and transportation support is occasionally required. This 
salary for this position will be 45k with opportunity for growth. This position includes a health 
care stipend, generous vacation time, a flexible work environment and a 401k retirement 
savings plan. Unfortunately, SWB is not able to provide visa sponsorship. SWB encourages 
persons of any race, ethnicity, faith, sexual orientation, gender identity, and background to 
apply. 
  
Interested? 

Please send a meaningful email introduction including how you heard about this position along 
with a resume to Ye-Htet at Ye-Htet@soccerwithoutborders.org. To help us with our process, 
please put “SWB Program Coordinator” in the title.  
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 THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY.  PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY. 
 

GENERAL LIABILITY DELUXE ENDORSEMENT: 
HUMAN SERVICES  

 
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following: 
 
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE 
 
It is understood and agreed that the following extensions only apply in the event that no other specific coverage for 
the indicated loss exposure is provided under this policy.  If such specific coverage applies, the terms, conditions and 
limits of that coverage are the sole and exclusive coverage applicable under this policy, unless otherwise noted on 
this endorsement.   The following is a summary of the Limits of Insurance and additional coverages provided by this 
endorsement.  For complete details on specific coverages, consult the policy contract wording.         
 

Coverage Applicable Limit of Insurance Page # 

Extended Property Damage  Included 2 

Limited Rental Lease Agreement Contractual Liability $50,000 limit 2 

Non-Owned Watercraft Less than 58 feet 2 

Damage to Property You Own, Rent, or Occupy $30,000 limit 2 

Damage to Premises Rented to You $1,000,000 3 

HIPAA Clarification 4 

Medical Payments $20,000 5 

Medical Payments – Extended Reporting Period 3 years 5 

Athletic Activities Amended 5 

Supplementary Payments – Bail Bonds $5,000 5 

Supplementary Payment – Loss of Earnings $1,000 per day 5 

Employee Indemnification Defense Coverage  $25,000 5 

Key and Lock Replacement – Janitorial Services Client Coverage $10,000 limit 6 

Additional Insured – Newly Acquired Time Period Amended 6 

Additional Insured – Medical Directors and Administrators Included 7 

Additional Insured – Managers and Supervisors (with Fellow     
Employee Coverage) 

Included 7 

Additional Insured – Broadened Named Insured  Included 7 

Additional Insured – Funding Source Included 7 

Additional Insured – Home Care Providers  Included 7 

Additional Insured – Managers, Landlords, or Lessors of Premises Included 7 

Additional Insured – Lessor of Leased Equipment  Included 7 

Additional Insured – Grantor of Permits Included 8 

Additional Insured – Vendor Included 8 

Additional Insured – Franchisor Included 9 

Additional Insured – When Required by Contract Included 9 

Additional Insured – Owners, Lessees, or Contractors Included 9 

Additional Insured – State or Political Subdivisions Included 10 



Site Impact Planned Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July

Unduplicated 
Total for School 
Year

TEAM- OIHS 
Boys 

Unique Total Participants 60 78 94 89
New Participants 4 8 4 9
Female Participants 0 0 0 0
Male Participants 60 78 94 89
Attendance Days 5 11 10 8
Hours Provided 735.5 1488.66 1535.5 866.5
Average Attendance by Month 40 58 59 53

TEAM - OIHS 
Girls 

Unique Total Participants 27 27 21 18
New Participants 6 0 0 0
Female Participants 27 27 21 18
Male Participants 0 0 0 0
Attendance Days 6 12 12 8
Hours Provided 477 679 731 386
Average Attendance by Month 16 16 16 14

TEAM - 
Oakland United 

Girls 

Unique Total Participants 19 21 18 20
New Participants 2 0 1 0
Female Participants 19 21 18 20
Male Participants 0 0 0 0
Attendance Days 2 8 6 5
Hours Provided 122.5 312.5 306 253
Average Attendance by Month 17 12 16 16

TEAM - 
Oakland High 

Boys

Unique Total Participants 19 19 17 15
New Participants 0 0 0 0
Female Participants 0 0 0 0
Male Participants 19 19 17 15
Attendance Days 4 8 6 7
Hours Provided 154 279.5 195 155
Average Attendance by Month 9 11 12 10

TEAM - 
Fremont High 

Unique Total Participants 31 34 28 28
New Participants 1 0 1 0
Female Participants 0 0 0 0
Male Participants 31 34 28 28
Attendance Days 8 12 11 7
Hours Provided 317 602.5 473 339
Average Attendance by Month 16 19 17 18

TEAM - 
Rudsdale High 

Unique Total Participants 37 39 26 21
New Participants 26 11 1 1



Site Impact Planned Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July

Unduplicated 
Total for School 
Year

TEAM - 
Rudsdale High 

Female Participants 15 11 4 4
Male Participants 22 28 22 17
Attendance Days 4 4 4 4
Hours Provided 185 130 123 143
Average Attendance by Month 31 22 19 22

TEAM - 
Castlemont 

High 

Unique Total Participants 34 44 41 31
New Participants 0 1 1 1
Female Participants 16 23 23 14
Male Participants 18 21 18 17
Attendance Days 6 10 11 5
Hours Provided 278 696.5 607.5 326
Average Attendance by Month 22 31 24 26

TEAM - San 
Antonio 

Unique Total Participants 16 54 54 59
New Participants 0 7 7 2
Female Participants 6 32 29 38
Male Participants 11 22 25 25
Attendance Days 5 7 8 5
Hours Provided 124 742.5 732.5 468.5
Average Attendance by Month 11 31 41 35

TEAM - Frick 

Unique Total Participants 3 31 27 25
New Participants 0 0 0 0
Female Participants 0 10 8 7
Male Participants 3 21 19 18
Attendance Days 5 7 8 5
Hours Provided 13.5 302 200.5 254.5
Average Attendance by Month 6 25 16 23

TEAM - 
Tennyson

Unique Total Participants 28 41 40 33
New Participants 0 1 2 1
Female Participants 7 14 12 13
Male Participants 21 27 28 20
Attendance Days 5 13 12 8
Hours Provided 338.5 1029.5 876.5 558.5
Average Attendance by Month 28 28.92 29 27

TEAM - Yemen 

Unique Total Participants 15 15 15 15
New Participants 0 0 0 0
Female Participants 0 0 0 0
Male Participants 15 15 15 15



Site Impact Planned Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July

Unduplicated 
Total for School 
YearTEAM - Yemen 

Attendance Days 5 11 10 8
Hours Provided 150 742.5 675 540
Average Attendance by Month 15 15 15 15

League- GG5 
League 

Unique Total Participants
New Participants
Female Participants
Male Participants
Attendance Days
Hours Provided
Average Attendance by Month

League- 
Carmen Flores 

- MS Girls 
League

Unique Total Participants
New Participants
Female Participants
Male Participants
Attendance Days
Hours Provided
Average Attendance by Month

Oakland Total

Unique Total Participants 396 354
New Participants 21 7
Female Participants 135 114
Male Participants 243 239
Attendance Days 26 22
Hours Provided 6435.67 5607.5
Average Daily Attendance 90.73 91.05
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Use Only

Under section 501(c), 527, or 4947(a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code (except private foundations)

|  Do not enter social security numbers on this form as it may be made public. Open to Public 
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Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return, including accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and belief, it is

true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than officer) is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge.

Signature of officer Date

Type or print name and title

Date PTINPrint/Type preparer's name Preparer's signature

Firm's name Firm's EIN

Firm's address

Phone no.

 

Form

Name of organization

Doing business as

Number and street Telephone number

City or town, state or province, country, and ZIP or foreign postal code

Is this a group return 

for subordinates?Name and address of principal officer: ~~

If "No," attach a list. See instructions

Group exemption number  |

Tax-exempt status:

Briefly describe the organization's mission or most significant activities:

Check this box if the organization discontinued its operations or disposed of more than 25%  of its net assets.

Number of voting members of the governing body (Part VI, line 1a)

Number of independent voting members of the governing body (Part VI, line 1b)

Total number of individuals employed in calendar year 2020 (Part V, line 2a)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Total number of volunteers (estimate if necessary)

Total unrelated business revenue from Part VIII, column (C), line 12

Net unrelated business taxable income from Form 990-T, Part I, line 11

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

������������������

Contributions and grants (Part VIII, line 1h) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Program service revenue (Part VIII, line 2g) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~Investment income (Part VIII, column (A), lines 3, 4, and 7d)

Other revenue (Part VIII, column (A), lines 5, 6d, 8c, 9c, 10c, and 11e) ~~~~~~~~

Total revenue - add lines 8 through 11 (must equal Part VIII, column (A), line 12) ���

Grants and similar amounts paid (Part IX, column (A), lines 1-3)

Benefits paid to or for members (Part IX, column (A), line 4)

Salaries, other compensation, employee benefits (Part IX, column (A), lines 5-10)

~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~

Professional fundraising fees (Part IX, column (A), line 11e)

Total fundraising expenses (Part IX, column (D), line 25)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Other expenses (Part IX, column (A), lines 11a-11d, 11f-24e)

Total expenses. Add lines 13-17 (must equal Part IX, column (A), line 25)

Revenue less expenses. Subtract line 18 from line 12

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~

����������������

Total assets (Part X, line 16)

Total liabilities (Part X, line 26)

Net assets or fund balances. Subtract line 21 from line 20

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

��������������

May the IRS discuss this return with the preparer shown above? See instructions ���������������������
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** PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COPY **

AUG 1, 2020 JUL 31, 2021

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS
20-3786129

3700 EASTERN AVE 857-264-0097
2,887,583.

BALTIMORE, MD  21224
MARY CONNOR X

SAME AS C ABOVE
X

WWW.SOCCERWITHOUTBORDERS.ORG
X 2005 PA

PROVIDING SOCCER AND EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES TO UNDER-SERVED YOUTH.

14
13
30
200
0.
0.

2,350,092. 2,877,235.
3,653. 0.

12,283. 4,549.
631. -1,927.

2,366,659. 2,879,857.
0. 0.
0. 0.

1,478,504. 1,441,004.
0. 0.

83,509.
752,288. 636,964.

2,230,792. 2,077,968.
135,867. 801,889.

1,286,832. 1,910,252.
272,517. 94,048.

1,014,315. 1,816,204.

MARY CONNOR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

JOLANTA TUCK, CPA JOLANTA TUCK, CPA 03/25/22 P01340068
COHNREZNICK LLP 04-3097400
10 FORBES ROAD, SUITE 200
BRAINTREE, MA 02184 (781)380-3520

X

Mary Connor
March 25, 2022



Code: Expenses $ including grants of $ Revenue $

Code: Expenses $ including grants of $ Revenue $

Code: Expenses $ including grants of $ Revenue $

Expenses $ including grants of $ Revenue $
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4e

 

Form 990 (2020) Page 

Check if Schedule O contains a response or note to any line in this Part III ����������������������������

Briefly describe the organization's mission:

Did the organization undertake any significant program services during the year which were not listed on the

prior Form 990 or 990-EZ?

If "Yes," describe these new services on Schedule O.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization cease conducting, or make significant changes in how it conducts, any program services?

If "Yes," describe these changes on Schedule O.

~~~~~~

Describe the organization's program service accomplishments for each of its three largest program services, as measured by expenses.

Section 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organizations are required to report the amount of grants and allocations to others, the total expenses, and

revenue, if any, for each program service reported.

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

Other program services (Describe on Schedule O.)

( ) ( )

Total program service expenses |

Form (2020)

2
Statement of Program Service AccomplishmentsPart III

990

†

† †

† †

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

TO PROVIDE SOCCER AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES TO UNDER-SERVED YOUTH.

X

X

1,397,000. 54,712.
RAN SCHOOL YEAR AND SUMMER, YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS FOR NEWCOMER
YOUTH IN THE BAY AREA, CA; KING COUNTY, WA; BALTIMORE CITY, AND
BALTIMORE COUNTY, MD; GREELEY AND AURORA, CO; AND GREATER BOSTON AND
SPRINGFIELD, MA PROVIDING 1,142 REFUGEE, ASYLEE, AND IMMIGRANT YOUTH
WITH SOCCER, EDUCATIONAL, AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES.

163,327.
RAN YEAR-ROUND, YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS FOR UNDERSERVED YOUTH IN
GRANADA, NICARAGUA AND KAMPALA, UGANDA, WITH A FOCUS ON GIRLS'
ENGAGEMENT, SERVING MORE THAN 740 YOUTH AGES 5-20.

256,968.
RAN MULTIPLE PROJECTS TO ADVANCE GENDER EQUALITY INCLUDING TWO
ACCELERATOR PROGRAMS IN EAST AFRICA AND THE USA, GIRLS IN THE GAME
CLINICS ACROSS NICARAGUA, AND THE BREAKING BARRIERS PROJECT IN EUROPE.
PARTICIPATED IN GLOBAL SPORT-FOR-DEVELOPMENT COLLABORATIONS INCLUDING
THE ANTI-RACIST PROJECT, COMMON GOAL SDG GROUPS, AND THE BEYOND SPORT
COLLECTIVE IMPACT GROUP FOR GENDER EQUALITY" EXPENSES.

1,817,295.

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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Section 501(c)(3) organizations.
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20a

20b

21

a

b

20

21

a

b

If "Yes," complete Schedule A
Schedule B, Schedule of Contributors

If "Yes," complete Schedule C, Part I

If "Yes," complete Schedule C, Part II

If "Yes," complete Schedule C, Part III

If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part I

If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part II
If "Yes," complete

Schedule D, Part III

If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part IV

If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part V

If "Yes," complete Schedule D,
Part VI

If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part VII

If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part VIII

If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part IX
If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part X

If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part X
If "Yes," complete

Schedule D, Parts XI and XII

If "Yes," and if the organization answered "No" to line 12a, then completing Schedule D, Parts XI and XII is optional
If "Yes," complete Schedule E

If "Yes," complete Schedule F, Parts I and IV

If "Yes," complete Schedule F, Parts II and IV

If "Yes," complete Schedule F, Parts III and IV

If "Yes," complete Schedule G, Part I

If "Yes," complete Schedule G, Part II
If "Yes,"

complete Schedule G, Part III
If "Yes," complete Schedule H

If "Yes," complete Schedule I, Parts I and II

Form 990 (2020) Page 

Is the organization described in section 501(c)(3) or 4947(a)(1) (other than a private foundation)?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Is the organization required to complete ?

Did the organization engage in direct or indirect political campaign activities on behalf of or in opposition to candidates for

public office? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 Did the organization engage in lobbying activities, or have a section 501(h) election in effect

during the tax year? 

Is the organization a section 501(c)(4), 501(c)(5), or 501(c)(6) organization that receives membership dues, assessments, or

similar amounts as defined in Revenue Procedure 98-19? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization maintain any donor advised funds or any similar funds or accounts for which donors have the right to

provide advice on the distribution or investment of amounts in such funds or accounts? 

Did the organization receive or hold a conservation easement, including easements to preserve open space,

the environment, historic land areas, or historic structures? 

Did the organization maintain collections of works of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization report an amount in Part X, line 21, for escrow or custodial account liability, serve as a custodian for

amounts not listed in Part X; or provide credit counseling, debt management, credit repair, or debt negotiation services?

Did the organization, directly or through a related organization, hold assets in donor-restricted endowments

or in quasi endowments? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If the organization's answer to any of the following questions is "Yes," then complete Schedule D, Parts VI, VII, VIII, IX, or X

as applicable.

Did the organization report an amount for land, buildings, and equipment in Part X, line 10? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization report an amount for investments - other securities in Part X, line 12, that is 5%  or more of its total

assets reported in Part X, line 16? 

Did the organization report an amount for investments - program related in Part X, line 13, that is 5%  or more of its total

assets reported in Part X, line 16? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization report an amount for other assets in Part X, line 15, that is 5%  or more of its total assets reported in

Part X, line 16? 

Did the organization report an amount for other liabilities in Part X, line 25? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~

Did the organization's separate or consolidated financial statements for the tax year include a footnote that addresses

the organization's liability for uncertain tax positions under FIN 48 (ASC 740)? 

Did the organization obtain separate, independent audited financial statements for the tax year? 

~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Was the organization included in consolidated, independent audited financial statements for the tax year?

~~~~~

Is the organization a school described in section 170(b)(1)(A)(ii)? 

Did the organization maintain an office, employees, or agents outside of the United States?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization have aggregate revenues or expenses of more than $10,000 from grantmaking, fundraising, business,

investment, and program service activities outside the United States, or aggregate foreign investments valued at $100,000

or more? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization report on Part IX, column (A), line 3, more than $5,000 of grants or other assistance to or for any

foreign organization? 

Did the organization report on Part IX, column (A), line 3, more than $5,000 of aggregate grants or other assistance to 

or for foreign individuals? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization report a total of more than $15,000 of expenses for professional fundraising services on Part IX,

column (A), lines 6 and 11e? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization report more than $15,000 total of fundraising event gross income and contributions on Part VIII, lines

1c and 8a? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization report more than $15,000 of gross income from gaming activities on Part VIII, line 9a? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization operate one or more hospital facilities? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If "Yes" to line 20a, did the organization attach a copy of its audited financial statements to this return? ~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization report more than $5,000 of grants or other assistance to any domestic organization or

domestic government on Part IX, column (A), line 1? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~��������������

Form  (2020)

3
Part IV Checklist of Required Schedules
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Yes No

22

23
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25

26
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32

33

34

35

36

37

38

22

23

24a

24b

24c

24d

25a

25b

26

27

28a

28b

28c

29

30

31

32

33

34

35a

35b

36

37

38

a

b

c

d

a

b

Section 501(c)(3),  501(c)(4), and 501(c)(29) organizations. 

a

b

c

a

b

Section 501(c)(3) organizations. 

Note: 

Yes No

1a

b

c

1a

1b

1c

(continued)

If "Yes," complete Schedule I, Parts I and III

If "Yes," complete
Schedule J

If "Yes," answer lines 24b through 24d and complete
Schedule K. If "No," go to line 25a

If "Yes," complete Schedule L, Part I

If "Yes," complete
Schedule L, Part I

 If "Yes," complete Schedule L, Part II

If "Yes," complete Schedule L, Part III

If
"Yes," complete Schedule L, Part IV

If "Yes," complete Schedule L, Part IV
If

"Yes," complete Schedule L, Part IV
If "Yes," complete Schedule M

If "Yes," complete Schedule M
If "Yes," complete Schedule N, Part I

If "Yes," complete
Schedule N, Part II

If "Yes," complete Schedule R, Part I
If "Yes," complete Schedule R, Part II, III, or IV, and 

Part V, line 1

If "Yes," complete Schedule R, Part V, line 2

If "Yes," complete Schedule R, Part V, line 2

If "Yes," complete Schedule R, Part VI

Form 990 (2020) Page 

Did the organization report more than $5,000 of grants or other assistance to or for domestic individuals on

Part IX, column (A), line 2?  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization answer "Yes" to Part VII, Section A, line 3, 4, or 5 about compensation of the organization's current

and former officers, directors, trustees, key employees, and highest compensated employees? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization have a tax-exempt bond issue with an outstanding principal amount of more than $100,000 as of the

last day of the year, that was issued after December 31, 2002? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization invest any proceeds of tax-exempt bonds beyond a temporary period exception?

Did the organization maintain an escrow account other than a refunding escrow at any time during the year to defease

any tax-exempt bonds?

Did the organization act as an "on behalf of" issuer for bonds outstanding at any time during the year?

~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization engage in an excess benefit

transaction with a disqualified person during the year? 

Is the organization aware that it engaged in an excess benefit transaction with a disqualified person in a prior year, and

that the transaction has not been reported on any of the organization's prior Forms 990 or 990-EZ? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization report any amount on Part X, line 5 or 22, for receivables from or payables to any current

or former officer, director, trustee, key employee, creator or founder, substantial contributor, or 35%

controlled entity or family member of any of these persons? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization provide a grant or other assistance to any current or former officer, director, trustee, key employee,

creator or founder, substantial contributor or employee thereof, a grant selection committee member, or to a 35%  controlled

entity (including an employee thereof) or family member of any of these persons? ~~~

Was the organization a party to a business transaction with one of the following parties (see Schedule L, Part IV

instructions, for applicable filing thresholds, conditions, and exceptions):

A current or former officer, director, trustee, key employee, creator or founder, or substantial contributor? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A family member of any individual described in line 28a? 

A 35%  controlled entity of one or more individuals and/or organizations described in lines 28a or 28b? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization receive more than $25,000 in non-cash contributions? 

Did the organization receive contributions of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets, or qualified conservation

contributions? 

~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization liquidate, terminate, or dissolve and cease operations? 

Did the organization sell, exchange, dispose of, or transfer more than 25%  of its net assets? 

~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization own 100%  of an entity disregarded as separate from the organization under Regulations

sections 301.7701-2 and 301.7701-3? 

Was the organization related to any tax-exempt or taxable entity? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization have a controlled entity within the meaning of section 512(b)(13)?

If "Yes" to line 35a, did the organization receive any payment from or engage in any transaction with a controlled entity

within the meaning of section 512(b)(13)? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization make any transfers to an exempt non-charitable related organization?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization conduct more than 5%  of its activities through an entity that is not a related organization

and that is treated as a partnership for federal income tax purposes? ~~~~~~~~

Did the organization complete Schedule O and provide explanations in Schedule O for Part VI, lines 11b and 19?

All Form 990 filers are required to complete Schedule O �������������������������������

Check if Schedule O contains a response or note to any line in this Part V ���������������������������

Enter the number reported in Box 3 of Form 1096. Enter -0- if not applicable ~~~~~~~~~~~

Enter the number of Forms W-2G included in line 1a. Enter -0- if not applicable ~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization comply with backup withholding rules for reportable payments to vendors and reportable gaming

(gambling) winnings to prize winners? �������������������������������������������

Form  (2020)

4
Part IV Checklist of Required Schedules

Part V Statements Regarding Other IRS Filings and Tax Compliance
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

40
0
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Yes No

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

b

2a

Note: 

2b

3a

3b

4a

5a

5b

5c

6a

6b

7a

7b

7c

7e

7f

7g

7h

8

9a

9b

a

b

a

b

a

b

c

a

b

Organizations that may receive deductible contributions under section 170(c).

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

7d

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Sponsoring organizations maintaining donor advised funds. 

Sponsoring organizations maintaining donor advised funds.

a

b

Section 501(c)(7) organizations. 

a

b

10a

10b

Section 501(c)(12) organizations. 

a

b

11a

11b

a

b

Section 4947(a)(1) non-exempt charitable trusts. 12a

12b

Section 501(c)(29) qualified nonprofit health insurance issuers.

Note:

a

b

c

a

b

13a

13b

13c

14a

14b

15

16

(continued)

e-file

If "No" to line 3b, provide an explanation on Schedule O

If "No," provide an explanation on Schedule O

Did the organization receive a payment in excess of $75 made partly as a contribution and partly for goods and services provided to the payor?

Form  (2020)

Form 990 (2020) Page 

Enter the number of employees reported on Form W-3, Transmittal of Wage and Tax Statements,

filed for the calendar year ending with or within the year covered by this return ~~~~~~~~~~

If at least one is reported on line 2a, did the organization file all required federal employment tax returns?

If the sum of lines 1a and 2a is greater than 250, you may be required to  (see instructions)

~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization have unrelated business gross income of $1,000 or more during the year?

If "Yes," has it filed a Form 990-T for this year? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~

At any time during the calendar year, did the organization have an interest in, or a signature or other authority over, a

financial account in a foreign country (such as a bank account, securities account, or other financial account)?~~~~~~~

If "Yes," enter the name of the foreign country

See instructions for filing requirements for FinCEN Form 114, Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts (FBAR).

Was the organization a party to a prohibited tax shelter transaction at any time during the tax year?

Did any taxable party notify the organization that it was or is a party to a prohibited tax shelter transaction?

~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~

If "Yes" to line 5a or 5b, did the organization file Form 8886-T?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Does the organization have annual gross receipts that are normally greater than $100,000, and did the organization solicit

any contributions that were not tax deductible as charitable contributions?

If "Yes," did the organization include with every solicitation an express statement that such contributions or gifts

were not tax deductible?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If "Yes," did the organization notify the donor of the value of the goods or services provided?

Did the organization sell, exchange, or otherwise dispose of tangible personal property for which it was required

to file Form 8282?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

����������������������������������������������������

If "Yes," indicate the number of Forms 8282 filed during the year

Did the organization receive any funds, directly or indirectly, to pay premiums on a personal benefit contract?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~Did the organization, during the year, pay premiums, directly or indirectly, on a personal benefit contract?

If the organization received a contribution of qualified intellectual property, did the organization file Form 8899 as required?

If the organization received a contribution of cars, boats, airplanes, or other vehicles, did the organization file a Form 1098-C?

~

Did a donor advised fund maintained by the 

sponsoring organization have excess business holdings at any time during the year? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the sponsoring organization make any taxable distributions under section 4966?

Did the sponsoring organization make a distribution to a donor, donor advisor, or related person?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Enter:

Initiation fees and capital contributions included on Part VIII, line 12

Gross receipts, included on Form 990, Part VIII, line 12, for public use of club facilities

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~

Enter:

Gross income from members or shareholders

Gross income from other sources (Do not net amounts due or paid to other sources against

amounts due or received from them.)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Is the organization filing Form 990 in lieu of Form 1041?

If "Yes," enter the amount of tax-exempt interest received or accrued during the year ������

Is the organization licensed to issue qualified health plans in more than one state?

 See the instructions for additional information the organization must report on Schedule O.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Enter the amount of reserves the organization is required to maintain by the states in which the

organization is licensed to issue qualified health plans

Enter the amount of reserves on hand

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization receive any payments for indoor tanning services during the tax year?

If "Yes," has it filed a Form 720 to report these payments? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~

Is the organization subject to the section 4960 tax on payment(s) of more than $1,000,000 in remuneration or

excess parachute payment(s) during the year?

If "Yes," see instructions and file Form 4720, Schedule N.

Is the organization an educational institution subject to the section 4968 excise tax on net investment income?

If "Yes," complete Form 4720, Schedule O.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~

5
Part V Statements Regarding Other IRS Filings and Tax Compliance

990

J

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

30
X

X

X
UGANDA

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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Yes No

1a

1b

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

a

b

2

3

4

5

6

7a

7b

8a

8b

9

a

b

a

b

Yes No

10

11

a

b

10a

10b

11a

12a

12b

12c

13

14

15a

15b

16a

16b

a

b

12a

b

c

13

14

15

a

b

16a

b

17

18

19

20

For each "Yes" response to lines 2 through 7b below, and for a "No" response
to line 8a, 8b, or 10b below, describe the circumstances, processes, or changes on Schedule O. See instructions.

If "Yes," provide the names and addresses on Schedule O
(This Section B requests information about policies not required by the Internal Revenue Code.)

If "No," go to line 13

If "Yes," describe
in Schedule O how this was done

 (explain on Schedule O)

If there are material differences in voting rights among members of the governing body, or if the governing

body delegated broad authority to an executive committee or similar committee, explain on Schedule O.

Did the organization contemporaneously document the meetings held or written actions undertaken during the year by the following:

Were officers, directors, or trustees, and key employees required to disclose annually interests that could give rise to conflicts?

Form  (2020)

Form 990 (2020) Page 

Check if Schedule O contains a response or note to any line in this Part VI ���������������������������

Enter the number of voting members of the governing body at the end of the tax year

Enter the number of voting members included on line 1a, above, who are independent

~~~~~~

~~~~~~

Did any officer, director, trustee, or key employee have a family relationship or a business relationship with any other

officer, director, trustee, or key employee? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization delegate control over management duties customarily performed by or under the direct supervision

of officers, directors, trustees, or key employees to a management company or other person? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization make any significant changes to its governing documents since the prior Form 990 was filed?

Did the organization become aware during the year of a significant diversion of the organization's assets?

Did the organization have members or stockholders?

~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization have members, stockholders, or other persons who had the power to elect or appoint one or

more members of the governing body?

Are any governance decisions of the organization reserved to (or subject to approval by) members, stockholders, or

persons other than the governing body?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The governing body?

Each committee with authority to act on behalf of the governing body?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Is there any officer, director, trustee, or key employee listed in Part VII, Section A, who cannot be reached at the

organization's mailing address? �����������������

Did the organization have local chapters, branches, or affiliates?

If "Yes," did the organization have written policies and procedures governing the activities of such chapters, affiliates,

and branches to ensure their operations are consistent with the organization's exempt purposes?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Has the organization provided a complete copy of this Form 990 to all members of its governing body before filing the form?

Describe in Schedule O the process, if any, used by the organization to review this Form 990.

Did the organization have a written conflict of interest policy? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~

Did the organization regularly and consistently monitor and enforce compliance with the policy? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization have a written whistleblower policy?

Did the organization have a written document retention and destruction policy?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the process for determining compensation of the following persons include a review and approval by independent

persons, comparability data, and contemporaneous substantiation of the deliberation and decision?

The organization's CEO, Executive Director, or top management official

Other officers or key employees of the organization

If "Yes" to line 15a or 15b, describe the process in Schedule O (see instructions).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization invest in, contribute assets to, or participate in a joint venture or similar arrangement with a

taxable entity during the year? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If "Yes," did the organization follow a written policy or procedure requiring the organization to evaluate its participation

in joint venture arrangements under applicable federal tax law, and take steps to safeguard the organization's

exempt status with respect to such arrangements? ������������������������������������

List the states with which a copy of this Form 990 is required to be filed 

Section 6104 requires an organization to make its Forms 1023 (1024 or 1024-A, if applicable), 990, and 990-T (Section 501(c)(3)s only) available

for public inspection. Indicate how you made these available. Check all that apply.

Own website Another's website Upon request Other

Describe on Schedule O whether (and if so, how) the organization made its governing documents, conflict of interest policy, and financial

statements available to the public during the tax year.

State the name, address, and telephone number of the person who possesses the organization's books and records |

6
Part VI Governance, Management, and Disclosure 

Section A. Governing Body and Management

Section B. Policies 

Section C. Disclosure

990

†

J

† † † †

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

X

14

13

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

MA,CA,PA,MD,CO,WA

X X X

EMILY SHERMAN - 857-264-0097
3700 EASTERN AVE, BALTIMORE, MD  21224
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(do not check more than one
box, unless person is both an
officer and a director/trustee)

032007  12-23-20

 current

 

Section A. Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, and Highest Compensated Employees

1a  

current 

current 

former 

former directors or trustees 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)

 

Form 990 (2020) Page 

Check if Schedule O contains a response or note to any line in this Part VII ���������������������������

Complete this table for all persons required to be listed. Report compensation for the calendar year ending with or within the organization's tax year.

• List all of the organization's officers, directors, trustees (whether individuals or organizations), regardless of amount of compensation.
Enter -0- in columns (D), (E), and (F) if no compensation was paid.

• List all of the organization's key employees, if any. See instructions for definition of "key employee."

• List the organization's five  highest compensated employees (other than an officer, director, trustee, or key employee) who received report-
able compensation (Box 5 of Form W-2 and/or Box 7 of Form 1099-MISC) of more than $100,000 from the organization and any related organizations.

• List all of the organization's officers, key employees, and highest compensated employees who received more than $100,000 of
reportable compensation from the organization and any related organizations.

• List all of the organization's that received, in the capacity as a former director or trustee of the organization,
more than $10,000 of reportable compensation from the organization and any related organizations.

See instructions for the order in which to list the persons above.

Check this box if neither the organization nor any related organization compensated any current officer, director, or trustee.

PositionName and title Average 
hours per

week 
(list any

hours for
related

organizations
below
line)

Reportable
compensation

from 
the

organization
(W-2/1099-MISC)

Reportable
compensation
from related

organizations
(W-2/1099-MISC)

Estimated
amount of

other
compensation

from the
organization
and related

organizations

Form (2020)

7
Part VII Compensation of Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, Highest Compensated

Employees, and Independent Contractors

990

†

†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

(1)  MARY CONNOR 40.00
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & CO-FOUNDER X 80,000. 0. 791.
(2)  BENJAMIN GUCCIARDI 40.00
FOUNDER & OAKLAND DIRECTOR X X 65,000. 0. 0.
(3)  TAMMY REDER 5.00
PRESIDENT X X 0. 0. 0.
(4)  CHARLIE BUSTIN 5.00
TREASURER X X 0. 0. 0.
(5)  GILLIAN CASSELL-STIGA 3.00
DIRECTOR X 0. 0. 0.
(6)  RYAN HAWKE 5.00
DIRECTOR X 0. 0. 0.
(7)  LEILA MILANI 2.00
DIRECTOR X 0. 0. 0.
(8)  FRANCISCO QUIERO 3.00
DIRECTOR X 0. 0. 0.
(9)  CHRISTOPHER GRECCO 2.00
DIRECTOR X 0. 0. 0.
(10) SKYE DELANO 2.00
DIRECTOR X 0. 0. 0.
(11) ERIN COOK 5.00
DIRECTOR X 0. 0. 0.
(12) SARA CHEHREHSA 2.00
DIRECTOR X 0. 0. 0.
(13) MARTHA SAAVEDRA 5.00
SECRETARY X X 0. 0. 0.
(14) MICHAEL SACK 2.00
DIRECTOR X 0. 0. 0.
(15) TOAHA AHMAD 2.00
DIRECTOR X 0. 0. 0.

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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(do not check more than one
box, unless person is both an
officer and a director/trustee)

032008  12-23-20

 

Section A. Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, and Highest Compensated Employees 

(B) (C)(A) (D) (E) (F)

1b

c

d

Subtotal

Total from continuation sheets to Part VII, Section A

Total (add lines 1b and 1c)

2

Yes No

3

4

5

former 

3

4

5

Section B. Independent Contractors

1

(A) (B) (C)

2

(continued)

If "Yes," complete Schedule J for such individual

If "Yes," complete Schedule J for such individual

If "Yes," complete Schedule J for such person

Page Form 990 (2020)

PositionAverage 
hours per

week
(list any

hours for
related

organizations
below
line)

Name and title Reportable
compensation

from 
the

organization
(W-2/1099-MISC)

Reportable
compensation
from related

organizations
(W-2/1099-MISC)

Estimated
amount of

other
compensation

from the
organization
and related

organizations

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ |

~~~~~~~~~~ |

������������������������ |

Total number of individuals (including but not limited to those listed above) who received more than $100,000 of reportable

compensation from the organization |

Did the organization list any officer, director, trustee, key employee, or highest compensated employee on

line 1a? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

For any individual listed on line 1a, is the sum of reportable compensation and other compensation from the organization

and related organizations greater than $150,000? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did any person listed on line 1a receive or accrue compensation from any unrelated organization or individual for services

rendered to the organization? ������������������������

Complete this table for your five highest compensated independent contractors that received more than $100,000 of compensation from 

the organization. Report compensation for the calendar year ending with or within the organization's tax year.

Name and business address Description of services Compensation

Total number of independent contractors (including but not limited to those listed above) who received more than

$100,000 of compensation from the organization |

Form  (2020)

8
Part VII

990

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

145,000. 0. 791.
0. 0. 0.

145,000. 0. 791.

0

X

X

X

NONE

0

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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Noncash contributions included in lines 1a-1f

032009  12-23-20

Business Code

Business Code

Total revenue. 

 

(A) (B) (C) (D)

1 a

b

c

d

e

f

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

a

b

c

d

e

f

gg

C
o

n
tr

ib
u

ti
o

n
s
, 
G

if
ts

, 
G

ra
n

ts
a

n
d

 O
th

e
r 

S
im

il
a

r 
A

m
o

u
n

ts

h Total. 

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

2

P
ro

g
ra

m
 S

e
rv

ic
e

R
e

ve
n

u
e

Total. 

3

4

5

6 a

b

c

d

6a

6b

6c

7 a

7a

7b

7c

b

c

d

a

b

c

8

8a

8b

9 a

b

c

9a

9b

10 a

b

c

10a

10b

O
th

e
r 

R
e

ve
n

u
e

11 a

b

c

d

e

M
is

c
e

ll
a

n
e

o
u

s
R

e
ve

n
u

e

Total. 

12

Revenue excluded
from tax under

sections 512 - 514

All other contributions, gifts, grants, and

similar amounts not included above

Gross amount from sales of

assets other than inventory

cost or other basis

and sales expenses

Gross income from fundraising events

See instructions

Form  (2020)

Page Form 990 (2020)

Check if Schedule O contains a response or note to any line in this Part VIII �������������������������

Total revenue Related or exempt
function revenue

Unrelated
business revenue

Federated campaigns

Membership dues

~~~~~

~~~~~~~

Fundraising events

Related organizations

~~~~~~~

~~~~~

Government grants (contributions)

~

$

Add lines 1a-1f ����������������� |

All other program service revenue ~~~~~

Add lines 2a-2f ����������������� |

Investment income (including dividends, interest, and

other similar amounts)

Income from investment of tax-exempt bond proceeds

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ |

|

Royalties ����������������������� |
(i) Real (ii) Personal

Gross rents

Less: rental expenses

Rental income or (loss)

Net rental income or (loss)

~~~~~

~

�������������� |
(i) Securities (ii) Other

Less: 

Gain or (loss)

~~~

~~~~~

Net gain or (loss) ������������������� |

 (not

including $ of

contributions reported on line 1c). See

Part IV, line 18 ~~~~~~~~~~~~

Less: direct expenses~~~~~~~~~

Net income or (loss) from fundraising events ����� |

Gross income from gaming activities. See

Part IV, line 19 ~~~~~~~~~~~~

Less: direct expenses

Net income or (loss) from gaming activities

~~~~~~~~

������ |

Gross sales of inventory, less returns

and allowances ~~~~~~~~~~~~

Less: cost of goods sold

Net income or (loss) from sales of inventory

~~~~~~~

������ |

All other revenue ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Add lines 11a-11d ��������������� |

|�������������

9
Part VIII Statement of Revenue

990

†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

58,368.

1,291,745.

1,527,122.
34,853.

2,877,235.

4,549. 4,549.

58,368.

5,799.
7,726.

-1,927. -1,927.

2,879,857. 0. 0. 2,622.

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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Check here if following SOP 98-2 (ASC 958-720)

032010  12-23-20

Total functional expenses. 

Joint costs.

 

(A) (B) (C) (D)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

a

b

c

d

e

25

26

Section 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organizations must complete all columns. All other organizations must complete column (A).

Grants and other assistance to domestic organizations

and domestic governments. See Part IV, line 21

Compensation not included above to disqualified 

persons (as defined under section 4958(f)(1)) and 

persons described in section 4958(c)(3)(B)

Pension plan accruals and contributions (include

section 401(k) and 403(b) employer contributions)

Professional fundraising services. See Part IV, line 17

(If line 11g amount exceeds 10% of line 25,

column (A) amount, list line 11g expenses on Sch O.)

Other expenses. Itemize expenses not covered 
above (List miscellaneous expenses on line 24e. If
line 24e amount exceeds 10% of line 25, column (A)
amount, list line 24e expenses on Schedule O.)

Add lines 1 through 24e

 Complete this line only if the organization

reported in column (B) joint costs from a combined

educational campaign and fundraising solicitation.

 

Form 990 (2020) Page 

Check if Schedule O contains a response or note to any line in this Part IX ��������������������������

Total expenses Program service
expenses

Management and
general expenses

Fundraising
expenses

~

Grants and other assistance to domestic

individuals. See Part IV, line 22 ~~~~~~~

Grants and other assistance to foreign

organizations, foreign governments, and foreign

individuals. See Part IV, lines 15 and 16 ~~~

Benefits paid to or for members ~~~~~~~

Compensation of current officers, directors,

trustees, and key employees ~~~~~~~~

~~~

Other salaries and wages ~~~~~~~~~~

Other employee benefits ~~~~~~~~~~

Payroll taxes ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fees for services (nonemployees):

Management

Legal

Accounting

Lobbying

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Investment management fees

Other. 

~~~~~~~~

Advertising and promotion

Office expenses

Information technology

Royalties

~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Occupancy ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Travel

Payments of travel or entertainment expenses

for any federal, state, or local public officials~

Conferences, conventions, and meetings ~~

Interest

Payments to affiliates

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~

Depreciation, depletion, and amortization

Insurance

~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

All other expenses

|

Form (2020)

Do not include amounts reported on lines 6b,
7b, 8b, 9b, and 10b of Part VIII.

10
Statement of Functional ExpensesPart IX

990

†

†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

145,910. 102,136. 21,887. 21,887.

1,108,806. 980,733. 93,844. 34,229.

68,007. 60,572. 6,809. 626.
118,281. 102,219. 9,613. 6,449.

14,991. 14,991.

62,574. 39,942. 17,795. 4,837.

53,043. 51,143. 1,900.
38,779. 38,779.

29,574. 29,574.

3,559. 3,001. 558.
18,333. 8,566. 9,767.

CONTRACT COACHES 292,026. 283,466. 8,560.
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT 54,023. 54,023.
DONATED MATERIALS 34,853. 34,853.
MEALS 17,329. 17,329.

17,880. 10,959. 6,921.
2,077,968. 1,817,295. 177,164. 83,509.

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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032011  12-23-20

 

(A) (B)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10c

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

a

b

10a

10b

A
s
s
e

ts

Total assets. 

L
ia

b
il
it

ie
s

Total liabilities. 

Organizations that follow FASB ASC 958, check here

and complete lines 27, 28, 32, and 33.

27

28

Organizations that do not follow FASB ASC 958, check here

and complete lines 29 through 33.

29

30

31

32

33

N
e

t 
A

s
s
e

ts
 o

r 
F

u
n

d
 B

a
la

n
c

e
s

 

Form 990 (2020) Page 

Check if Schedule O contains a response or note to any line in this Part X �����������������������������

Beginning of year End of year

Cash - non-interest-bearing

Savings and temporary cash investments

Pledges and grants receivable, net

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Accounts receivable, net ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Loans and other receivables from any current or former officer, director,

trustee, key employee, creator or founder, substantial contributor, or 35%

controlled entity or family member of any of these persons ~~~~~~~~~

Loans and other receivables from other disqualified persons (as defined

under section 4958(f)(1)), and persons described in section 4958(c)(3)(B) ~~

Notes and loans receivable, net

Inventories for sale or use

Prepaid expenses and deferred charges

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Land, buildings, and equipment: cost or other

basis. Complete Part VI of Schedule D

Less: accumulated depreciation

~~~

~~~~~~

Investments - publicly traded securities

Investments - other securities. See Part IV, line 11

Investments - program-related. See Part IV, line 11

Intangible assets

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Other assets. See Part IV, line 11 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Add lines 1 through 15 (must equal line 33) ����������

Accounts payable and accrued expenses

Grants payable

Deferred revenue

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Tax-exempt bond liabilities

Escrow or custodial account liability. Complete Part IV of Schedule D

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~

Loans and other payables to any current or former officer, director,

trustee, key employee, creator or founder, substantial contributor, or 35%

controlled entity or family member of any of these persons ~~~~~~~~~

Secured mortgages and notes payable to unrelated third parties ~~~~~~

Unsecured notes and loans payable to unrelated third parties ~~~~~~~~

Other liabilities (including federal income tax, payables to related third

parties, and other liabilities not included on lines 17-24). Complete Part X

of Schedule D ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Add lines 17 through 25 ������������������

|

Net assets without donor restrictions

Net assets with donor restrictions

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

|

Capital stock or trust principal, or current funds

Paid-in or capital surplus, or land, building, or equipment fund

Retained earnings, endowment, accumulated income, or other funds

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~

~~~~

Total net assets or fund balances ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Total liabilities and net assets/fund balances ����������������

Form (2020)

11
Balance SheetPart X

990

†

†

†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

297,938. 738,908.
694,615. 697,562.
252,287. 398,735.

23,802. 32,297.

77,478.
52,948. 4,370. 24,530.

13,820. 18,220.
1,286,832. 1,910,252.

13,039. 24,048.

30,000. 70,000.

229,478. 0.
272,517. 94,048.

X

847,415. 1,621,018.
166,900. 195,186.

1,014,315. 1,816,204.
1,286,832. 1,910,252.

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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032012  12-23-20

 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Yes No

1

2

3

a

b

c

2a

2b

2c

a

b

3a

3b

 

Form 990 (2020) Page 

Check if Schedule O contains a response or note to any line in this Part XI ����������������������������

Total revenue (must equal Part VIII, column (A), line 12)

Total expenses (must equal Part IX, column (A), line 25)

Revenue less expenses. Subtract line 2 from line 1

Net assets or fund balances at beginning of year (must equal Part X, line 32, column (A))

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~

Net unrealized gains (losses) on investments

Donated services and use of facilities

Investment expenses

Prior period adjustments

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Other changes in net assets or fund balances (explain on Schedule O)

Net assets or fund balances at end of year. Combine lines 3 through 9 (must equal Part X, line 32,

column (B))

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

������������������������������������������������

Check if Schedule O contains a response or note to any line in this Part XII ���������������������������

Accounting method used to prepare the Form 990: Cash Accrual Other

If the organization changed its method of accounting from a prior year or checked "Other," explain in Schedule O.

Were the organization's financial statements compiled or reviewed by an independent accountant? ~~~~~~~~~~~~

If "Yes," check a box below to indicate whether the financial statements for the year were compiled or reviewed on a

separate basis, consolidated basis, or both:

Separate basis Consolidated basis Both consolidated and separate basis

Were the organization's financial statements audited by an independent accountant? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If "Yes," check a box below to indicate whether the financial statements for the year were audited on a separate basis,

consolidated basis, or both:

Separate basis Consolidated basis Both consolidated and separate basis

If "Yes" to line 2a or 2b, does the organization have a committee that assumes responsibility for oversight of the audit,

review, or compilation of its financial statements and selection of an independent accountant?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If the organization changed either its oversight process or selection process during the tax year, explain on Schedule O.

As a result of a federal award, was the organization required to undergo an audit or audits as set forth in the Single Audit 

Act and OMB Circular A-133? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If "Yes," did the organization undergo the required audit or audits? If the organization did not undergo the required audit

or audits, explain why on Schedule O and describe any steps taken to undergo such audits ����������������

Form (2020)

12
Part XI Reconciliation of Net Assets

Part XII Financial Statements and Reporting

990

†

†

† † †

† † †

† † †

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

2,879,857.
2,077,968.

801,889.
1,014,315.

0.

1,816,204.

X

X

X

X

X

X

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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(iv) Is the organization listed
in your governing document?

OMB No. 1545-0047

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

032021  01-25-21

(i) (iii) (v) (vi)(ii) Name of supported

organization

Type of organization 
(described on lines 1-10 
above (see instructions))

Amount of monetary

support (see instructions)

Amount of other

support (see instructions)

EIN    

(Form 990 or 990-EZ)
Complete if the organization is a section 501(c)(3) organization or a section

4947(a)(1) nonexempt charitable trust.
| Attach to Form 990 or Form 990-EZ. 

| Go to www.irs.gov/Form990 for instructions and the latest information.

Open to Public
Inspection

Name of the organization Employer identification number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

section 170(b)(1)(A)(i).

section 170(b)(1)(A)(ii).

section 170(b)(1)(A)(iii).

section 170(b)(1)(A)(iii).

section 170(b)(1)(A)(iv). 

section 170(b)(1)(A)(v).

section 170(b)(1)(A)(vi).

section 170(b)(1)(A)(vi).

section 170(b)(1)(A)(ix)

 section 509(a)(2).

section 509(a)(4).

section 509(a)(1) section 509(a)(2) section 509(a)(3).

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

Type I.

You must complete Part IV, Sections A and B.

Type II.

You must complete Part IV, Sections A and C.

Type III functionally integrated.

You must complete Part IV, Sections A, D, and E.

Type III non-functionally integrated.

You must complete Part IV, Sections A and D, and Part V.

Yes No

Total

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990 or 990-EZ. Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

(All organizations must complete this part.) See instructions.

The organization is not a private foundation because it is: (For lines 1 through 12, check only one box.)

A church, convention of churches, or association of churches described in 

A school described in  (Attach Schedule E (Form 990 or 990-EZ).)

A hospital or a cooperative hospital service organization described in 

A medical research organization operated in conjunction with a hospital described in  Enter the hospital's name,

city, and state:

An organization operated for the benefit of a college or university owned or operated by a governmental unit described in

 (Complete Part II.)

A federal, state, or local government or governmental unit described in 

An organization that normally receives a substantial part of its support from a governmental unit or from the general public described in 

 (Complete Part II.)

A community trust described in  (Complete Part II.)

An agricultural research organization described in  operated in conjunction with a land-grant college

or university or a non-land-grant college of agriculture (see instructions). Enter the name, city, and state of the college or

university:

An organization that normally receives (1) more than 33 1/3%  of its support from contributions, membership fees, and gross receipts from 

activities related to its exempt functions, subject to certain exceptions; and (2) no more than 33 1/3%  of its support from gross investment 

income and unrelated business taxable income (less section 511 tax) from businesses acquired by the organization after June 30, 1975. 

See  (Complete Part III.)

An organization organized and operated exclusively to test for public safety. See 

An organization organized and operated exclusively for the benefit of, to perform the functions of, or to carry out the purposes of one or 

more publicly supported organizations described in  or . See  Check the box in

lines 12a through 12d that describes the type of supporting organization and complete lines 12e, 12f, and 12g.

 A supporting organization operated, supervised, or controlled by its supported organization(s), typically by giving

the supported organization(s) the power to regularly appoint or elect a majority of the directors or trustees of the supporting

organization. 

 A supporting organization supervised or controlled in connection with its supported organization(s), by having

control or management of the supporting organization vested in the same persons that control or manage the supported

organization(s). 

 A supporting organization operated in connection with, and functionally integrated with,

its supported organization(s) (see instructions). 

 A supporting organization operated in connection with its supported organization(s)

that is not functionally integrated. The organization generally must satisfy a distribution requirement and an attentiveness

requirement (see instructions). 

Check this box if the organization received a written determination from the IRS that it is a Type I, Type II, Type III

functionally integrated, or Type III non-functionally integrated supporting organization.

Enter the number of supported organizations ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Provide the following information about the supported organization(s).

LHA 

SCHEDULE A

Part I Reason for Public Charity Status. 

Public Charity Status and Public Support 2020

†
†
†
†

†

†
†

†
†

†

†
†

†

†

†

†

†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

X

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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Subtract line 5 from line 4.

032022  01-25-21

Calendar year (or fiscal year beginning in) 

Calendar year (or fiscal year beginning in) |

2

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

1

2

3

4

5

Total.

6 Public support.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Total support. 

12

First 5 years. 

stop here

14

15

14

15

16

17

18

a

b

a

b

33 1/3%  support test - 2020.  

stop here. 

33 1/3%  support test - 2019.  

stop here. 

10%  -facts-and-circumstances test - 2020.  

stop here. 

10%  -facts-and-circumstances test - 2019.  

stop here. 

Private foundation. 

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

|

Add lines 7 through 10

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020 Page 

(Complete only if you checked the box on line 5, 7, or 8 of Part I or if the organization failed to qualify under Part III. If the organization

fails to qualify under the tests listed below, please complete Part III.)

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Total

Gifts, grants, contributions, and

membership fees received. (Do not

include any "unusual grants.") ~~

Tax revenues levied for the organ-

ization's benefit and either paid to 

or expended on its behalf ~~~~

The value of services or facilities

furnished by a governmental unit to 

the organization without charge ~

 Add lines 1 through 3 ~~~

The portion of total contributions

by each person (other than a

governmental unit or publicly

supported organization) included

on line 1 that exceeds 2%  of the

amount shown on line 11,

column (f) ~~~~~~~~~~~~

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Total

Amounts from line 4 ~~~~~~~

Gross income from interest, 

dividends, payments received on 

securities loans, rents, royalties, 

and income from similar sources ~

Net income from unrelated business

activities, whether or not the

business is regularly carried on ~

Other income. Do not include gain

or loss from the sale of capital

assets (Explain in Part VI.) ~~~~

Gross receipts from related activities, etc. (see instructions) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If the Form 990 is for the organization's first, second, third, fourth, or fifth tax year as a section 501(c)(3)

organization, check this box and ��������������������������������������������� |

~~~~~~~~~~~~Public support percentage for 2020 (line 6, column (f), divided by line 11, column (f))

Public support percentage from 2019 Schedule A, Part II, line 14

%

%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If the organization did not check the box on line 13, and line 14 is 33 1/3%  or more, check this box and

The organization qualifies as a publicly supported organization ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ |

If the organization did not check a box on line 13 or 16a, and line 15 is 33 1/3%  or more, check this box

and The organization qualifies as a publicly supported organization ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ |

If the organization did not check a box on line 13, 16a, or 16b, and line 14 is 10%  or more,

and if the organization meets the facts-and-circumstances test, check this box and Explain in Part VI how the organization

meets the facts-and-circumstances test. The organization qualifies as a publicly supported organization ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ |

If the organization did not check a box on line 13, 16a, 16b, or 17a, and line 15 is 10%  or

more, and if the organization meets the facts-and-circumstances test, check this box and Explain in Part VI how the

organization meets the facts-and-circumstances test. The organization qualifies as a publicly supported organization ~~~~~~~~ |

If the organization did not check a box on line 13, 16a, 16b, 17a, or 17b, check this box and see instructions ��� |

Part II Support Schedule for Organizations Described in Sections 170(b)(1)(A)(iv) and 170(b)(1)(A)(vi)

Section A. Public Support

Section B. Total Support

Section C. Computation of Public Support Percentage
†

†

†

†

†
†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

1,382,288. 1,675,550. 1,828,127. 2,350,092. 2,877,235. 10,113,292.

1,382,288. 1,675,550. 1,828,127. 2,350,092. 2,877,235. 10,113,292.

218,584.
9,894,708.

1,382,288. 1,675,550. 1,828,127. 2,350,092. 2,877,235. 10,113,292.

9,260. 12,283. 4,549. 26,092.

2,427. 7,739. 8,609. 1,758. 20,533.
10,159,917.
141,496.

97.39
94.76

X

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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(Subtract line 7c from line 6.)

Amounts included on lines 2 and 3 received

from other than disqualified persons that

exceed the greater of $5,000 or 1%  of the

amount on line 13 for the year

(Add lines 9, 10c, 11, and 12.)

032023  01-25-21

Calendar year (or fiscal year beginning in) |

Calendar year (or fiscal year beginning in) |

Total support. 

3

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Total.

a

b

c

8 Public support. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

9

10a

b

c
11

12

13

14 First 5 years. 

stop here

15

16

15

16

17

18

19

20

2020 

2019

17

18

a

b

33 1/3%  support tests - 2020.  

stop here.

33 1/3%  support tests - 2019.  

stop here.

Private foundation. 

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

Unrelated business taxable income

(less section 511 taxes) from businesses

acquired after June 30, 1975

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020 Page 

(Complete only if you checked the box on line 10 of Part I or if the organization failed to qualify under Part II. If the organization fails to

qualify under the tests listed below, please complete Part II.) 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Total

Gifts, grants, contributions, and

membership fees received. (Do not 

include any "unusual grants.") ~~

Gross receipts from admissions,
merchandise sold or services per-
formed, or facilities furnished in
any activity that is related to the
organization's tax-exempt purpose

Gross receipts from activities that

are not an unrelated trade or bus-

iness under section 513 ~~~~~

Tax revenues levied for the organ-

ization's benefit and either paid to 

or expended on its behalf ~~~~

The value of services or facilities

furnished by a governmental unit to

the organization without charge ~

~~~ Add lines 1 through 5

Amounts included on lines 1, 2, and

3 received from disqualified persons

~~~~~~

Add lines 7a and 7b ~~~~~~~

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Total

Amounts from line 6 ~~~~~~~
Gross income from interest, 
dividends, payments received on 
securities loans, rents, royalties, 
and income from similar sources ~

~~~~

Add lines 10a and 10b ~~~~~~
Net income from unrelated business
activities not included in line 10b, 
whether or not the business is 
regularly carried on ~~~~~~~
Other income. Do not include gain
or loss from the sale of capital
assets (Explain in Part VI.) ~~~~

If the Form 990 is for the organization's first, second, third, fourth, or fifth tax year as a section 501(c)(3) organization,

check this box and ���������������������������������������������������� |

Public support percentage for 2020 (line 8, column (f), divided by line 13, column (f))

Public support percentage from 2019 Schedule A, Part III, line 15

~~~~~~~~~~~ %

%��������������������

Investment income percentage for (line 10c, column (f), divided by line 13, column (f))

Investment income percentage from  Schedule A, Part III, line 17

~~~~~~~~ %

%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If the organization did not check the box on line 14, and line 15 is more than 33 1/3% , and line 17 is not

more than 33 1/3% , check this box and  The organization qualifies as a publicly supported organization ~~~~~~~~~~ |

If the organization did not check a box on line 14 or line 19a, and line 16 is more than 33 1/3% , and

line 18 is not more than 33 1/3% , check this box and  The organization qualifies as a publicly supported organization ~~~~ |

If the organization did not check a box on line 14, 19a, or 19b, check this box and see instructions �������� |

Part III Support Schedule for Organizations Described in Section 509(a)(2) 

Section A. Public Support

Section B. Total Support

Section C. Computation of Public Support Percentage

Section D. Computation of Investment Income Percentage

†

†

†
†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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032024  01-25-21

4

Yes No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Part VI 

1

2

3a

3b

3c

4a

4b

4c

5a

5b

5c

6

7

8

9a

9b

9c

10a

10b

Part VI

a

b

c

a

b

c

a

b

c

a

b

c

a

b

Part VI 

Part VI

Part VI

Part VI

Part VI,

Type I or Type II only.

Substitutions only. 

Part VI.

Part VI.

Part VI.

Part VI.

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

If "No," describe in how the supported organizations are designated. If designated by
class or purpose, describe the designation. If historic and continuing relationship, explain.

If "Yes," explain in  how the organization determined that the supported
organization was described in section 509(a)(1) or (2).

If "Yes," answer
lines 3b and 3c below.

If "Yes," describe in when and how the
organization made the determination.

If "Yes," explain in  what controls the organization put in place to ensure such use.
If

"Yes," and if you checked box 12a or 12b in Part I, answer lines 4b and 4c below.

If "Yes," describe in  how the organization had such control and discretion
despite being controlled or supervised by or in connection with its supported organizations.

 If "Yes," explain in  what controls the organization used
to ensure that all support to the foreign supported organization was used exclusively for section 170(c)(2)(B)
purposes.

If "Yes,"
answer lines 5b and 5c below (if applicable). Also, provide detail in including (i) the names and EIN
numbers of the supported organizations added, substituted, or removed; (ii) the reasons for each such action;
(iii) the authority under the organization's organizing document authorizing such action; and (iv) how the action
was accomplished (such as by amendment to the organizing document).

If "Yes," provide detail in

If "Yes," complete Part I of Schedule L (Form 990 or 990-EZ).

If "Yes," complete Part I of Schedule L (Form 990 or 990-EZ).

If "Yes," provide detail in 

 If "Yes," provide detail in 

If "Yes," provide detail in 

 If "Yes," answer line 10b below.
(Use Schedule C, Form 4720, to

determine whether the organization had excess business holdings.)

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020 Page 

(Complete only if you checked a box in line 12 on Part I. If you checked box 12a, Part I, complete Sections A

and B. If you checked box 12b, Part I, complete Sections A and C. If you checked box 12c, Part I, complete

Sections A, D, and E. If you checked box 12d, Part I, complete Sections A and D, and complete Part V.)

Are all of the organization's supported organizations listed by name in the organization's governing

documents? 

Did the organization have any supported organization that does not have an IRS determination of status

under section 509(a)(1) or (2)? 

Did the organization have a supported organization described in section 501(c)(4), (5), or (6)? 

Did the organization confirm that each supported organization qualified under section 501(c)(4), (5), or (6) and

satisfied the public support tests under section 509(a)(2)? 

Did the organization ensure that all support to such organizations was used exclusively for section 170(c)(2)(B)

purposes? 

Was any supported organization not organized in the United States ("foreign supported organization")? 

Did the organization have ultimate control and discretion in deciding whether to make grants to the foreign

supported organization? 

Did the organization support any foreign supported organization that does not have an IRS determination

under sections 501(c)(3) and 509(a)(1) or (2)?

Did the organization add, substitute, or remove any supported organizations during the tax year? 

 Was any added or substituted supported organization part of a class already

designated in the organization's organizing document?

Was the substitution the result of an event beyond the organization's control?

Did the organization provide support (whether in the form of grants or the provision of services or facilities) to

anyone other than (i) its supported organizations, (ii) individuals that are part of the charitable class

benefited by one or more of its supported organizations, or (iii) other supporting organizations that also

support or benefit one or more of the filing organization's supported organizations? 

Did the organization provide a grant, loan, compensation, or other similar payment to a substantial contributor

(as defined in section 4958(c)(3)(C)), a family member of a substantial contributor, or a 35%  controlled entity with

regard to a substantial contributor? 

Did the organization make a loan to a disqualified person (as defined in section 4958) not described in line 7?

Was the organization controlled directly or indirectly at any time during the tax year by one or more

disqualified persons, as defined in section 4946 (other than foundation managers and organizations described

in section 509(a)(1) or (2))? 

Did one or more disqualified persons (as defined in line 9a) hold a controlling interest in any entity in which

the supporting organization had an interest?

Did a disqualified person (as defined in line 9a) have an ownership interest in, or derive any personal benefit

from, assets in which the supporting organization also had an interest? 

Was the organization subject to the excess business holdings rules of section 4943 because of section

4943(f) (regarding certain Type II supporting organizations, and all Type III non-functionally integrated

supporting organizations)?

Did the organization have any excess business holdings in the tax year? 

 

 

Part IV Supporting Organizations

Section A. All Supporting Organizations

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129
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032025  01-25-21

5

Yes No

11

a

b

c

11a

11b

11cPart VI.

Yes No

1

2

Part VI

1

2

Part VI

Yes No

1

Part VI 

1

Yes No

1

2

3

1

2

3

Part VI

Part VI

1

2

3

 (see instructions).

a

b

c

line 2 

 line 3 

Part VI

Answer lines 2a and 2b below. Yes No

a

b

a

b

Part VI identify

those supported organizations and explain

2a

2b

3a

3b

Part VI

Answer lines 3a and 3b below.

Part VI.

Part VI 

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

If "Yes" to line 11a, 11b, or 11c, provide
detail in 

If "No," describe in  how the supported organization(s)
effectively operated, supervised, or controlled the organization's activities. If the organization had more than one supported
organization, describe how the powers to appoint and/or remove officers, directors, or trustees were allocated among the
supported organizations and what conditions or restrictions, if any, applied to such powers during the tax year.

If "Yes," explain in
 how providing such benefit carried out the purposes of the supported organization(s) that operated,

supervised, or controlled the supporting organization.

If "No," describe in how control
or management of the supporting organization was vested in the same persons that controlled or managed
the supported organization(s).

 If "No," explain in  how
the organization maintained a close and continuous working relationship with the supported organization(s).

If "Yes," describe in  the role the organization's
supported organizations played in this regard.

Check the box next to the method that the organization used to satisfy the Integral Part Test during the year
Complete below.

Complete below.
Describe in  how you supported a governmental entity (see instructions).

If "Yes," then in 
 how these activities directly furthered their exempt purposes,

how the organization was responsive to those supported organizations, and how the organization determined
that these activities constituted substantially all of its activities.

 If "Yes," explain in
 the reasons for the organization's position that its supported organization(s) would have engaged in

these activities but for the organization's involvement.

If "Yes" or "No" provide details in

If "Yes," describe in the role played by the organization in this regard.

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020 Page 

Has the organization accepted a gift or contribution from any of the following persons?

A person who directly or indirectly controls, either alone or together with persons described in lines 11b and

11c below, the governing body of a supported organization?

A family member of a person described in line 11a above?

A 35%  controlled entity of a person described in line 11a or 11b above? 

Did the governing body, members of the governing body, officers acting in their official capacity, or membership of one or
more supported organizations have the power to regularly appoint or elect at least a majority of the organization's officers,
directors, or trustees at all times during the tax year? 

Did the organization operate for the benefit of any supported organization other than the supported

organization(s) that operated, supervised, or controlled the supporting organization? 

Were a majority of the organization's directors or trustees during the tax year also a majority of the directors

or trustees of each of the organization's supported organization(s)?  

Did the organization provide to each of its supported organizations, by the last day of the fifth month of the

organization's tax year, (i) a written notice describing the type and amount of support provided during the prior tax

year, (ii) a copy of the Form 990 that was most recently filed as of the date of notification, and (iii) copies of the

organization's governing documents in effect on the date of notification, to the extent not previously provided?

Were any of the organization's officers, directors, or trustees either (i) appointed or elected by the supported

organization(s) or (ii) serving on the governing body of a supported organization?

By reason of the relationship described in line 2, above, did the organization's supported organizations have a

significant voice in the organization's investment policies and in directing the use of the organization's

income or assets at all times during the tax year? 

The organization satisfied the Activities Test. 

The organization is the parent of each of its supported organizations. 

The organization supported a governmental entity. 

Activities Test.

Did substantially all of the organization's activities during the tax year directly further the exempt purposes of

the supported organization(s) to which the organization was responsive? 

Did the activities described in line 2a, above, constitute activities that, but for the organization's involvement,

one or more of the organization's supported organization(s) would have been engaged in?

Parent of Supported Organizations. 

Did the organization have the power to regularly appoint or elect a majority of the officers, directors, or

trustees of each of the supported organizations?  

Did the organization exercise a substantial degree of direction over the policies, programs, and activities of each

of its supported organizations?  

 

(continued)Part IV Supporting Organizations 

Section B. Type I Supporting Organizations

Section C. Type II Supporting Organizations

Section D. All Type III Supporting Organizations

Section E. Type III Functionally Integrated Supporting Organizations

†
†
†
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032026  01-25-21

6

1 Part VI See instructions.

Section A - Adjusted Net Income

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8Adjusted Net Income

Section B - Minimum Asset Amount

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

a

b

c

d

e

1a

1b

1c

1d

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Total 

Discount

Part VI

Minimum Asset Amount 

Section C - Distributable Amount

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

Distributable Amount.

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

explain in 

explain in detail in

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020 Page 

Check here if the organization satisfied the Integral Part Test as a qualifying trust on Nov. 20, 1970 ( ). 

All other Type III non-functionally integrated supporting organizations must complete Sections A through E.

(B) Current Year
(optional)(A) Prior Year

Net short-term capital gain

Recoveries of prior-year distributions

Other gross income (see instructions)

Add lines 1 through 3.

Depreciation and depletion

Portion of operating expenses paid or incurred for production or

collection of gross income or for management, conservation, or

maintenance of property held for production of income (see instructions)

Other expenses (see instructions)

 (subtract lines 5, 6, and 7 from line 4)

(B) Current Year
(optional)(A) Prior Year

Aggregate fair market value of all non-exempt-use assets (see

instructions for short tax year or assets held for part of year):

Average monthly value of securities

Average monthly cash balances

Fair market value of other non-exempt-use assets

(add lines 1a, 1b, and 1c)

 claimed for blockage or other factors

(  ):

Acquisition indebtedness applicable to non-exempt-use assets

Subtract line 2 from line 1d.

Cash deemed held for exempt use. Enter 0.015 of line 3 (for greater amount,

see instructions).

Net value of non-exempt-use assets (subtract line 4 from line 3)

Multiply line 5 by 0.035.

Recoveries of prior-year distributions

(add line 7 to line 6)

Current Year

Adjusted net income for prior year (from Section A, line 8, column A)

Enter 0.85 of line 1.

Minimum asset amount for prior year (from Section B, line 8, column A)

Enter greater of line 2 or line 3.

Income tax imposed in prior year

 Subtract line 5 from line 4, unless subject to

emergency temporary reduction (see instructions).

Check here if the current year is the organization's first as a non-functionally integrated Type III supporting organization (see

instructions).

Part V Type III Non-Functionally Integrated 509(a)(3) Supporting Organizations 
†

†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129
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032027  01-25-21

7

Section D - Distributions Current Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Part VI

Part VI

Total annual distributions.

Part VI

(i)

Excess Distributions

(ii)
Underdistributions

Pre-2020

(iii)
Distributable

Amount for 2020
Section E - Distribution Allocations 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Part VI

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

Total 

a

b

c

Part VI.

Part VI

Excess distributions carryover to 2021. 

a

b

c

d

e

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

provide details in
describe in

provide details in

explain in

explain in

explain in

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020 Page 

Amounts paid to supported organizations to accomplish exempt purposes

Amounts paid to perform activity that directly furthers exempt purposes of supported

organizations, in excess of income from activity

Administrative expenses paid to accomplish exempt purposes of supported organizations

Amounts paid to acquire exempt-use assets

Qualified set-aside amounts (prior IRS approval required -  )

Other distributions (  ). See instructions.

 Add lines 1 through 6.

Distributions to attentive supported organizations to which the organization is responsive

(  ). See instructions.

Distributable amount for 2020 from Section C, line 6

Line 8 amount divided by line 9 amount

(see instructions)

Distributable amount for 2020 from Section C, line 6

Underdistributions, if any, for years prior to 2020 (reason-

able cause required -  ). See instructions.

Excess distributions carryover, if any, to 2020

From 2015

From 2016

From 2017

From 2018

From 2019

of lines 3a through 3e

Applied to underdistributions of prior years

Applied to 2020 distributable amount

Carryover from 2015 not applied (see instructions)

Remainder. Subtract lines 3g, 3h, and 3i from line 3f.

Distributions for 2020 from Section D,

line 7: $

Applied to underdistributions of prior years

Applied to 2020 distributable amount

Remainder. Subtract lines 4a and 4b from line 4.

Remaining underdistributions for years prior to 2020, if

any. Subtract lines 3g and 4a from line 2. For result greater

than zero,   See instructions.

Remaining underdistributions for 2020. Subtract lines 3h

and 4b from line 1. For result greater than zero, 

. See instructions.

Add lines 3j

and 4c.

Breakdown of line 7:

Excess from 2016

Excess from 2017

Excess from 2018

Excess from 2019

Excess from 2020

(continued) Part V Type III Non-Functionally Integrated 509(a)(3) Supporting Organizations 
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032028  01-25-21

8

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020 Page 

Provide the explanations required by Part II, line 10; Part II, line 17a or 17b; Part III, line 12;
Part IV, Section A, lines 1, 2, 3b, 3c, 4b, 4c, 5a, 6, 9a, 9b, 9c, 11a, 11b, and 11c; Part IV, Section B, lines 1 and 2; Part IV, Section C,
line 1; Part IV, Section D, lines 2 and 3; Part IV, Section E, lines 1c, 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b; Part V, line 1; Part V, Section B, line 1e; Part V,
Section D, lines 5, 6, and 8; and Part V, Section E, lines 2, 5, and 6. Also complete this part for any additional information.
(See instructions.)

Part VI Supplemental Information. 
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Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

023451  11-25-20

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the instructions for Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF. Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2020)

OMB No. 1545-0047

(Form 990, 990-EZ,
or 990-PF)

|  Attach to Form 990, Form 990-EZ, or Form 990-PF.
|  Go to www.irs.gov/Form990 for the latest information.

Employer identification number

Organization type

Filers of: Section:

 not

 General Rule  Special Rule.

Note: 

General Rule

Special Rules

(1) (2) 

General Rule 

Caution: 

 must

exclusively
 exclusively

nonexclusively

Name of the organization

(check one):

Form 990 or 990-EZ 501(c)( ) (enter number) organization

4947(a)(1) nonexempt charitable trust  treated as a private foundation

527 political organization

Form 990-PF 501(c)(3) exempt private foundation

4947(a)(1) nonexempt charitable trust treated as a private foundation

501(c)(3) taxable private foundation

Check if your organization is covered by the  or a

Only a section 501(c)(7), (8), or (10) organization can check boxes for both the General Rule and a Special Rule. See instructions.

For an organization filing Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF that received, during the year, contributions totaling $5,000 or more (in money or

property) from any one contributor. Complete Parts I and II. See instructions for determining a contributor's total contributions.

For an organization described in section 501(c)(3) filing Form 990 or 990-EZ that met the 33 1/3%  support test of the regulations under

sections 509(a)(1) and 170(b)(1)(A)(vi), that checked Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ), Part II, line 13, 16a, or 16b, and that received from

any one contributor, during the year, total contributions of the greater of $5,000; or 2%  of the amount on (i) Form 990, Part VIII, line 1h;

or (ii) Form 990-EZ, line 1. Complete Parts I and II.

For an organization described in section 501(c)(7), (8), or (10) filing Form 990 or 990-EZ that received from any one

contributor, during the year, total contributions of more than $1,000 exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific,

literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals. Complete Parts I (entering

"N/A" in column (b) instead of the contributor name and address), II, and III.

For an organization described in section 501(c)(7), (8), or (10) filing Form 990 or 990-EZ that received from any one contributor, during the

year, contributions  for religious, charitable, etc., purposes, but no such contributions totaled more than $1,000. If this box

is checked, enter here the total contributions that were received during the year for an  religious, charitable, etc.,

purpose. Don't complete any of the parts unless the applies to this organization because it received 

religious, charitable, etc., contributions totaling $5,000 or more during the year ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ | $

An organization that isn't covered by the General Rule and/or the Special Rules doesn't file Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF),

but it  answer "No" on Part IV, line 2, of its Form 990; or check the box on line H of its Form 990-EZ or on its Form 990-PF, Part I, line 2, to

certify that it doesn't meet the filing requirements of Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF).

LHA

Schedule B Schedule of Contributors

2020

†

†

†

†

†

†

†

†

†

†

** PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COPY **
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023452  11-25-20 Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2020)

Employer identification number

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2020) Page 

Name of organization

(see instructions). Use duplicate copies of Part I if additional space is needed.

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

2

Part I Contributors

†
†
†

†
†
†

†
†
†

†
†
†

†
†
†

†
†
†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

1 X

120,000.

2 X

60,000.

3 X

62,920.

4 X

182,500.

5 X

97,660.

6 X

141,990.
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023452  11-25-20 Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2020)

Employer identification number

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

(a)

No.

(b)

Name, address, and ZIP + 4

(c)

Total contributions

(d)

Type of contribution

Person

Payroll

Noncash

Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2020) Page 

Name of organization

(see instructions). Use duplicate copies of Part I if additional space is needed.

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

$

(Complete Part II for
noncash contributions.)

2

Part I Contributors

†
†
†

†
†
†

†
†
†

†
†
†

†
†
†

†
†
†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

7 X

75,000.

8 X

100,000.

9 X

106,036.

10 X

53,135.

11 X

72,500.

12 X

77,006.
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023453  11-25-20 Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2020)

Employer identification number

(a)

No.

from

Part I

(c)

FMV (or estimate)
(b)

Description of noncash property given

(d)

Date received

(a)

No.

from

Part I

(c)

FMV (or estimate)
(b)

Description of noncash property given

(d)

Date received

(a)

No.

from

Part I

(c)

FMV (or estimate)
(b)

Description of noncash property given

(d)

Date received

(a)

No.

from

Part I

(c)

FMV (or estimate)
(b)

Description of noncash property given

(d)

Date received

(a)

No.

from

Part I

(c)

FMV (or estimate)
(b)

Description of noncash property given

(d)

Date received

(a)

No.

from

Part I

(c)

FMV (or estimate)
(b)

Description of noncash property given

(d)

Date received

Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2020) Page 

Name of organization

(see instructions). Use duplicate copies of Part II if additional space is needed.

(See instructions.)

$

(See instructions.)

$

(See instructions.)

$

(See instructions.)

$

(See instructions.)

$

(See instructions.)

$

3

Part II Noncash Property

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129
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 (Enter this info. once.)completing Part III, enter the total of exclusively religious, charitable, etc., contributions of  for the year.

023454  11-25-20

Exclusively religious, charitable, etc., contributions to organizations described in section 501(c)(7), (8), or (10) that total more than $1,000 for the year
from any one contributor. (a) (e) and

$1,000 or less

Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2020)

 Complete columns  through  the following line entry. For organizations

Employer identification number

(a) No.
from
Part I

(b) Purpose of gift (c) Use of gift (d) Description of how gift is held

(e) Transfer of gift

Transferee's name, address, and ZIP + 4 Relationship of transferor to transferee

(a) No.
from
Part I

(b) Purpose of gift (c) Use of gift (d) Description of how gift is held

(e) Transfer of gift

Transferee's name, address, and ZIP + 4 Relationship of transferor to transferee

(a) No.
from
Part I

(b) Purpose of gift (c) Use of gift (d) Description of how gift is held

(e) Transfer of gift

Transferee's name, address, and ZIP + 4 Relationship of transferor to transferee

(a) No.
from
Part I

(b) Purpose of gift (c) Use of gift (d) Description of how gift is held

(e) Transfer of gift

Transferee's name, address, and ZIP + 4 Relationship of transferor to transferee

 

Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2020) Page 

Name of organization

| $

Use duplicate copies of Part III if additional space is needed.

4

Part III

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129
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OMB No. 1545-0047

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

032051  12-01-20

Held at the End of the Tax Year

(Form 990) | Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990,
Part IV, line 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11a, 11b, 11c, 11d, 11e, 11f, 12a, or 12b.

| Attach to Form 990.
|Go to www.irs.gov/Form990 for instructions and the latest information.

Open to Public
Inspection

Name of the organization Employer identification number

(a) (b) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Yes No

Yes No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

a

b

c

d

2a

2b

2c

2d

Yes No

Yes No

1

2

a

b

(i)

(ii)

a

b

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990. Schedule D (Form 990) 2020

Complete if the

organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 6.

Donor advised funds Funds and other accounts

Total number at end of year

Aggregate value of contributions to (during year)

Aggregate value of grants from (during year)

Aggregate value at end of year

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~

~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization inform all donors and donor advisors in writing that the assets held in donor advised funds

are the organization's property, subject to the organization's exclusive legal control?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization inform all grantees, donors, and donor advisors in writing that grant funds can be used only

for charitable purposes and not for the benefit of the donor or donor advisor, or for any other purpose conferring

impermissible private benefit? ��������������������������������������������

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 7.

Purpose(s) of conservation easements held by the organization (check all that apply).

Preservation of land for public use (for example, recreation or education)

Protection of natural habitat

Preservation of open space

Preservation of a historically important land area

Preservation of a certified historic structure

Complete lines 2a through 2d if the organization held a qualified conservation contribution in the form of a conservation easement on the last

day of the tax year.

Total number of conservation easements

Total acreage restricted by conservation easements

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number of conservation easements on a certified historic structure included in (a)

Number of conservation easements included in (c) acquired after 7/25/06, and not on a historic structure

listed in the National Register

~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number of conservation easements modified, transferred, released, extinguished, or terminated by the organization during the tax

year |

Number of states where property subject to conservation easement is located |

Does the organization have a written policy regarding the periodic monitoring, inspection, handling of

violations, and enforcement of the conservation easements it holds? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Staff and volunteer hours devoted to monitoring, inspecting, handling of violations, and enforcing conservation easements during the year 

|

Amount of expenses incurred in monitoring, inspecting, handling of violations, and enforcing conservation easements during the year 

| $

Does each conservation easement reported on line 2(d) above satisfy the requirements of section 170(h)(4)(B)(i)

and section 170(h)(4)(B)(ii)? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

In Part XIII, describe how the organization reports conservation easements in its revenue and expense statement and

balance sheet, and include, if applicable, the text of the footnote to the organization's financial statements that describes the

organization's accounting for conservation easements.

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 8.

If the organization elected, as permitted under FASB ASC 958, not to report in its revenue statement and balance sheet works

of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets held for public exhibition, education, or research in furtherance of public

service, provide in Part XIII the text of the footnote to its financial statements that describes these items.

If the organization elected, as permitted under FASB ASC 958, to report in its revenue statement and balance sheet works of

art, historical treasures, or other similar assets held for public exhibition, education, or research in furtherance of public service,

provide the following amounts relating to these items:

Revenue included on Form 990, Part VIII, line 1

Assets included in Form 990, Part X

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ | $

$~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ |

If the organization received or held works of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets for financial gain, provide

the following amounts required to be reported under FASB ASC 958 relating to these items:

Revenue included on Form 990, Part VIII, line 1

Assets included in Form 990, Part X

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ | $

$����������������������������������� |

LHA

Part I Organizations Maintaining Donor Advised Funds or Other Similar Funds or Accounts. 

Part II Conservation Easements. 

Part III Organizations Maintaining Collections of Art, Historical Treasures, or Other Similar Assets.

SCHEDULE D Supplemental Financial Statements 2020

† †

† †

† †
† †
†

† †

† †
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032052  12-01-20

3

4

5

a

b

c

d

e

Yes No

1

2

a

b

c

d

e

f

a

b

Yes No

1c

1d

1e

1f

Yes No

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

1

2

3

4

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

a

b

c

a

b

Yes No

(i)

(ii)

3a(i)

3a(ii)

3b

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

1a

b

c

d

e

Total. 

Schedule D (Form 990) 2020

(continued)

(Column (d) must equal Form 990, Part X, column (B), line 10c.)

Two years back Three years back Four years back

Schedule D (Form 990) 2020 Page 

Using the organization's acquisition, accession, and other records, check any of the following that make significant use of its

collection items (check all that apply):

Public exhibition

Scholarly research

Preservation for future generations

Loan or exchange program

Other

Provide a description of the organization's collections and explain how they further the organization's exempt purpose in Part XIII.

During the year, did the organization solicit or receive donations of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets

to be sold to raise funds rather than to be maintained as part of the organization's collection? ������������

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 9, or
reported an amount on Form 990, Part X, line 21.

Is the organization an agent, trustee, custodian or other intermediary for contributions or other assets not included

on Form 990, Part X?

If "Yes," explain the arrangement in Part XIII and complete the following table:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Amount

Beginning balance

Additions during the year

Distributions during the year

Ending balance

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization include an amount on Form 990, Part X, line 21, for escrow or custodial account liability?

If "Yes," explain the arrangement in Part XIII. Check here if the explanation has been provided on Part XIII

~~~~~

�������������

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 10.

Current year Prior year

Beginning of year balance

Contributions

Net investment earnings, gains, and losses

Grants or scholarships

~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~

Other expenditures for facilities

and programs

Administrative expenses

End of year balance

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~

Provide the estimated percentage of the current year end balance (line 1g, column (a)) held as:

Board designated or quasi-endowment

Permanent endowment

Term endowment

The percentages on lines 2a, 2b, and 2c should equal 100% .

| %

| %

| %

Are there endowment funds not in the possession of the organization that are held and administered for the organization

by:

Unrelated organizations

Related organizations

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If "Yes" on line 3a(ii), are the related organizations listed as required on Schedule R?

Describe in Part XIII the intended uses of the organization's endowment funds.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 11a. See Form 990, Part X, line 10.

Description of property Cost or other
basis (investment)

Cost or other
basis (other)

Accumulated
depreciation

Book value

Land

Buildings

Leasehold improvements

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~

Equipment

Other

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

��������������������

Add lines 1a through 1e. |�������������

2
Part III Organizations Maintaining Collections of Art, Historical Treasures, or Other Similar Assets 

Part IV Escrow and Custodial Arrangements. 

Part V Endowment Funds. 

Part VI Land, Buildings, and Equipment.

† †
† †
†

† †

† †

† †
†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

77,478. 52,948. 24,530.
24,530.
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(including name of security)

032053  12-01-20

Total. 

Total. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(a) (b) (c) 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(a) (b) 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Total. 

(a) (b) 1.

Total. 

2.

Schedule D (Form 990) 2020

(Column (b) must equal Form 990, Part X, col. (B) line 15.)

(Column (b) must equal Form 990, Part X, col. (B) line 25.)

Description of security or category 

(Col. (b) must equal Form 990, Part X, col. (B) line 12.) |

(Col. (b) must equal Form 990, Part X, col. (B) line 13.) |

Schedule D (Form 990) 2020 Page 

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 11b. See Form 990, Part X, line 12.

Book value Method of valuation: Cost or end-of-year market value

Financial derivatives

Closely held equity interests

Other

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 11c. See Form 990, Part X, line 13.
Description of investment Book value Method of valuation: Cost or end-of-year market value

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 11d. See Form 990, Part X, line 15.

Description Book value

���������������������������� |

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 11e or 11f. See Form 990, Part X, line 25.

Description of liability Book value

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Federal income taxes

���������������������������� |

Liability for uncertain tax positions. In Part XIII, provide the text of the footnote to the organization's financial statements that reports the

organization's liability for uncertain tax positions under FASB ASC 740. Check here if the text of the footnote has been provided in Part XIII�

3
Part VII Investments - Other Securities.

Part VIII Investments - Program Related.

Part IX Other Assets.

Part X Other Liabilities.

†

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129
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032054  12-01-20

1

2

3

4

5

1

a

b

c

d

e

2a

2b

2c

2d

2a 2d 2e

32e 1

a

b

c

4a

4b

4a 4b

3 4c. 

4c

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

a

b

c

d

e

2a

2b

2c

2d

2a 2d

2e 1

2e

3

a

b

c

4a

4b

4a 4b

3 4c. 

4c

5

Schedule D (Form 990) 2020

(This must equal Form 990, Part I, line 12.)

(This must equal Form 990, Part I, line 18.)

Schedule D (Form 990) 2020 Page 

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 12a.

Total revenue, gains, and other support per audited financial statements

Amounts included on line 1 but not on Form 990, Part VIII, line 12:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Net unrealized gains (losses) on investments

Donated services and use of facilities

Recoveries of prior year grants

Other (Describe in Part XIII.)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Add lines through ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subtract line from line ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Amounts included on Form 990, Part VIII, line 12, but not on line 1:

Investment expenses not included on Form 990, Part VIII, line 7b

Other (Describe in Part XIII.)

~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Add lines and 

Total revenue. Add lines and 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

�����������������

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 12a.

Total expenses and losses per audited financial statements

Amounts included on line 1 but not on Form 990, Part IX, line 25:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Donated services and use of facilities

Prior year adjustments

Other losses

Other (Describe in Part XIII.)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Add lines through 

Subtract line from line 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Amounts included on Form 990, Part IX, line 25, but not on line 1:

Investment expenses not included on Form 990, Part VIII, line 7b

Other (Describe in Part XIII.)

~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Add lines and 

Total expenses. Add lines and 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

����������������

Provide the descriptions required for Part II, lines 3, 5, and 9; Part III, lines 1a and 4; Part IV, lines 1b and 2b; Part V, line 4; Part X, line 2; Part XI,

lines 2d and 4b; and Part XII, lines 2d and 4b. Also complete this part to provide any additional information.

4
Part XI Reconciliation of Revenue per Audited Financial Statements With Revenue per Return.

Part XII Reconciliation of Expenses per Audited Financial Statements With Expenses per Return.

Part XIII Supplemental Information.

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

2,902,292.

14,709.

7,726.
22,435.

2,879,857.

0.
2,879,857.

2,100,403.

14,709.

7,726.
22,435.

2,077,968.

0.
2,077,968.

PART XI, LINE 2D - OTHER ADJUSTMENTS:

SPECIAL EVENT EXPENSES RECLASSED TO REVENUE                          7,726.

PART XII, LINE 2D - OTHER ADJUSTMENTS:

SPECIAL EVENT EXPENSES RECLASSED TO REVENUE                          7,726.
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OMB No. 1545-0047

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

032071  12-03-20

| Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 14b, 15, or 16.

| Attach to Form 990.

| Go to www.irs.gov/Form990 for instructions and the latest information.
Open to Public 
Inspection

Employer identification number

1

2

3

For grantmakers. 

Yes No

For grantmakers. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

3 a

b

c Totals 

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990. Schedule F (Form 990) 2020

Name of the organization

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on

Form 990, Part IV, line 14b.

Does the organization maintain records to substantiate the amount of its grants and other assistance,

the grantees' eligibility for the grants or assistance, and the selection criteria used to award the grants or assistance? ~~

Describe in Part V the organization's procedures for monitoring the use of its grants and other assistance outside the

United States.

Activities per Region. (The following Part I, line 3 table can be duplicated if additional space is needed.)
Region Number of

offices
in the region

Number of
employees,
agents, and
independent
contractors
in the region

Activities conducted in the region
(by type) (such as, fundraising, pro-

gram services, investments, grants to
recipients located in the region)

If activity listed in (d)
is a program service,
describe specific type

of service(s) in the region

Total
expenditures

for and
investments
in the region

Subtotal ~~~~~~

Total from continuation

sheets to Part I ~~~

(add lines 3a

and 3b) ������

LHA

(Form 990)

Part I General Information on Activities Outside the United States. 

SCHEDULE F Statement of Activities Outside the United States 2020

† †

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

X

CENTRAL AMERICA AND
THE CARIBBEAN -
NICARAGUA 1 12 EDUCATION YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 85,993.

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA -
UGANDA 1 15 EDUCATION YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 103,914.

0 27 189,907.

0 0 0.

0 27 189,907.
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032072  12-03-20

2

Part II Grants and Other Assistance to Organizations or Entities Outside the United States. 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 
(d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) 1

2

3

Schedule F (Form 990) 2020

IRS code section

and EIN (if applicable)

Schedule F (Form 990) 2020 Page 

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 15, for any

recipient who received more than $5,000. Part II can be duplicated if additional space is needed.

Name of organization Region
Purpose of

grant

Amount

of cash grant

Manner of

cash disbursement

Amount of
noncash

assistance

Description
of noncash
assistance

Method of
valuation (book, FMV,

appraisal, other)

Enter total number of recipient organizations listed above that are recognized as charities by the foreign country, recognized as a tax

exempt 501(c)(3) organization by the IRS, or for which the grantee or counsel has provided a section 501(c)(3) equivalency letter ~~~~~~~ |

Enter total number of other organizations or entities ��������������������������������������������� |

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129
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032073  12-03-20

3

Part III Grants and Other Assistance to Individuals Outside the United States. 

(c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 
(a) (b) 

Schedule F (Form 990) 2020

Schedule F (Form 990) 2020 Page 

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 16.

Part III can be duplicated if additional space is needed.

Number of
recipients

Amount of
cash grant

Manner of
cash disbursement

Amount of
noncash

assistance

Description of
noncash assistance

Method of
valuation

(book, FMV,
appraisal, other)

Type of grant or assistance Region

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129
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032074  12-03-20

4

1

2

3

4

5

6

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Schedule F (Form 990) 2020

 If "Yes,"
the organization may be required to file Form 926, Return by a U.S. Transferor of Property to a Foreign
Corporation (see Instructions for Form 926)

If "Yes," the organization may
be required to separately file Form 3520, Annual Return To Report Transactions With Foreign Trusts and
Receipt of Certain Foreign Gifts, and/or Form 3520-A, Annual Information Return of Foreign Trust With a
U.S. Owner (see Instructions for Forms 3520 and 3520-A; don't file with Form 990)

If "Yes,"
the organization may be required to file Form 5471, Information Return of U.S. Persons With Respect to
Certain Foreign Corporations (see Instructions for Form 5471)

If "Yes," the organization may be required to file Form 8621,
Information Return by a Shareholder of a Passive Foreign Investment Company or Qualified Electing
Fund (see Instructions for Form 8621)

If "Yes,"
the organization may be required to file Form 8865, Return of U.S. Persons With Respect to Certain
Foreign Partnerships (see Instructions for Form 8865)

 If
"Yes," the organization may be required to separately file Form 5713, International Boycott Report (see
Instructions for Form 5713; don't file with Form 990)

Schedule F (Form 990) 2020 Page 

Was the organization a U.S. transferor of property to a foreign corporation during the tax year?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization have an interest in a foreign trust during the tax year? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization have an ownership interest in a foreign corporation during the tax year? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Was the organization a direct or indirect shareholder of a passive foreign investment company or a

qualified electing fund during the tax year? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization have an ownership interest in a foreign partnership during the tax year? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Did the organization have any operations in or related to any boycotting countries during the tax year?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Part IV Foreign Forms

† †

† †

† †

† †

† †

† †

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

X

X

X

X

X

X
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032075  12-03-20

5

Schedule F (Form 990) 2020

Schedule F (Form 990) 2020 Page 

Provide the information required by Part I, line 2 (monitoring of funds); Part I, line 3, column (f) (accounting method; amounts of

investments vs. expenditures per region); Part II, line 1 (accounting method); Part III (accounting method); and Part III, column (c)

(estimated number of recipients), as applicable. Also complete this part to provide any additional information. See instructions.

Part V Supplemental Information

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

PART I, LINE 2:

FUNDS AT THE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM SITES IN CENTRAL AMERICA AND AFRICA

ARE MONITORED BY SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS (SWB) STAFF MEMBERS. IN

NICARAGUA, THIS STAFF MEMBER IS A TRAINED LOCAL DIRECTOR WITH A

CERTIFICATION AND DEGREE IN ACCOUNTING. IN UGANDA, THIS STAFF MEMBER IS

OUR LOCAL DIRECTOR, AN AMERICAN WITH TRAINING IN ACCOUNTING AND IN SWB

FINANCIAL PROCEDURES. BOTH LOCATIONS USE AN ON-SITE LEDGER SYSTEM AND

ONLINE REPORTING SYSTEM, AND COMPLY WITH SWB STANDARD OPERATING

PROCEDURES. THE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES OF THESE STAFF MEMBERS WITH

REGARDS TO FINANCIALS ARE TO RECEIVE MONEY TRANSFERS, MAKE PAYMENTS,

DOCUMENT, AND REPORT ON THESE FUNDS. IN NICARAGUA, CASH IS RECEIVED VIA

MONEY TRANSFER AND IMMEDIATELY USED TO PAY FIXED COSTS INCLUDING RENT AND

UTILITIES. THE REMAINDER OF THESE FUNDS ARE PLACE INTO A LOCKED CASH BOX,

NOTING THE EXCHANGE RATE AND DEPOSIT ON THE LEDGER. ONLY THE DIRECTOR HAS

THE KEY TO THE CASH BOX, THOUGH COACHES MAY REQUEST WITHDRAWALS FOR

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES WITH PERMISSION ON A LEDGER WITH RECEIPTS ATTACHED, IF

THEY ARE AVAILABLE. IN UGANDA, FUNDS ARE TRANSFERRED TO THE BANK ACCOUNT,

WHICH PAYS EMPLOYEES DIRECTLY. FUNDS FOR PROGRAM EXPENSES ARE WITHDRAWN

AS CASH AND A LOCKED CASH BOX IS USED, WITH SIMILAR PROCESS TO NICARAGUA.

AND AT THE END OF EACH MONTH, THE DIRECTORS RECONCILE THE LEDGER,

RECEIPTS, AND WITHDRAWALS AGAINST THE CASH BOX AND SUBMIT AN ONLINE

EXPENSE FORM TO THE FINANCE DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SIGNING TO

ACKNOWLEDGE THE TOTALS ARE CORRECT TO THE BEST OF THEIR KNOWLEDGE.

VARIANCES IN MONTH-TO-MONTH COST, OR FROM THE BUDGET, TRIGGERS A

CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE LOCAL DIRECTOR AND THE FINANCE DIRECTOR.
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OMB No. 1545-0047

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

Did
fundraiser

have custody
or control of

contributions?

032081  11-25-20

 Go to

(Form 990 or 990-EZ) Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 17, 18, or 19, or if the
organization entered more than $15,000 on Form 990-EZ, line 6a.

Open to Public
Inspection

| Attach to Form 990 or Form 990-EZ.

| www.irs.gov/Form990 for instructions and the latest information.

Employer identification number

1

a

b

c

d

a

b

e

f

g

2

Yes No

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 

(v) 

(i)

(vi) 

Yes No

Total

3

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990 or 990-EZ. Schedule G (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

Name of the organization

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 17. Form 990-EZ filers are not
required to complete this part.

Indicate whether the organization raised funds through any of the following activities. Check all that apply.

Mail solicitations

Internet and email solicitations

Phone solicitations

In-person solicitations

Solicitation of non-government grants

Solicitation of government grants

Special fundraising events

Did the organization have a written or oral agreement with any individual (including officers, directors, trustees, or

key employees listed in Form 990, Part VII) or entity in connection with professional fundraising services?

If "Yes," list the 10 highest paid individuals or entities (fundraisers) pursuant to agreements under which the fundraiser is to be

compensated at least $5,000 by the organization.

Name and address of individual
or entity (fundraiser)

Activity
Gross receipts

from activity

Amount paid
to (or retained by)

fundraiser
listed in col. 

Amount paid
to (or retained by)

organization

�������������������������������������� |

List all states in which the organization is registered or licensed to solicit contributions or has been notified it is exempt from registration
or licensing.

LHA

 

Supplemental Information Regarding Fundraising or Gaming ActivitiesSCHEDULE G

Part I Fundraising Activities. 

2020

† †
† †
† †
†

† †

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129
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032082  11-25-20

2

(d) 

(a) 

(c)

(a) (b) (c) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

(a) (c)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Yes Yes Yes

No No No

9

10

a

b

Yes No

a

b

Yes No

Schedule G (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

Pull tabs/instant
bingo/progressive bingo

Schedule G (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020 Page 

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 18, or reported more than $15,000

of fundraising event contributions and gross income on Form 990-EZ, lines 1 and 6b. List events with gross receipts greater than $5,000.

Total events

(add col. through

col. )

R
e
ve

n
u

e

Event #1 Event #2 Other events

(event type) (event type) (total number)

Gross receipts

Less: Contributions

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~

Gross income (line 1 minus line 2)

D
ir
e
c
t 

E
xp

e
n

se
s

����

Cash prizes

Noncash prizes

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Rent/facility costs ~~~~~~~~~~~~

Food and beverages

Entertainment

~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Other direct expenses ~~~~~~~~~~

Direct expense summary. Add lines 4 through 9 in column (d)

Net income summary. Subtract line 10 from line 3, column (d)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ |

������������������������ |

Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 19, or reported more than

$15,000 on Form 990-EZ, line 6a.

R
e
ve

n
u

e Bingo Other gaming
Total gaming (add

col. through col. )

D
ir
e
c
t 

E
xp

e
n

se
s

Gross revenue ��������������

Cash prizes

Noncash prizes

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Rent/facility costs

Other direct expenses

~~~~~~~~~~~~

����������

% % %

Volunteer labor ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Direct expense summary. Add lines 2 through 5 in column (d)

Net gaming income summary. Subtract line 7 from line 1, column (d)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ |

��������������������� |

Enter the state(s) in which the organization conducts gaming activities:

Is the organization licensed to conduct gaming activities in each of these states?

If "No," explain:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Were any of the organization's gaming licenses revoked, suspended, or terminated during the tax year?

If "Yes," explain:

~~~~~~~~~

Part II Fundraising Events.

Part III Gaming.

† † †
† † †

† †

† †

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

MARATHON TOURNAMENT 5

21,770. 10,560. 31,837. 64,167.

19,070. 10,560. 28,738. 58,368.

2,700. 3,099. 5,799.

720. 720.

3,001. 744. 3,261. 7,006.
7,726.

-1,927.
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032083  11-25-20

3

11

12

13

14

15

Yes No

Yes No

a

b

13a

13b

Yes Noa

b

c

16

17

a

b

Yes No

 

Schedule G (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

Schedule G (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020 Page 

Does the organization conduct gaming activities with nonmembers?

Is the organization a grantor, beneficiary or trustee of a trust, or a member of a partnership or other entity formed

to administer charitable gaming?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Indicate the percentage of gaming activity conducted in:

The organization's facility

An outside facility

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ %

%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Enter the name and address of the person who prepares the organization's gaming/special events books and records:

Name  |

Address |

Does the organization have a contract with a third party from whom the organization receives gaming revenue?

If "Yes," enter the amount of gaming revenue received by the organization  |

~~~~~~

$ and the amount

of gaming revenue retained by the third party  | $

If "Yes," enter name and address of the third party:

Name  |

Address  |

Gaming manager information:

Name  |

Gaming manager compensation  |

Description of services provided  |

$

Director/officer Employee Independent contractor

Mandatory distributions:

Is the organization required under state law to make charitable distributions from the gaming proceeds to

retain the state gaming license? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Enter the amount of distributions required under state law to be distributed to other exempt organizations or spent in the

organization's own exempt activities during the tax year  | $

Provide the explanations required by Part I, line 2b, columns (iii) and (v); and Part III, lines 9, 9b, 10b,

15b, 15c, 16, and 17b, as applicable. Also provide any additional information. See instructions.

Part IV Supplemental Information.

† †

† †

† †

† † †

† †

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129
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032084  04-01-20

4

Schedule G (Form 990 or 990-EZ)

(continued)
Schedule G (Form 990 or 990-EZ) Page 

Part IV Supplemental Information 

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129
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OMB No. 1545-0047

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

032141  11-23-20

Open to Public
Inspection

Complete if the organizations answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, lines 29 or 30.

Attach to Form 990.

 Go to www.irs.gov/Form990 for instructions and the latest information.

Employer identification number

(a) (b) (c) (d)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990. Schedule M (Form 990) 2020

Name of the organization

Check if
applicable

Number of
contributions or

items contributed

Noncash contribution
amounts reported on

Form 990, Part VIII, line 1g

Method of determining
noncash contribution amounts

Art - Works of art

Art - Historical treasures

Art - Fractional interests

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~

Books and publications

Clothing and household goods

~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~

Cars and other vehicles

Boats and planes

Intellectual property

~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~

Securities - Publicly traded

Securities - Closely held stock

~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~

Securities - Partnership, LLC, or

trust interests

Securities - Miscellaneous

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~

Qualified conservation contribution -

Historic structures

Qualified conservation contribution - Other

~~~~~~~~~~~~

~

Real estate - Residential

Real estate - Commercial

Real estate - Other

~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~

Collectibles

Food inventory

Drugs and medical supplies

Taxidermy

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Historical artifacts

Scientific specimens

Archeological artifacts

~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~

Other ( )

Other ( )

Other ( )

Other ( )

Number of Forms 8283 received by the organization during the tax year for contributions

for which the organization completed Form 8283, Part V, Donee Acknowledgement ~~~~

During the year, did the organization receive by contribution any property reported in Part I, lines 1 through 28, that it

must hold for at least three years from the date of the initial contribution, and which isn't required to be used for

exempt purposes for the entire holding period? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If "Yes," describe the arrangement in Part II.

Does the organization have a gift acceptance policy that requires the review of any nonstandard contributions? ~~~~~~

Does the organization hire or use third parties or related organizations to solicit, process, or sell noncash

contributions? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If "Yes," describe in Part II.

If the organization didn't report an amount in column (c) for a type of property for which column (a) is checked,

describe in Part II.

LHA

SCHEDULE M
(Form 990)

Part I Types of Property

Noncash Contributions
2020J  

J  
J 

J
J
J
J

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

SOCCER EQUIPM X 66 25,153.RETAIL/MARKET COST
COACHING EQUI X 14 7,000.RETAIL/MARKET COST
OFFICE EQUIPM X 9 2,200.RETAIL/MARKET COST
SCHOOL SUPPLI X 2 500.RETAIL/MARKET COST

X

X

X
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2

Schedule M (Form 990) 2020

Schedule M (Form 990) 2020 Page 

Provide the information required by Part I, lines 30b, 32b, and 33, and whether the organization
is reporting in Part I, column (b), the number of contributions, the number of items received, or a combination of both. Also complete
this part for any additional information.

Part II Supplemental Information. 

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

SCHEDULE M, PART I, COLUMN (B):

THE AMOUNT REPORTED IN PART I COLUMN B REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF ITEMS

CONTRIBUTED.

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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Complete to provide information for responses to specific questions on
Form 990 or 990-EZ or to provide any additional information.

| Attach to Form 990 or 990-EZ.
| Go to www.irs.gov/Form990 for the latest information.

(Form 990 or 990-EZ)

Open to Public
Inspection

Employer identification number

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990 or 990-EZ. Schedule O (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2020

Name of the organization

LHA

SCHEDULE O Supplemental Information to Form 990 or 990-EZ 2020

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS 20-3786129

FORM 990, PART VI, SECTION B, LINE 11B:

THE FINANCE COMMITTEE REVIEWS PREPARED REPORTS AND TAX DOCUMENTS AND THEN

PRESENTS THEM TO THE FULL BOARD PRIOR TO SIGNATURE.

FORM 990, PART VI, SECTION C, LINE 19:

THE ORGANIZATION'S GOVERNING DOCUMENTS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS ARE

AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC UPON REQUEST.

FORM 990, PART XII, LINE 2C:

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SELECTION AND OVERSIGHT

OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR.

FORM 990, PART VI, SECTION B, LINE 11:

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS WAS GIVEN A COPY OF THE FORM 990 AND GIVEN A

CHANCE TO COMMENT PRIOR TO THE FILING OF THE FORM 990.

FORM 990, PART VI, SECTION C, LINE 19:

DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC BY REQUESTING ITEMS IN WRITING TO

THE ORGANIZATION.

12200325 758606 14749000      2020.05091 SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS      14749001
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December 7, 2022

To whom it may concern,

This letter is in support of Soccer Without Borders (SWB) proposed Youth Summer Camp. We have
worked in collaboration with Soccer Without Borders to support newcomer immigrant and refugee
students in the Oakland Unified School District (OUSD) since 2007. SWB has collaborated with OUSD
to run summer soccer camps that incorporate health education and team-building activities. Additionally,
we have collaborated to run year-round soccer teams for middle school and high-school age refugee,
immigrant and asylee youth at seven different OUSD schools, and coordinated our efforts in support of
particularly vulnerable groups of students, most recently supporting the growing influx of unaccompanied
minor students from Central America.

At a time of their lives where so much of their surroundings, customs and concepts are changing, soccer
serves as a familiar thread that connects them to an important aspect of the culture in their home
countries. Soccer Without Borders provides these youth with an avenue for positive engagement, a
platform for personal growth, and a toolkit for their futures. We believe SWB is one of the most effective
and important supports for our English Language Learners in OUSD, and are excited to hear that summer
program offerings could be more robust in partnership with OFCY.

Based on the history of successful collaboration with Soccer Without Borders, we are pleased to support
this proposal. We believe that the services outlined in this proposal can lead to better outcomes for our
students.



December 7, 2022

To Whom It May Concern:

Soccer Without Borders certifies that:

• All of our employees that work at OUSD school sites have passed fingerprint review
by Department of Justice (DOJ) and FBI and TB Testing requirements.

• Clearance information from background checking will appear on invoices submitted
to OUSD.

• Proof of fingerprint passage and TB Test passage of persons working at OUSD will
be available to OUSD upon demand.

• Staff are trained and aware of what it means to be mandatory reporters

• All Coordinator level staff are CPR, First-Aid and Concussion Protocol trained

Please feel free to contact me for more information or for any questions regarding the
above information.

Best,

Ben Gucciardi
Founder and Oakland Director





Customer service information

1.888.BUSINESS (1.888.287.4637)

bankofamerica.com

Bank of America, N.A.
P.O. Box 25118
Tampa, FL 33622-5118

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS
3700 EASTERN AVE
BALTIMORE, MD  21224-4207

P.O. Box 15284
Wilmington, DE 19850
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Your Business Advantage Relationship Banking 
Preferred Rewards for Bus Platinum Honors
for November 1, 2022 to November 30, 2022 Account number: 0002 8804 0606

SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS          

Account summary
Beginning balance on November 1, 2022 $730,665.50

Deposits and other credits 247,917.66

Withdrawals and other debits -299,736.75

Checks -8,235.00

Service fees -1.00

Ending balance on November 30, 2022 $670,610.41

# of deposits/credits: 27

# of withdrawals/debits: 71

# of items-previous cycle¹: 1

# of days in cycle: 30

Average ledger balance: $779,016.72

¹Includes checks paid, deposited items and other debits

SWB Maryland Director
.

SWB Maryland Director
.



SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS   !   Account # 0002 8804 0606   !   November 1, 2022 to November 30, 2022

Page 2 of 10

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
BANK DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

How to Contact Us - You may call us at the telephone number listed on the front of this statement.

Updating your contact information - We encourage you to keep your contact information up-to-date. This includes address,
email and phone number. If your information has changed, the easiest way to update it is by visiting the Help & Support tab of
Online Banking.

Deposit agreement - When you opened your account, you received a deposit agreement and fee schedule and agreed that your
account would be governed by the terms of these documents, as we may amend them from time to time. These documents are
part of the contract for your deposit account and govern all transactions relating to your account, including all deposits and
withdrawals. Copies of both the deposit agreement and fee schedule which contain the current version of the terms and
conditions of your account relationship may be obtained at our financial centers.

Electronic transfers: In case of errors or questions about your electronic transfers - If you think your statement or receipt is
wrong or you need more information about an electronic transfer (e.g., ATM transactions, direct deposits or withdrawals,
point-of-sale transactions) on the statement or receipt, telephone or write us at the address and number listed on the front of
this statement as soon as you can. We must hear from you no later than 60 days after we sent you the FIRST statement on
which the error or problem appeared.

- Tell us your name and account number.
- Describe the error or transfer you are unsure about, and explain as clearly as you can why you believe there is an error

or why you need more information.
- Tell us the dollar amount of the suspected error.

For consumer accounts used primarily for personal, family or household purposes, we will investigate your complaint and will
correct any error promptly. If we take more than 10 business days (10 calendar days if you are a Massachusetts customer) (20
business days if you are a new customer, for electronic transfers occurring during the first 30 days after the first deposit is
made to your account) to do this, we will provisionally credit your account for the amount you think is in error, so that you will
have use of the money during the time it will take to complete our investigation.

For other accounts, we investigate, and if we find we have made an error, we credit your account at the conclusion of our
investigation.

Reporting other problems - You must examine your statement carefully and promptly. You are in the best position to discover
errors and unauthorized transactions on your account. If you fail to notify us in writing of suspected problems or an
unauthorized transaction within the time period specified in the deposit agreement (which periods are no more than 60 days
after we make the statement available to you and in some cases are 30 days or less), we are not liable to you and you agree to
not make a claim against us, for the problems or unauthorized transactions.

Direct deposits - If you have arranged to have direct deposits made to your account at least once every 60 days from the same
person or company, you may call us to find out if the deposit was made as scheduled. You may also review your activity online
or visit a financial center for information.

 © 2022 Bank of America Corporation

SWB Maryland Director
……



SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS   !   Account # 0002 8804 0606   !   November 1, 2022 to November 30, 2022

Your checking account

Page 3 of 10

Deposits and other credits
Date Description Amount

11/02/22 STRIPE           DES:TRANSFER   ID:ST-J8Q2A0I8W6D6  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:1800948598 CCD

12,786.82

11/03/22 France-Merrick F DES:Receivable ID:025CEYSZVUC7P1T  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:025CEYSZVUC7P1T France-Merrick F Bill.co  m Inv #711

70,000.00

11/03/22 State of CO      DES:VENDOR PAY ID:CDHS-Youth  INDN:VC00000000241537        CO
ID:8406447392 CCD  PMT INFO:NTE*INV202210-7229                *03Sep  tTGYSFY23 SWB GA

15,063.28

11/03/22 GREATER FDN GRNT DES:CINCINNATI ID:29852  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:1310669700 CCD

5,000.00

11/04/22 BAL GAS&ELEC     DES:EDI PAYMNT ID:0000349852  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT B        CO
ID:1520280210 CTX  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FOR THIS PMT.  CONTACT A
TREASURY SALES OFFICER FOR ASSISTANCE.

3,500.00

11/04/22 PEWMATCHINGGIFT  DES:MATCH GIFT ID:       79090175  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1562307147 CCD

102.50

11/07/22 Online Banking Transfer Conf# f3j90fgc7; REFUGEE AND IMMIGRANT TRANSITIONS, REFUG 22,787.50

11/07/22 FACEBOOK PAYMENT DES:B8VRRDWZSG ID:B8VRRDWZSG  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS
CO ID:BXXXXXXXXX CCD  PMT INFO:RMR*IK*FACEBOOK PAYOUT B8VRRDWZSG\

120.00

11/09/22 STRIPE           DES:TRANSFER   ID:ST-D1Y5V0E4T9L0  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:1800948598 CCD

13,056.28

11/09/22 State of CO      DES:VENDOR PAY ID:CDHS-Youth  INDN:VC00000000241537        CO
ID:8406447392 CCD  PMT INFO:NTE*SRPF22-10                     *TGYS  FY23 # SRPF22-10
REGISTRATION

400.00

11/14/22 FLBC             DES:PAYMENTS   ID:SWB  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO ID:1521734848
CCD  PMT INFO:NTE*FAMILY LEAGUE PAYMENT\

9,115.46

11/16/22 STRIPE           DES:TRANSFER   ID:ST-K4A1N5P9E9J1  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:1800948598 CCD

9,936.46

11/16/22 Bright Funds     DES:Bill.com   ID:016JMMDNR2G2960  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:    Bright Funds Bill.com 016JMMDNR2G296  0 Acct #Details:
brightfunds.org/faq © 2

49.27

11/16/22 JUSTWORKS        DES:ACCTVERIFY ID:BBXXXXXXXXXB50  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:4462283648 CCD

0.07

continued on the next page

SWB Maryland Director
……



SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS   !   Account # 0002 8804 0606   !   November 1, 2022 to November 30, 2022
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Deposits and other credits - continued
Date Description Amount

11/16/22 JUSTWORKS        DES:ACCTVERIFY ID:D1D8FE044C6551  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:4462283648 CCD

0.02

11/17/22 THE ZELLERBACH F DES:achGR11.15 ID:20-3786129  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1946069482 CCD  PMT INFO:G-2210-21287: 2022 WJZ Award Finalist

5,000.00

11/17/22 TD AMERITRADE    DES:ACH OUT    ID:aHB5TB0LNH  INDN:MCVEIGH MARY            CO
ID:5470533629 PPD

1,156.12

11/21/22 AMZN7XI3GLSE     DES:AmazonSmil ID:2VAMTW4R8RQI5CK  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:9215319235 CCD  PMT INFO:payments.amazon.com ID#2VAMTW4R8RQI5CK

100.75

11/22/22 BKOFAMERICA ATM 11/22 #000007555 DEPOSIT NORTH CHARLES      BALTIMORE     MD 66,258.30

11/22/22 FIDELITY INVESTM DES:GrantPaymt ID:1228670  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:1110303001 CCD

2,000.00

11/23/22 STRIPE           DES:TRANSFER   ID:ST-T6T0X1O6Y6J6  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:1800948598 CCD

3,235.80

11/28/22 AMER ONLINE GIV1 DES:EDI PAYMNT ID:8YMSNSDKSK  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:1810739440 CCD  PMT INFO:REF*TN*8YMSNSDKSK*Donation from AOGFcaus  es.benevity.org
- 8YMSNSDKSK\

740.95

11/28/22 GlobalGiving     DES:CNX US ACH ID:467835  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO ID:2930000226
CCD

130.70

11/29/22 QGiv             DES:Funds Disb ID:26501622386818  INDN:Qgiv                    CO ID:1043575881 CCD 20.39

11/30/22 TD AMERITRADE    DES:ACH OUT    ID:aHB5TB0LNU  INDN:MCVEIGH MARY            CO
ID:5470533629 PPD

5,175.47

11/30/22 STRIPE           DES:TRANSFER   ID:ST-B0T5S6S8R7A8  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:1800948598 CCD

1,997.02

11/30/22 THE BOEING COMPA DES:CORPORATE  ID:XXXXXXXXX  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:AX60638742 CCD

184.50

Total deposits and other credits $247,917.66

Withdrawals and other debits
Date Description Amount

11/01/22 Rosie Abdul Rahi DES:Payables   ID:016FNLBUY2FE6Q4  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Rosie Abdul Rahim Bill.com P22102801 - 5  175391 Inv #N/A

-72.00

11/01/22 Grace Atia       DES:Payables   ID:016QDFGYK2FE6Q3  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:      Grace Atia Bill.com P22102801 - 51  75389 Inv #N/A

-72.00

11/02/22 QGIV             DES:TC ACH     ID:039-0155221245  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:9000711218 WEB

-1.41

11/03/22 ZENEFITS         DES:PAYROLL    ID:ZNFTS38427318  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:PXXXXXXXXX CCD

-1,858.86

11/03/22 PAYYOURPEOPLETAX DES:ZENEFITS   ID:ZNFTS38424963  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS
CO ID:RXXXXXXXXX CCD

-545.73

11/04/22 TRANSFER SOCCER WITHOUT BORDE:Soccer Without Borde Confirmation# 3956424900 -5,750.46

11/04/22 Up2Us Sports*    DES:Payables   ID:016FWOMZB2FLVFP  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:   Up2Us Sports* Bill.com P22110401 - 69  59400 Multiple inv.
(details on stub)

-5,375.00

11/04/22 SSBTRUSTOPS      DES:P/R Contr  ID:  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT B        CO ID: XXXXXXXXX CCD -3,378.51

11/04/22 POSNER CENTER FO DES:ACH Batch  ID:pc - 175  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1464406422 CCD

-930.00

continued on the next page

SWB Maryland Director
……



SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS   !   Account # 0002 8804 0606   !   November 1, 2022 to November 30, 2022

Your checking account

Page 5 of 10

Withdrawals and other debits - continued
Date Description Amount

11/04/22 Astryaal Graham  DES:Payables   ID:016HAAMLR2FLVFS  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO: Astryaal Graham Bill.com P22110401 - 69  59405 multiple
invoices

-126.50

11/04/22 Abigail Griffin  DES:Payables   ID:016LNFHEK2FLVFV  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO: Abigail Griffin Bill.com P22110401 - 69  59395 multiple invoices

-80.41

11/07/22 LIBERTY MUTUAL   DES:XXXXXXXXX  ID:6396987  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:0000061050 CCD

-2,357.00

11/08/22 CAPITAL ONE      DES:ONLINE PMT ID:3MSLB0UM51URQ6Q  INDN:BEN GUCCIARDI           CO
ID:9279744391 CCD

-15,838.38

11/08/22 SSBTRUSTOPS      DES:P/R Contr  ID:  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT B        CO ID: XXXXXXXXX CCD -78.31

11/14/22 Savvy Numbers LL DES:Payables   ID:016HNCKZT2FWFX7  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Savvy Numbers LLC Bill.com P22111001 - 8  764976 Inv #N/A

-4,000.00

11/14/22 Morrison Product DES:Payables   ID:016IAKAWX2FWFX2  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Morrison Productions Bill.com P22111001  - 8764974 Inv
#INV-2378

-1,635.28

11/14/22 Colleen McNally  DES:Payables   ID:016GWSWDO2FWFXB  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO: Colleen McNally Bill.com P22111001 - 87  64981 Inv #Coaching

-450.00

11/14/22 Kristen Malebran DES:Payables   ID:016QXUAYV2FWFXA  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Kristen Malebranche Bill.com P22111001 -   8764983 Inv
#Coaching

-396.00

11/14/22 Joel Modesto     DES:Payables   ID:016BHTQMF2FWFX4  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:    Joel Modesto Bill.com P22111001 - 87  64993 Inv #Coaching

-280.00

11/14/22 Dillon Broadwell DES:Payables   ID:016NPGNSX2FWFX9  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Dillon Broadwell Bill.com P22111001 - 87  64985 Inv #Coaching

-260.00

11/14/22 Samuel Hurd      DES:Payables   ID:016VHESFM2FWFX8  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:     Samuel Hurd Bill.com P22111001 - 87  64987 Inv #ESOL
teacher

-151.16

11/14/22 Abigail Griffin  DES:Payables   ID:016YBIMLD2FWFX5  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO: Abigail Griffin Bill.com P22111001 - 87  64978 multiple invoices

-129.92

11/14/22 Sterling Volunte DES:Payables   ID:016UGQVKO2FWFX3  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Sterling Volunteers Bill.com P22111001 -   8764989 Inv
#9186310

-129.50

11/14/22 Joseph Kroymann  DES:Payables   ID:016XNEQHH2FWFX6  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO: Joseph Kroymann Bill.com P22111001 - 87  64991 Inv #Mileage

-75.04

11/15/22 ZENEFITS         DES:PAYROLL    ID:ZNFTS38853228  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:PXXXXXXXXX CCD

-71,120.28

11/15/22 PAYYOURPEOPLETAX DES:ZENEFITS   ID:ZNFTS38848239  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS
CO ID:RXXXXXXXXX CCD

-24,468.26

11/16/22 JUSTWORKS        DES:ACCTVERIFY ID:EDFEC1E2AC605A  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:3462283648 CCD

-0.09

11/17/22 ZENEFITS         DES:PAYROLL    ID:ZNFTS38893626  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:PXXXXXXXXX CCD

-2,134.50

11/17/22 PAYYOURPEOPLETAX DES:ZENEFITS   ID:ZNFTS38889756  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS
CO ID:RXXXXXXXXX CCD

-679.18

11/18/22 Juan Nicol?s Cor DES:Payables   ID:016HJQJLW2G7W3Q  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Juan Nicol?s Correa Trujillo Bill.com P2  2111701 - 0613330 Inv
#N/A

-1,080.00

continued on the next page

SWB Maryland Director
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SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS   !   Account # 0002 8804 0606   !   November 1, 2022 to November 30, 2022
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Withdrawals and other debits - continued
Date Description Amount

11/18/22 Mia Olivas       DES:Payables   ID:016SDHUCN2G7W3W  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:      Mia Olivas Bill.com P22111701 - 06  13344 Inv #N/A

-600.00

11/18/22 Kylie Anderson   DES:Payables   ID:016BVKCMJ2G7W42  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:  Kylie Anderson Bill.com P22111701 - 06  13332 Inv #N/A

-162.00

11/18/22 Mohamad Nasim Sh DES:Payables   ID:016ZJFWMF2G7W3T  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Mohamad Nasim Shahir Bin Bill.com P22111  701 - 0613338 Inv
#Mileage

-75.04

11/18/22 Astryaal Graham  DES:Payables   ID:016FWVGAS2G7W3Z  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO: Astryaal Graham Bill.com P22111701 - 06  13340 multiple
invoices

-57.38

11/21/22 Laurie Laker     DES:Payables   ID:016AJRKLN2G9BWZ  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:    Laurie Laker Bill.com P22111701 - 06  16355 Inv #N/A

-888.00

11/21/22 Sarah Martin     DES:Payables   ID:016MMQKNH2G9BWY  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:    Sarah Martin Bill.com P22111701 - 06  13334 Inv #Mileage

-134.40

11/21/22 Mehari Mihret    DES:Payables   ID:016SRMDJZ2G9BX0  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:   Mehari Mihret Bill.com P22111701 - 06  13346 Inv #N/A

-36.00

11/22/22 BALTIMORE GAS AN DES:BILLPAY    ID:BALTIMORE GAS A  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS
CO ID:0000000160 PPD

-120.79

11/23/22 SSBTRUSTOPS      DES:P/R Contr  ID:  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT B        CO ID: XXXXXXXXX CCD -3,465.84

11/23/22 BALTIMOREWATER   DES:BILLPAY    ID:BALTIMORE CITY  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS
CO ID:0000000160 WEB

-140.00

11/23/22 BALTIMOREWATER   DES:BILLPAY    ID:BALTIMORE CITY  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS
CO ID:0000000160 WEB

-55.68

11/25/22 Mr. Tim's Bus Ri DES:Payables   ID:016CKGNLA2GG23Y  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Mr. Tim's Bus Rides Bill.com P22112301 -   2063083 Inv #End of
Fall 2022

-27,605.00

11/25/22 CAPITAL ONE      DES:ONLINE PMT ID:3MVZ8BDH40AYVRM  INDN:BEN GUCCIARDI           CO
ID:9279744391 CCD

-9,972.19

11/25/22 Daniel Dennis &  DES:Payables   ID:016RADOGP2GG246  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Daniel Dennis & Co Bill.com P22112301 -  2063007 Inv #8131

-4,715.00

11/25/22 Oriola Associate DES:Payables   ID:016CCCSRI2GG241  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Oriola Associates LLC Bill.com P22112301   - 2063039 Inv #N/A

-1,300.00

11/25/22 First Congregati DES:Payables   ID:016LFRWOK2GG243  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:First Congregational Church Bill.com P22  112301 - 2063046 Inv
#N/A

-1,030.00

11/25/22 Laurie Laker     DES:Payables   ID:016HQJQZZ2GG240  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:    Laurie Laker Bill.com P22112301 - 20  63021 Inv #N/A

-888.00

11/25/22 Madison Ave Apar DES:Payables   ID:016BKYTBA2GG244  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Madison Ave Apartments Bill.com P2211230  1 - 2063044 Inv
#N/A

-833.00

11/25/22 Eric M Meyer     DES:Payables   ID:016ONLDMC2GG242  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:    Eric M Meyer Bill.com P22112301 - 20  63029 Inv #N/A

-725.00

11/25/22 Choke Cherry Pro DES:Payables   ID:016QDLRSV2GG247  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Choke Cherry Properties Bill.com P221123  01 - 2063035 Inv
#N/A

-500.00

11/25/22 Colleen McNally  DES:Payables   ID:016TSTBVJ2GG245  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO: Colleen McNally Bill.com P22112301 - 20  63062 Inv #Coaching

-378.00

11/25/22 Dillon Broadwell DES:Payables   ID:016ZGPXLE2GG23S  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Dillon Broadwell Bill.com P22112301 - 20  63074 Inv #Coaching

-360.00

11/25/22 Dunbar Security  DES:Payables   ID:016CXAMKY2GG23W  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Dunbar Security Solutions Bill.com P2211  2301 - 2063025 Inv
#229126

-250.00

continued on the next page

SWB Maryland Director
……
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Withdrawals and other debits - continued
Date Description Amount

11/25/22 Joel Modesto     DES:Payables   ID:016NZLEGN2GG23U  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:    Joel Modesto Bill.com P22112301 - 20  63090 Inv #Coaching

-250.00

11/25/22 Kristen Malebran DES:Payables   ID:016FKHHYU2GG248  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:Kristen Malebranche Bill.com P22112301 -   2063069 Inv
#Coaching

-180.00

11/25/22 Sarah Stangl     DES:Payables   ID:016KCDGOU2GG23T  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:    Sarah Stangl Bill.com P22112301 - 20  63018 Inv #Mileage

-115.36

11/25/22 Mia Golin        DES:Payables   ID:016NWSTYD2GG23V  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:       Mia Golin Bill.com P22112301 - 20  63049 Inv #Mileage

-47.15

11/25/22 Pat Robinson     DES:Payables   ID:016WAYGIQ2GG23X  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:    Pat Robinson Bill.com P22112301 - 20  63003 Inv #Mileage

-25.50

11/25/22 Molly Cox        DES:Payables   ID:016JPEFDL2GG23Z  INDN:Soccer Without Borders  CO
ID:1204895317 CCD  PMT INFO:       Molly Cox Bill.com P22112301 - 20  63011 multiple invoices

-12.10

11/29/22 ZENEFITS         DES:PAYROLL    ID:ZNFTS39179355  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:PXXXXXXXXX CCD

-65,860.35

11/29/22 PAYYOURPEOPLETAX DES:ZENEFITS   ID:ZNFTS39178176  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS
CO ID:RXXXXXXXXX CCD

-24,802.67

11/29/22 ZENEFITS         DES:PAYROLL    ID:ZNFTS39184935  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS  CO
ID:PXXXXXXXXX CCD

-372.29

11/29/22 PAYYOURPEOPLETAX DES:ZENEFITS   ID:ZNFTS39178548  INDN:SOCCER WITHOUT BORDERS
CO ID:RXXXXXXXXX CCD

-76.32

Card account # XXXX XXXX XXXX 1316

11/02/22 CHECKCARD  1101 YSI*Alta City House 720-4609500  CO 24906412305159603677293
RECURRING CKCD 6513 XXXXXXXXXXXX1316 XXXX XXXX XXXX 1316

-1,169.95

11/10/22 PMNT SENT  1110 REMITLY* AC28 WWW.REMITLY.CWA -1,514.99

11/10/22 PMNT SENT  1110 REMITLY* P0C3 WWW.REMITLY.CWA -1,514.99

11/29/22 PMNT SENT  1128 REMITLY* RFF6 WWW.REMITLY.CWA -3,024.99

11/30/22 PMNT SENT  1129 REMITLY* C86C WWW.REMITLY.CWA 24492162333000056239206 CKCD
4829 XXXXXXXXXXXX1316 XXXX XXXX XXXX 1316

-3,024.99

Subtotal for card account # XXXX XXXX XXXX 1316 -$10,249.91
Total withdrawals and other debits -$299,736.75

Checks 
Date Check # Amount Date Check # Amount

11/08/22 3750 -3,935.00 11/14/22 3751 -4,300.00

Total checks -$8,235.00
Total # of checks 2

SWB Maryland Director
……
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Service fees
The Monthly Fee on your primary Business Advantage Relationship Banking account was waived for the statement period ending 10/31/22. A
check mark below indicates the requirement(s) you have met to qualify for the Monthly Fee waiver on the account.

$15,000+ combined average monthly balance in linked business accounts has been met

Become a member of Preferred Rewards for Business has been met

For information on how to open a new product, link an existing service to your account, or about Preferred Rewards for Business please call
1.888.BUSINESS or visit bankofamerica.com/smallbusiness.

Date Transaction description Amount

11/07/22 External transfer fee - 3 Day -    11/04/2022 -1.00

Total service fees -$1.00

Note your Ending Balance already reflects the subtraction of Service Fees.

Daily ledger balances
Date Balance ($) Date Balance($) Date Balance ($)

11/01 730,521.50 11/10 828,881.38 11/22 809,135.01

11/02 742,136.96 11/14 826,189.94 11/23 808,709.29

11/03 829,795.65 11/15 730,601.40 11/25 759,522.99

11/04 817,757.27 11/16 740,587.13 11/28 760,394.64

11/07 838,306.77 11/17 743,929.57 11/29 666,278.41

11/08 818,455.08 11/18 741,955.15 11/30 670,610.41

11/09 831,911.36 11/21 740,997.50

SWB Maryland Director
……
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Check images     
Account number: 0002 8804 0606       
Check number: 3750   !  Amount:  $3,935.00

Check number: 3751   !  Amount:  $4,300.00

SWB Maryland Director
……

SWB Maryland Director
……

SWB Maryland Director
……
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APPENDIX IV: OUSD Expanded Learning Lead Agency
MOU Boilerplate Checklist
1. Intent
2. Term of MOU
3. Termination
4. Compensation
4.1. Total Compensation
4.2. Positive Attendance
4.2.1. Reconciliation Process for Positive Attendance Based Grant Funds
4.2.2. Administrative Charges and Reconciliation
4.3. OUSD Administrative Fees
4.4. Agency Administrative Fees
4.5. Program Budget
4.6. Modifications to Budget
4.7. Program Fees
5. Scope of Work
5.1. Student Outcomes
5.1.1. Alignment with Community School Strategic Site Plan
5.2. Oversight
5.3. Enrollment
5.4. Program Requirements
5.4.1. Program Hours
5.4.2. Program Days
5.4.3. Program Components
5.4.4. Staff Ratio
5.5 Data Collection
5.5.1. Accountability Reports
5.5.2. Attendance Reports
5.5.3. Use of Enrollment Packet
5.6. Maintain Clean, Safe and Secure Environment
5.7. Meeting Participation
5.8. Relationships
5.9. Licenses
6. Field Trip Policy. Field Trips, Off Site Events and Off Site Activities
6.1. – 6.13.2., including, but not limited to:
6.1. Licenses Permission Slips/Acknowledgement
6.1.3. Notice of Waiver of All Claims
6.5. Health Conditions/Medication
6.6. Supervision
6.7. Transportation Requirements
6.11. Additional Requirements for High Risk, Overnight, Out of State Trips
6.12. Additional Requirements for Field Trips/Excursions Which Include Swimming or
Wading
6.13. Additional Requirements for Trips to East Bay Regional Park District Bodies of

Water (swimming pools, lagoons, shoreline parks and lakes) and Related
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Facilities
7. Financial Records
7.1. Accounting Records
7.2. Disputes
8. Invoicing
8.1. Billing Structure
8.2. Unallowable Expenses
8.3. Invoice Requirements
8.4. Submission of Invoices
8.5. Submission of Invoices for ASESP and 21st Century Grants
9. Ownership of Documents
10. Changes
10.1. Agency Changes
10.2. Changing Legislation
11. Conduct of Consultant
11.1. Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting Act
11.2. Staff Requirements
11.2.1. Tuberculosis Screening
11.2.2. Fingerprinting of Agents
11.2.3. Minimum Qualifications
11.3. Removal of Staff
11.4. Conflict of Interest
11.5. Drug-Free/Smoke Free Policy
11.6. Non-Discrimination
12. Indemnification
13. Insurance
13.1. Commercial General Liability
13.2. Worker’s Compensation
13.3. Property and Fire
14. Litigation
15. Incorporation of Recitals and Exhibits
16. Counterparts
17. Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary Exclusion
18. All exhibits, with required forms and timelines

The contract template that is currently being used by lead agencies is found in Appendix
V.

All applicants are required to review the contract template currently in use, and sign the
OUSD Expanded Learning Lead Agency MOU Boilerplate Checklist of the RFP
(Appendix IV).

Submission of this Signed Boilerplate Checklist will constitute a representation
by your firm that it has read all the clauses listed in the OUSD Expanded Learning
Lead Agency MOU contract sample (Appendix V), is willing and able to comply
with OUSD contracting requirements, and understands that the standard OUSD
Expanded Learning Lead Agency MOU is subject to change annually.
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Signature

Date

Name and Title of Signatory

Name of Organization
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Sophia Goethals
December 9, 2022

Sophia Goethals
Sophia Goethals, Advancement Specialist

Sophia Goethals
Soccer Without Borders Oakland
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